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Memoranda and OraJ Evidence by Non-officials. 

~enwrandum by the Indian Chamber of Commerce~ 

The Indian Chamber of Commerce,· Calcutta, does not enjoy the 
right of representation in the existing Bengal Legislative Council 
merely for the reason that it was founded a few year~ later than the 
introduction of the Reforms. Although in consideration of its repre
sentath·e character of Indian Trade and Commerce, and the assistance 
it has rendered to the Government by formulating the views of the 
Indian Commercial and Industrial community on various questions 
of commercial, industrial and public importance, e.g., Currency, Ex
change, Banking, Transport, Industries and Labour, General Finance, 
Customs, Posts and Telegraphs, Law and Legislation, Public Affairs, 
etc., the Indian Chamber of Commerce should have been entitled to 
send representatives of Indian Commerce, it has· been debarred from 
functioning as a constituency for this purpose due to the reason that it 
came into existence in 1925 after the allocation of the existing four 
seats amongst public bodies was determined. 

Chamber's representation on several bodies since 1925.-Since the 
establishment of this Chamber in 1925, it has been granted representa
tion on tl1e following bodies, on the recommendation of the Government 
of Bengal and/ or the Government of India:-

(1) The Calcutta Port Commissioners. 
(2) The Eastern llenga} Rail~:.ay Advisory Committee. 
(3) The East Indian ~ailway Advisory Committee. 
(4) The Bengal-Nagpur Railway Advisory Committee. 
(5) The Railway Rates Advisory Committee (five seats) . 

. (6) Board of Control for Apprenticeship Training, Bengal. 
(7) The Bengal Conciliation Panel. 
(8) Calcutta Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 
(9) Bengal Pilotage Dues Committee. 

This Chamber was also invited by· the Government o£ Bengal to 
vatious Conferences convened by the Government of Bengal, for con
sidering questions of interest to Indian Trade, Commerce and Indus_ 
tries, e.g., Howrah Improvement Trust, the recent Jute :Mills' working 
hours controversy. 

Representative character of the Chamber.-If the representative 
charaeter of a body is the true criterion for a claim to representation 
on public bodies the Committee think that the Indian Chamber of 
Commerce has az{ undisputed claim for representation for allocation of 
at least three out of the five seats alloted to Indian Commerce for re
presentation on the Bencral Legislative Council. ·The reports of the 
Indian Chamber of Com~erce have been supplied to the Government of 
Benn-al in the past and a perusal of these reports will no doubt con
vine~ the Governm~nt as to how the- Chamber has discharged its func
tions in reo-ard to all matters of interest to the public in general and 
the indushial and commercial community in ·particular. 
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The Executive Committee and its functions.-'fhe Committee of the 
Chamber consists of. 18 members who are elected at every annual meet
inO' by the members.. There is one President, two Vice-Presidents and 
15"" ordinary members. No person can be elected as President for more 
than· two consecutive years. Nine out of these ordinary members are 
selected as representatives of particular interests, e.g., Finance, Insur
ance, Produce, Jute and Jute manufactures, Cotton and Cotton manu
factures, Coal, Transport, Hardware and Engineering, Drugs and 
Chemicals. The Provision in the rules for the elction of nine mem
bers in this manner ensures the representation of various trades and 
industries in· the Committee of the Chamber. The Committee of· the 
Chamber appoint annually 13 expert Standing Sub-Committees to deal 
with matters falling wiihin their purview. The 13 Standing Sub
Committees are appointed for consideration of matters pertaining to 
the following~ subjects:-

Finance, Transport, Produce, Insurance, Coal, Piece-goods and 
Yarn, Cotton Mills, Hardware and Engineering, Rice, Jute, 
Gunny, Drugs and Chemicals and Hides and Skins. 

'Vith a view to ensure careful consideration of several matters of 
importance which require closer and detailed investigation, the Com
mittee appoints Special Sub-Committees. from time to time. 

The Committee meet once a week regularly and have about .)0 sit
tings during the course of a year. 

Chamber represents the various communities engaged in trade and 
industries.-The Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, is thoroughly 
representative of the various communities employed in trade, commerce 
and industries. It has, for instance, 23 Muhammadan firms as mem
bers, a large· number of Marwari firms, Gujarati firms, Parsi firms, 
Bengali firms, .Madrasi firms, Punjabi firms, etc. 

List of bodies affiliated to the Chambdr.-The Chamber has affiliated 
to itself the following ten bona fide and active Associations dealing 
with their respective trade and industries:-

(1) Indian Sugar Mills Association. 
(2) Jute Balers' Association. 
(3) Indian Produce Association. 
(4) East India Jute Association. 
(5) Indian Merchants' Association. 
(6) Calcutta Ric.e :Merchants' Association. 
(7) Calcutta Kirana Association. 
(8) Bengal Jute Dealers' Association. 
(9) Gunny Trades Association. 

(10) Shareholders' Association. 

This will be enough. to show the influence exerted and the prestige 
enjoyed by the Indian Chamber of Commerce amongst the members of 
the Indian commercial and industrial community. 

List of members along with figures of capital.-! beg to append 
herewith a list (not printed) giving the names of registered firms who 
are members of the Chamber and indicating their capital, in all cases 
where information was available. In this list, towards the end, I 
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have also given the names of such other members as are not registered 
firms along with an estimate of the capital represented by them where 
such information was available. ' 

List of members classified according to various trades and indus
tries.-! also beg to enclose herewith a list (not printed) of members 
classified according to the various trades and industries which will 
show that the Chamber has on its roll of members, Railways, Leading 
Indian Banks, Insurance Companies, Cotton Mills and Hosiery 
~fanufacturers, Jute Mills, Metal Manufacturers, Hardware 
Merchants, Accountants · and Auqitors, Produce Merchants, 
Glass Manufacturers, Match Manufacturers, Tobacco Manufacturers, 
Leather and Belting Manufacturers, Hides and Skins 
Merchants, Salt Traders, Coal :Mining Interests, Jute and Gunny Mer
chants, Jute Balers, Cotton Piece-goods and Yarn. Merchants, Rice Mills 
Flour Mills and Oil Mills, Cinema Industry, Pharmaceutical ·works, 
Stocks and Shares, Jute and Gunny and Exchange Brokers, Shipping 
Companies, Stevedore and Transport Agencies, 'Kirana . Merchants, 
.Tewellers and Diamond Merchants, Printing Presses,· Sugar Mills,. 
Road Surfacers and Paint and Varnish Works, Mills Stores Suppliers~ 
Import and Export Merchants, etc. This will give you au idea of 
the various important trades and industries represented by the Cham-
ber, and also the firms which represent them. · 

I also beg to enclose, herewith, a complete list (not printed) of 
members, arranged alphabetically. 

Messrs. G. D. Birla, D. P. Khaitan, ex-President of the Chamber, 
and Mr. A. L. Ojha, senior Vice-President of the Chamber, were nomi
nated by the Government of Ind~a on the recommendation of the 
organisations representing Indian employers as representatives of 
Indian employers at the International Labour Conference at Geneva 
during the last few year~. 

Several office-bearers of this Chamber have also served on several 
Committees appointed by the Government, e.g., Mr. D. I,, Khaitan, an 
ex-President of the Chamber on the Central Banking Enquiry Commit
tee, Mr. G. D. Birla, an ex-President of the Chamber on the Royal 
Commission on Labour, and Mr, S. K. Bhatter, President of the Cham
ber as an .Assistant Commissioner on the Royal Commission on Labour. 
~fr. G. D. Birla., an ex-President of the Chamber, attended the! Round 
'!'able Conference held in 1931 in London. 

Tribunal of Arbitration.-In the year 1927, a Tribunal of Arbitra-· 
tion was appointed by the Chamber for the determination, settlement 
and adjustment of disputes and differences between parties who refer 
to it matters in dispute for arbitration. With a view to cover the vary. 
ing nature of disputes arising in different trades and in order that the 
work may: be placed in the hands of gentlemen selected for their 
e~pert knowledge of the branch of trade and industrf with which the 
dispute is concerned, separate panels have been appomted for each of 
the following trades on the Tribunal of Arbitration, viz., (1) Jute, (2) 
Gunny, (3) Piece-"'oods and Yarn, (4) Iron and Steel, (5) Coal and 
lfinerals and (6) General. The arbitrations are conducted at a mini
mum char"'e for the facility of the commercial community, no distinc
tion bein"'~:~ made in the charges in respect of arbitrations between the 
Chamber ~:~members or a member and non-member. The Tribunal of 
Arbitration of the' Chamber has disposed of a large number of cases 
:;ince its establishment and its awards enforced by the High Court. 
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l20th danuary 1933.] 

lndian Chamber of Commerce. 

ORAL EviDENCE. 

Representatives: 

{1) :Mr. S. K. Bhatter. 
{2) Mr. A. L. Ojha. • 
(3) Mr. )L P. Gandhi (Secretary). 

'l'he Chairman first called upon the representatives of the In<han. 
Cham~er of Commerce to explain their case very briefly before the 
Committee. 

Mr. Bhatter on behalf of the representatives submitted that they 
had dealt with the matter at considerable length in their llemorandum 
which had already been .forwarded to the Reforms Officer and there 
was very little to add to what had been stated there. If, however, 
any further particulars were asked for, they would be prepared to 
supply them. In short, their case was that there was ·no question as 
to the. representative character of their body, because it had got all 
interests represented there, e.g., there were 23 :Muhammadan firms as 
members, a large number of :Marwari firms, Gujarati firms, Parsi firms, 
Bengali firms, :Madrasi firms, Punjabi firms, etc., as also the Railways. 
They were, therefore, entitled to the seats (3) asked for py them. 

In connection with the importance of their Chamber, it was pointed 
out that it was invited by the Government of Bengal for eonsidering 
questions of interest to Indian trade, Commerce and Industries, 
e.g., Howrah Improvement. Trust, recent Jute :Mills working hours con
troversy; etc. :Messrs. G. D. Birla, D. P. Khaitan (ex-President of 
the Chamber) and ~Ir. A. L. Ojha, senior Vice-President of the 
Chamber, were nominated by the Government of India on the recom
mendation of the organisations representing Indian employers a" 
representatives of Indian employers at the International Labour 
'Conference at Geneva during the last few years.. Further,_ several 
members of the Chamber served on various Committees appomted .b:Y 
ihe Government of India, and assistance was rendered to Government 
by formulating the views of the Indian Commercial and Industrial 
·-community on various questions of commercial, industrial and public 
importance, e.g., Currency, Exchange, Banking, Transport, Industries 
and T ... abour, Gt>neral Finance, Customs, Posts and Telegraphs, Law 
·and Legislation, Public Affairs, t>tc. 

This, in brief, was their case, and they would be too pleased to 
-answer any question on any particular point about which the Com
niittee had not thoroughly satisfied themselves. Finally, it was added 
ihat if they were g·iven thrt>,e seats, they were prepared to reserve one 
-seat for rep~est>nting Moslem interests. 

Questioned by Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan.-Q. Are the members of 
·your Aflsociation also members of other Chambers of Commerce that 
are in existencE>? 

A. There may be some members belong-ing to other .Associations; 
it is not pos>ible to give an accurate answer to this qut>stion. . 
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Q. How many of your members are represented on other bodies? 

A. Yay be half-a-dozen; it is not possible to give any answer on 
this point definitely, because we do not know. · 

Questioned by Mr. N. K. Basu.-Q. Do you think the figures you 
have given in connection with the list of members along with infor· 
.ma tion regarding their estimated capital are true? 

A. Yes, so far as we are aware. 

Q. At page 5 of the list referred to, the Hon'ble M:r. B. P. Singh 
Roy is shown as having invested 10 lakhs; you are aware that 
Mr. Singh Roy is a landlord and not a business man, what is then 
really meant by this figure? 

A. This figure only represents the capitaL 

Q. If out of the five seats allotted to Indian. commerce, thre~ were 
reserved for you, how would you divide the other two? 

A. Two may be given to the Bengal National Cha~ber of Com
merce. 

Q. In view of th~ fact that there are many firms in your Chamber 
which are not situated in Bengal, what special disadvantages would 
you suffer for not being represented in the Bengal Legislative Council? 

A. There are only 25 firms which have got their offices outside 
Bengal, the rest have got their offices here. "\\.,. e feel that our interests 
should not go unrepresented. 

0. Your Association came into being only in 1925; ·what dis
adv;ntages are you suffering from on account of want of representa
tion? 

A. Our intere~ts are not protected, as we cannot properly represent 
our case through t~e representatives of other bodies. 

Questioned by the Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-Q. How could 
you daim more seats than that of the Bengal National Chamber of 
Commerce or any of the other existing Associations? 

A.. On this point we have given our views in full detail in our 
Memorandum alreadv submitted. We represent diverse sections of 
trade and industries: Plea~ ·see our classified list. 

0. Do you agree that there are several Marwari firms who are 
also" members of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce? · · · 

A. Very few. 
· Q. What is the point of conflict between you and the Bengal 

National Chamber of Commerce? 
.4. There is no conflict as far as commercial interests are concerned. 
Q. 'Vill you kindly explain by concrete instances where your 

interests differ from other Associations? 
.4. Our interests are identical, but there is .conflict as regards the 

outlook of things. -· 
Q. Do you agree that commerce and trade should have no racial 

prejudices? 
A. 'Ve would verv much like that position, but th~ situation at 

the present moment is not so. 
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Q. How many Bengalis are there m your Chamber at present? 
A. Forty-two. 
Q. 1Vas the v-iew of your Chamber oppoSed to the view expressed 

by other Associations in Bengal as regards salt duty? 
A. Yes, in a certain sense. 
Q. Is it possible in your constitution for anyone to be recognised 

as a member without be1_ng connected in any business? 
A. Yes, membership is also eligible to all Indians who are engag

ed in sci.ence, art and literature. But we have not more than five such 
members. They are almost like honorary · members who how,ever 
.choose t.o pay, their. subscription. A<\ll others "iue substantial industrial 
and commercial firms.- Please see our ~ist. 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur Abdul ·Muminr-Q. How many 0 £ 
your firms have also business. in other provinces? 

A. Very few 
Q. How .rita . .ily .tlengalis a~·e members of your Cham"ber: 
A.... Forty-two. 
Q. Of the 25 ~Iuhammadans who are your members, 1s it not a 

fact that 18 .of them are members of the . .Moslem Chamber of Com-
merce? · · · · · · ~... , .· .. 

A. '\V e have 'not got' figures. The :Moslem Chamber of Commerce
was started only recently. 

· Q. · Supposing that three ,seats are allotted to your Chamber and 
no reservation i~ made, will it be· possible for any Moslem members. 
to have one of them? . 
. . A. •yes, a :l\Iuhammadan gentleman Mr. Faizullabhai G~ngjee
was elected President of our Chamber for ~WO years. 

Q. How many firms are affiliated to your , Chamber, who are 
dealers in grain or other exports?· 

A. In this connection we would invite reference to the classified 
list of members of the Indian Chamber of Commerce, which forms an 
enclosure to our letter to the Reforms Officer. 

Q. Is it not a fact that most of the biggest firms of exports and 
imports of produce are Moslem firms? 

A. We do not know. 
Q. As far as agricultural ·produce in India is concerned, is it not. 

a fact that Moslem merchants have got a monopoly in this business? 
.cL No monopoly; the;v deal with this business extensively. 

Questioned by Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy.-Q. Is it a fact that the
trade in connection with the import of vegetable oils is almost entirely 
in the hands of Moslems? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How many of the Jute Mills are in the hands of Moslems? 
A. Onlv one'. 
Q. Is there any in the hands of Bengalis? 
A. Yes, one. This Chamber alone has 4 jute mills as its members. 
Q. - '\Vhich is the most important firm that deals "'ith the import 

of iron machinery? 
A. This 'trade is well divided between Bengalis and Marwaris. 
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Q. 'Vhat is the position regarding the sugar trade? 
A. This 'trade used to be controlled by Muhammadans, but is now 

practically killed on account of import duties, and sugar mills ha:ve 
been established in the country. The Sugar Mills Association is affi
liated to our Chamber. 

Q. I put it to you that the Marwari Association, apart from the 
membership of its firms, is a body which is solely engaged in piece
goods and import trade? 

A. The Marwari Association has got some wealthy members; they 
are all interested in commerce; but 'it is a social body. They do not 
take active interest in trade, ps the Indian Chamber of flommerce and 
the_ Bengal National Qham,ber of Commerce do. 

Questioned by M.r •. Cooper.~Q: . I auggest your Chamber~is large
ly represented here m Ca:lcu~ta by branches· ~r the Bombay firms and, 
to ta gr~at extent, in the hands .of Bombay? 
. A. Out of :;t total ~embership of ~1~~. o_nly- 25 have. ~ot offices out

Side Bengal; this figure_mclude~ Bombay. 
Q. Row man.Y firm~ ar~ -~epresented. _here _by _Bo~b_ay?. 
A. Twelve. · · · · -

Questioned by Mri Hogg.-Q! When _yort are making up your 
mind on any particular public. questioit, do you co~~nlt Bombay as to 
what they are doing? ' 

A. No. 
Q. 
A. 

Are you not m regular, c:t>ITespond,ence with· .them!' 
No. 

Q. ·Do you keep in touch with .representatives in Delhi? 
.4. Only in case of all-India questions. 

Questioned by the Secretary.-Q. How many of your members 
are connected with the Bengal Chamber of Commerce? 

A.. About ten. . · ' 

[In this connection complaint was "made that although jute is now 
controlled by Indians-it was thought 50 per: cent. was owned by 
Indians--yet with regard to jute representation this trade was con
sidered as a European <;onstituency and they (Indians) had no opportu
nity to stand for it.] 

Questioned by the Hon'ble the Chairman.-Q. Is it not a fact 
that the majority of :rour members. belong to one or other Chambers 
existing in Bengal, such as Marwari Association, Bengal National 
Chambe-r of Commerce, Moslem Chamber of Commerce? 

A.. No. Those who were already members of the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce are still lhere, and a few Muhammadans 
have become members of the Moslem Chamber of Commerce after that 
Association had been started. · .. 

Q. In view of the fact that your Chamber is of an all-India 
character, why do you seek representation in the Bengal Legislative 
Council and not in the Legislative Assembly? 

A. Because our Chamber has got huge stakes i~ this province. 

117 
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Memorandum by the Bengal Mahajan Sabha. _ 

The Bengal Mahajan Sabha.-This Association is registered under 
section 26 of the Indian Companies Act (Act VI of 1882). 

Members.-"Every Chalani or other lferchant or Banker of Bengal 
and Eastern Bengal carrying on business in Calcutta and elsewhere 
shall be eligible for election as a life or ordinary member of this 
Sabha.': (Article 2 of the Association.) -

The Bengal Mahajan Sabha consists of members who are merchants, 
either Chalani or otherwise, and indigenous Bankers carrying on husi
ness in Calcutta and in the mufassal. Most of them haYe their head 
offices or purchasing centres in Calcutta with branches in different 
districts. of Bengal. -

Inland trade and indigenous banking are the. two main trading 
interests which are represented by this Association. It is not too much 
to say that the entire inland trade and indigenous banking is entrusted 
directly and indirectly witn the class of traders who represent the 
Bengal Mahajan Sabha. . · 

• Bengal· Mahajan Sabha a-, distinguished from other commercial 
associations.-There is a good deal of distinction between the Bengal 
Mahajan Sabha and other Commercial Associations of Bengal. The 
Commercial Associations, such as the Bengal Cham.ber of Commerce,. 
the llerigal National Chamber.of .Commerce, etc., are mainly concerned 
with the export and. import trade, and industrial organisation of 
the province and their activities are mainly restricted within the metro
polis of Calcutta and other important ports. BuiJ the Bengal lfahajan 
Sabha has no such limitation. 

Inland traders.--:The inland traders carry the imported goods from 
the port~ to the doors of the villagers and also the products of the 
province from the agricultural centres to the ports for export. "The 
Chalani merchants who are the constituents of the Sabha take their 
goods _from the wholesale dealers and importers in Calcutta and also 
carry the· same to the ports from the mufassal for. export and it neces
sarily implies that they must have their offices or purchasing agencies 
in Calcutta and also in the mufassal. Here lies the main point of dis
tinction with the constituents of the Bengal :llahajan Sabha and other 
Commercial Associations. The importers and. wholesale dealers need 
not necessarily have any organisation in the mufassal. On the other 
hand, the Members of the Bengal !Iahajan Sabha cannot do without 
different disposing centres in the mufassal. They are thus the true 
repTesentatives of inland traders in rural Bengal. 

Indigenous bankers.-The other important class of traners repre
sented by the Bengal Mahajan Sabha are the indigenous Bankers or 
:llahajans. They play the biggest part in financing the agriculturists· 
of Bengal. The :Mahajans or money-lenders are the customary finan
eiers of rural Bt-ngal from time immemorial. EYery Yillage in Bengal 
has its own Mahajan, big or small, and their numb~r and resourees 
being limited, the Yillage cultiYators, traders, zemindars and others 
generally depend on them in their financial difficulties. Banking· on 
-vi.,.estern lines is still undeveloped in India. Though we have got somt' 
very big- Banking concerns in Calcutta antl Provincial towns, the entire 
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Banking system is still left in the hands of persons who are called the 
indigenous Bankers or llahajans. The Land .Mortgage Banks and 
Joint Stock Banks are not developed in Bengal, the big Banking con
cerns are not easily approachable by the common people and the acti
vities of the Credit Societies and Co-operative Banks are very limited~ 
~o the part played by the indigenous Barikers or the Mahajans in 
supplying the financial needs of the people is ve.ry considerable. 

Who are represented by the Bemgal Mahajan Sabha.-In each dis
trict there are innumerable market places where the local merchants 
ha>e their 0/'afs and shops for local sale and in each village 'there are 
money-lenders to finance the people of Bengal in their need. These 
are the constituents of the Bengal }[ahajan Sabha and they are the 
true inland traders who are ·responsible for the maj~,r pe!tion of inter
nal trade of. the profi.Q'ce. 

The present strength of the association.-Tne ·,..\ssociation a.t present 
consists of about 300 Members and each of tnese ·300 Members is the
pi·oprietor on the average of about ten business firms in different trad
ing centres and thus the Association is directly concerned with about 
3,000 trading houses in Bengal. Merchants carrying on trade on 
similar lines in the province are also indirect:Fy represented by this 
Association. In fact, the facilities derived by the activities of the 
Association are equally shared by the vast number of inland traders 
and indir~nous J>ankers in Bengal. . 

Value of transaction of the inland traders an€1 indigenous bankers 
of Bengar.-Ca) Inland trade.-In order to ha>e an idea of the internal 
trade in lengal, it is necessary tha,i tne subject should be studied from 
lift'erent points of view. The value of crops produced annually in the
p.rovince may give us an idea of the inland trade. Though a portion. 
of the produce is consumed by . the cultivak~s themselves, the major 
part of it changes hands and that at the first instance through the agency 
of the inland traders. 

'V e get tJ.e following figures regarding the area under cultivation. 
and the price of the products from Government statistics*:· 

Total area cropped in Benoal in1928-29. 

Rice, wheat, barley, jowar, bajra, maize, gram, 
sugarcane, cotton, jute, linseed, rape, musta·rd 
seeds, tobacco, etc. Acres 28,702,700 

Price of the abo>e produce Rs. 243,80,65,500· 

To this may be added the price of other s'l'lbsidiary 
products, such as cocoanut, . betelnut, lac, 
poultry, spices, etc.,. '\ll"hich is not less than _ 
another Rs. -7,00,00,0fJ0 

This gi>es us a total figure of nearabout Rs. 250 crore.s. 

*The Provincial &n.king Enqlliry Committee's Re~ort, page 28. 
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As for the value of the cultivators' own consumption and the portion 
given to the landlords in lieu of rent, one-fifth or 20 per cent. of the 
total product, or Rs. 50 crores, is not an unreasonable figure*. If we 
.deduct the above from the entire product, we have about Rs. 200 crores 
left. This is the price of the crop which remains for the internal trade 
.and the export. · 

The next point we are to consider is the seaborne and coastal 
imports. In the year 1928-29, the value of the same trade was estimated 
.at Rs. 123 crores. 

To this should be added the value of interpro
vincial imports (other than seaborne and 
coastal) such as piece-goods from Bombay, 
oil from Cawnpore, etc.· Rs. 40 crores. 

To summarise the above, we get the total figure of internal trade 
in llengal _as follows :-

(a) Value of products consumed in the pro
vince and exported to foreign countries . 
and other provinces ,.. . . . ·Rs. 200 crores. 

(b) Imports (seaborne and coastal) 
(Industry Year Book, 1932-page· 314) 

I.e) Imports from other provmces 
coastal and seaborne 

besides 

1'otal 

., 

" 

123 ,, 

40 " 

363 
, 

(b) Indigenous banking.-Though ther~ are different loan agencies, 
such as the zemindars and other rent-receivers, loan offices, Government 
and Co-operative Societies, etc., the rural population of Bengal mainly 
depend on the indigenous Bankers or Mahajans for all sorts of loan 
and finance. It may be safely asserted that 75 per cent. of the agricul
tural loan is due to the village money-lenders and if the agriculturu.l 
indebtedness of Bengal be estimated at Rs. 100 crores (according to 
the estimate of the Bengal Banking Enquiry Committee's Report), the 
value of the Mahajan's investment therein comes toRs. 75 crores. 

Besides the agriculturists there are- other kinds of borrowers such 
as the zemindars and middle class people, traders, ·industrialists and 
labourers, etc., whose indebtedness is in no way less than that of the 
agriculturists. These classes of non-agriculturist borrowers are equally, 
if not more, depen1lent on the Mahajans for their financial n~ds. As 
a rough estimate, if the non-agriculturist loan be calculated at the 

• I roughly calculated the cultivators' own consumption previously at 10 per cent., 
but after my discussions with His .Excellency, I studied the matte.r from different 
points of view and think that 20 per cent. will be a more reasonable figure. No 
statistical account on this item is available either from the official or non-official 
sources. 
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same figure of Rs. 100 crores and the money-lenders' share therein be 
calculated at least 75 per cent .• th£: figures come to another Rs. 75 
crores. -

The total value of indigenous bankers' investment may be calcu
lated at the following figures:-

Agricultural loan 
Non-agricultural loan 

Total 

Rs. 
75 crores. 
75 ' " 

150 
" 

To sum up, we get the following as the value "of transaction of the 
inland traders and indigenous bankers :- · . 

(a) Inland trade 
(b) Indigenous banking" 

Total 

Rs. 
363 crores. 

150 " 

513 " 

Connection of above trade with the Bengal Mahajan Sabha.-The 
figures quoted above are the general .trade accounts of Bengal. Though 
it is not the actual value of transactions. of the Members of this Asso
ciation, this trade at. one time passes through the hands of the traders 
who are represented by the Bengal Mahajan Sabha and, obviously, the 
Sabha can claim these figures as the value of their direct and indirect 
trade. To say tliat each individual inland merchant and indigenous 
banker would be a member of the Association is absurd, but there is. 
no denying the fact that the Sabha is the representative Association 
of this class of traders, and the results of its activities are equally 
shared by them. 

Value of transactions, particularly of the members of the associa .. 
ti::m.-Xow, to find out an exact estimate of'the value of transactions 
particularly of the existin(J' Members of this Association is a very 
!lifficnlt task. It requires "enormous labour and a long period to con
sult the hooks of these traders and, moreover, the books and accounts 
are not always available in any particular place for inspection.· As 
an experiment, I attempted in this connection to ascertain the exact 
fig-ure" of the transaction of a few members of a particular trade ce:D.tre, 
ri::., Dhairab Bazar in the district of Mymensingh, and the result is 
noted below:- · 

The annual value of merchandise sold by 
17 merchant members of the Bengal 
l\fahajan Sabha in the year 1927 . . . . Rs. I crore, 15 lakhs. 

'fhi;; does not include the investment in money-lending of the above 
traders which, if added, w"lll raise the figure much higher. Still on 
the hasis of this, a rough idea of the value of t.I:ansactions of 300 
~I"mbers of the Association may be guessed. 

2 

12-. . J. 
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Memorial from the Bengal Mahajan Sabha. 

That your memorialists' Association is an Indian Trade and Com
merce constituency for electing ~me :Member exclusively to the Bengal 
LeO'islative Council and one :Member to the Indian Legislative 
As~embly along with the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce and 
the Bengal·~Marwari Association by rotation. 

2. That the importance of Indian trade and commerce from the 
point of view of representation in the Legislatures of the land was 
first recognised in the :Morley-Minto Reforms and carried to a further 
stage by the :Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, but at no time has such 
representation been commensurate with the importance of indigenoa<> 
trading interests of the land. -

3. That the Simon Commission recommended the retention of 
special electorates for trade and commerce and insisted that the 
proportion of such seats to the strength of the House should be the same 
as at present. 

4. That the Indian Franchise Ccmmittee also recommended for 
the retention of the same number of seats in the future constitution 
for trade and commerce in the Provincial Legislative Council as at 
present, and the number allotted to your memorialists' Associat:on in 
l1<mgal has been fixed at one. 

5. That in the Communal Award , recently announced b:v the 
Premier on behalf of the British Cabinet, the number of seats allotted 
to Indian trade and commerce has not unfortunately been proportion
ately increased, though in Bengal the strength of the House has been 
raised from 140 to 250, and your memorialists' Association by reason 
of its importance and stake in the country is certainly entitled to at 
least two seats in the enlarged Legislative Council. 

6. That though the Indian Franchise Co~m1ittee has in the case 
of the Central Federal I,egislature recommended in general terms that 
out of the four seats to be allotted to Indian Commerce three members 
are to be elected as at present by the commercial organisations in 
Calcutta, Bombay and :Madras, yet in the specified list of such organi
sations it did not niention the name of the Bengal .:Mahajan Sabha 
along with the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce at page 169, 
line 20 of their Report, and your memorialists apprehend that the 
claims of the Bengal :Mahajan Sabha may be overlooked in consequence 
of this misleading statement of the Franchise Committee. 

7. That in order that the Legislatures may be better equipped to 
deal with economic subjects, a certain nu·mber of seats should be filled 
up by the representatives of commerce and industry who will speak 
from the expert and technical point of view, has been admitted by 
all, and that your memorialists as representatives of inland trader:> 
and indigenous bankers exercise an important influence in the country
side and are well equipped to speak with authority on matters affecting 
rural life concerning agriculture, industry and labour. 

8. That your memorialists being mainly concerned with the inland 
!rade and indigenous banking, are the connecting links between the 
mnumera ble rural market-places in the different parts of Bengal en 
tl1e one hand, and the great export and import houses in the metropolis 
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on the other, and are as such the true representatives of 'the trading 
and commercial interests in rural Bengal; and this special feature and 
distinctive character of your memorialists as co.ntrasted with other 
commercial Associations, whose activities are mainly restricted to the 
metropolis, should not be ignored in dealing with the strength of their 
representation. 

9. That the membership of your memorialists' Association consists 
in being Chalani merchants, who are as such so many trading firms 
with head offices at Calcutta and branches all over the' districts of 
Bengal, which is also a distinctive feature as contrasted with other 
Commercial Associations. . 

10. That with the wider opportunities and enlarged representation. 
given to the general public, the interests of the great commercial, 
industrial and banking undertakings which with past. traditions have 
not lagged behind anybody else in the uplift of the country and which 
are coming to play a rapidly increasing part in. the life of the ne\V 
Indian nation, are likely to suffer unless they are ·given a. secured suit
able representation in the Central I,egislature and a proportional 
increase in their representation in the Provincial Legislative Council. 

Your memorialists, therefore, ·most hum'9ly pray that you· will. be 
pleased to determine the proportion of seats to be allotted to the Bengal 
Mahajan Sabha in the Provincial as well as the Central Legislatures 
in accordance with the issues involved and thereby to set apart for the 
Bengal Mahajan Sabha-

(a) at least two seats in the future constitution of thf' Bengal 
Legislative Council, and 

(b) at least one seat exclusively at the Federal Assembly without 
the necesi!ity for its having to wait for its turn by rotation 
with other Commercial Associations. 

Bengal Mahajan Sabha. 

0RAI. EviDENCE. 

Representatives: 

(1) Babu Aswini Knmar Ghose. · 

(2) Babu Dhirendra Kumar Saha. 

(Babu Aswini Kumar Ghose_ answered all questions.) 

In reply tQI the Cl:.airman's enquiry as to whether the Sabh~ hail 
got anything to add to their printed Memorandum already-submitted. 
:llr. Ghose said that they had none. 

Question by Mr. E. T. McCiuskie.-Q. Is the Sabha a Commercial 
Association? 

A. No, but it is an Association of Inland traders. 
Q. \Vhat kind of trade do you do? 
A.. Trades of all sorts-rice, jute, etc. 

123 
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Q. 
. 4. 

Retail. or wholesale? 
Both . 

H 

Q. Are you Chalani merchants? 
A. Yes, there are a few members who are Chali:ini merchants under 

the articles of the Sabha, but there are other merchants also. 
Q. You •are then intermediaries? 
A. No, we are consumers as well as importers. 
Q. Does your Association act as agents? 
A. 'V e are traders and not mere middlemen. 
Q. How many members are there? 
A. .Two hundred and ninety-two. 
Q. 'Yhen established? 
A. In 1905. 
Q. \\''here is your head office? 
A. No. 9, Baistab Charan Set Street, on the J ora hagan Square. 

Here the Reforms Officer," Mr. R. X. Gilchrist, pointed out that 
in the memorial of the Sabha it is mentioned that the members are 
mainly concerned with the inland trades and indigenous banking and 
the membership of the Sabha consjsted of Chalani merchants. 

Mr. G. P. Hogg ·enquired whether they were distributors of goods 
lhroughout the province? 

Mr. Ghose replied in the affirmative. He also stated that their 
Sabha was on a par with the Calcutta Trades Association. 

Mr. McCiuskie again resumed questioning.-Q. How can your 
Sabha be on a par with the Calcutta Trades Association? 

A. The Calcutta Trades Association are retail traders, but we 
a're both retail and wholesale traders, and our members are Chalani and 
other merchants. 

Q. This is vague. 

A. It is quite c1ear; there are different market-places and 
numerous firms in the province and these firms have their agents in 
Calcutta and we represent them. · 

Q. How will it affect your business if you do not get special seats 
allocated to :rour Sabha? 

A. Our grievances cannot be ventilated in that case. 

Q. Are all your members Bengali Mahajans? 

A. Yes. 

Q. In that case ,you can come through the General constituencies. 

A. Our members are traders and merchants and to enter throuO'h 
General constituencies requires outside Council politics which we do 
not like. 

Q. Then you want politics? 

A. No, not politics outside Council. 
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cj. w·hat is politics outside Council? 

A. All sorts of political propaganda outside for entering into the 
Council. 

Q. If you do not get seats esp,ecially earmarked for your Associa
tion, how would you suffer? 

A. I would illustrate it in this way: In the present Council there 
is a Money-lenders' Bil~ and this Bill aims at certain m.embers of the 
Mahajan Sabha; as their interest is at stake by this and if they have 
no representation in the· Council, their case cannot be properlv put 

"before it by anybody else. v 

Q. You are money-lenders? 

.4. Money-lenders as well as traders. 'V e "finance industrial con- · 
cerns and agricultural loans; our places of business are mainly in rural 
areas and not in towns. · · 

Q. You claim that you finance industrial concerns; can you g1ve 
one instance? 

.4. Yes, take the case of the Dhakeswari Cotton Mills which is 
financed by many of our members. 

Q. What is your capital? 

A.. I do not know e}:aetly, but I can give you some idea. The· 
mill has been aecommodated to the extent of about -s or 9 lakhs by 
different firms belonging to our Sa~ha. 

Questioned by Mr. C. C. Cooper.-Q. Is your Association purely 
Bengali? 

A. Ye~; at first it had a good number of Marwari members before 
the starting of their own Association, but later on these members with
drew from our Sabha and formed their Association. 

Q. You finance both sellers and producers of goods? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When was your Association established? 

A.. In 1905. 
Q. Yo1.i have been represented ever since the Reforms on the 

Council? 

.4. Yes, as well as on the Legislative Assembly in alternate 
sessions. 

Q. You were purely Bengali all the while and you are purely 
Bengali now? 

..1. Yes, purely Bet•gali. 

Q. '\hat funds have you got? Is it by donations or monthly 
su b~cri ptions . 

.-t. U"nder Article 1B of the Sabha the rate of an ordinary mem:
ber' s donation is Rs. 50 and annual subscription Rs. 10; the donation 
of a life member is Rs. 500. 

125 
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f2. How man:v life membPrs ha>e you? 

. A.. Out of 292 total members, 176 are life member:S. 

Q. \Vhat is the biggest firm in your Babha? 

A. Ganga Sagar Sha Loke Nath Sha's firm. · 

Q. You are purely interested in trades as traders and not in 
politics as politicians:' 

A. None of us is interested in politics as politicians; we are 
generally tl'laders and we want to'· have reservation of seats in the 
IJegislature only for our business interest. 

Q. What is meant by Honorary Secretary, Honorary Joint Secre~ 
tarv and four Honorary Assistant Secretanes? What do all these 
gentlemen do? Are they holding these posts only technically? 

A. No ; the Secretary has much work to do; he occasionally resides 
in Calcutta, but his office is at Narayanganj; so during his absence the 
Joint· Secretary and Assistant Secretaries do the work. · 

. Questioned by Babu Mukunda Behari Mullick.-Q. How are your 
interests distinct from those of the Bengal National Chamber of Com
merce? 

A. The llengal National Chamber of Commerce is a Commercial 
Association and we have nothing to do with that body which deals in 
trades with .foreign countries; our members are inland traders of the 
province. 

Q. Cannot Maharaja Sris Chandra Nandy, who is your President, 
look afte·r your interest in the Council? 

A. No; only by some cJlanc.,e he was returned to the present 
Council' .and he mav not ha>e such chance in future; so we desire to 
haye reserYation of· seats. 

Q. I see that besides th.e Maharaja there are three executive 
members of your Sabha (Babu Ananda Mohan Poddar, Rai Bahadur 
Satyendra Kumar Da~ and Mr. Rezaur Rahaman Khan), who are also 
members of thP Council. And I know when the Money-lenders' Bill 
was discussed in the Council the Rai Bahadur took strong attitude 
against it and supported your interest. 

'A. But he does not come in the capacity of a :Mahajan. 

Q. Then your case is that unless you a.s Mahajan11 ar.e allocated 
seats in the IJegislature your inte-rest will not be looked after? 

A. Yes, that is our case and our case is similar to that of zamindars. 
Q. Of the 38 executi>e members, about 9 or 10 are men of legal 

professions. Could you let me know how they became members of 
your Sabha? . 

A. They are .only B. Ls., but they are intere.gted in our Sabha 
very much. · 

Q. How does Dr. Sarat Chandra Bysack rome to be a member? 
A. His firm has a big business concern at Daccaputty. It used to 

send goods to Persia, Turkey and other places, but since the 'Yar its 
business ha,s been largely affected. 



· Q. How does Babu llemendra N!itth Chatterji come to J,e a 
member? 

A. \Vithout looking at the offire records I cannot say offhand how 
a particular member came to our Sabha. But as far as I know, a 
member comes to our Sabha as a representative of a certain firm or 
a certain limited company. 

' 
Questioned by Mr. C. P. Hogg.-Q. What are the primary objects 

of your Association? Do you look to the internal affairs of the trade 
or is yours a political organisation ?1 

A. \V e look only to· th~ ·interest of our trade. This Sabha 1s a 
registered body under section 26 of the Indian Companies Act, with 
good object. 

Q. Do you discuss such matters as terms .on which you do your 
business? Do you transact business with mufassal pepple and settle 
terms? 

A. 'V e settle disputes; we try to standardise· methods ~f business . 

. Q. Do you fix. prices? 

A. We have never attempted that; we, simply settle dispute~ and· 
arbitrate in the cases of our confreres. · 

Q. Then if you come to the Legislature, yott. would be able to 
contribute expert Yiews in connection with trade .based on experience 
which other people are not likely to have? 

.4. Yes; our mahajani system is quite similar to the zemindari 
system in Bengal and if \Ve, like .• the zeminda.rs, do not have represen
tatives in the Legislature, it will be very difficult to put our case before 
tl1e Council.· 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur 
financed th.e Dhakeswari Cotton 
shareholders or money~lenders? 

A. Mumin~-Q. You said jhat you 
Mills. ·Have . ymi .• financed it .. as 

A. As shareh<;>lders as w~ll as money-lenders. There is another 
mill recently promoted, 1:iz., Dacca Bangasri Cotton ~fills, and two of 
our members started it. 

Q. As promoters of big mill industries, would· not Babu Ananda 
)fohan Poddar and otl1ers be more suitably called members of the 
Bengal National Chamber of Commerce? 

A. The National Chaml1er of Commerce is confined to those 
people who ha>~ some- interest in foreign trade. 

Q. In that case, in your opinion, all mill industries, like jute 
mills and coiton mills, should not be part. of the National Chamber of 
Commerce, but should be members of your Sabha? ,. 

.4. They ought to be so. 

Q. How many members are there in your Sabha laS owners or 
proprietors of mill industries, such as jute and cotton mills? Not one 
I think? 

A. Twenty of our members are interested m mill industries, 
having big shares in them. 
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Q. Beyond that your Sabha consists of firms doing money-lendinf 
business, and we may say that your chief ae:ti>ities are money-lending; 

A, · Not exactly so; our chief activities are internal trading an( 
uther Chalani business; money-lending business is only ancillary 
Those who have money-lending business only are purely money· 
lenders. 

Q. But they are mainly money-lenders? 

A. No. :Mere money-lenders cannot be our members. 

Q. Several of your members have on, an average ten busines! 
.firms in differ,ent trading centres. What are those business firms? 
Are they offices or shops of the same concern or are they different con
cerns controlled by one single member? 

A. Yes; there are different concerns controlled by one single 
member. (Babu Dhirendra K. Saha said: As, for example, I lla>e 
four shops at Dacca, Caktitta and elsewhere.) 

Q. 'Vhat !'hops are they? 

A. Cloth shops, rice, kerosene, corrugated iron shops, etc. 

Q. Ther.efore retail trade is also represented in your Sabha? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Is it not a fact that a very large number of big stallholders in 

Chandnev and New :Market of Calcutta are not members of your 
Sabha? • 

A. Yes, that is so. Our activities are confined more to the 
· mufassal than to towns. 

Q. In the, rural areas of the· 27 districts, how many of the real 
retail shopkeepers are members of your Sabha? -A. Many of our members are doing retail business-ordinary and 
life meiubers-but life members are not mainly in retail business.· 

Q. How many of them are Yussalmans, except Mr. Rezaur 
Rahaman Khan? • 

A. On looking into records I find that there are four life members of 
that community besides Mr. Razaur Rahaman Khan. · 

Q. Your President is )faharaja Sris Chandra Xandy. Has he any 
interest in any concern? 

A. He has got big colliery concerns. 
Q. 'Yhat is ~·our annual subscription? 
A. Rs. 10. 
Q. "What is your budget? 
A. That is in the book. 
Q. Suppose your Sabha is*hot gi>en any representation, but some 

one of your members is returned. through the General constituencies. 
'Yill he not ser""e your purpose to look after your interest? 

A. N'o; because if there be keen political contest, none of us will 
be returned. 
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Questioned by the Chairman.-Q . . Is your line of trade confined 
to a particular community? 

A.. Yes; some of our trades are the monopoly of certain coni
:uunities, i.e., Sahas, etc. 

Q. Is it a fact that in East Bengal you are doing successful 
business? 

.t1. That is so. As a. matter of fact, in Dacca there is no Marwari 
m€rchant. 

Q. Your membership is not open to all and you exercise the right 
of refusing? 

.tl. Y.es; we do not enlist anybody unless he is a bona fide 
merchant. 

Q. You do Chalani business, and supposing you ·are not given 
seats in the Legi8lature·, will inland trade seriously suffer? 

A.. I think so, as it will remain unrepresented in the Legislature. 
The wlwle system of inland trade is based on the Chalani business; 
most of this business is done at N arayanganj, Chittagong, etc., and 
the Associations of these places are affiliated to us; so they are also 
interested. 

Q. You say that you have connected :firms in rural areas only. 
If so, how did lir. Razaur Rahaman Kh~n become your member? 

A. I said mainly. He has ~ printing press in Calcutta . 
. ·• Questioned by· ·Mr: K. C. Roy Chaudhuri.-Q. You are big 

aratdars of the province? 

A.. Yes, "~e are indigenous bankers and Chalani merchants also. 

Questioned by Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu.-Q. I :find that selec
tion of nem mem hers is done by a majority of three-fourths of your 
members at o. general meeting.. 'Vill you let us know how many new 
rnembers were there during the last :five _years.? 

...1.. Last year we had 12 members. A comparison of the electoral 
1olls of difterent years will show the increase of membership. [Points 
out figures: 1926-172; 1929-215.] 

Q. Is it a fact that most of your members are members of half-a
dozen different families of Dacca and N arayanganj ~ 

:1. By looking into office records one cannot distinguish which 
member belongs to which family. · - . 

Q. You say you give your opinion on different matters relating 
to trnde and also agricu1tural matters. But it appears from your 
report that you gave opinion on the Jute Bill introduced by Dr .. 
:Xaresh Chan~lra Sen Gupta and said that your Sabha had no objec
tion to the provisions of the Bill. That was all the thought you gave 
to it. 

.-1. It depenJs on individual member~ of the Executive Committee 
tn reply either iu short or at length if asked by any outside person.· 

123 
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Q. Apart from unimportant matters such as location of post 
offices, transfer of postal superintendents, your political activities are 
confined to no~ices of resolutions and questions given by Mr. Ananda 
~{ohan Pod dar and nobody else. Is this not so? 

A. He is our member in the local Council and we want to bring 
his activities m Council to the notice of all our members by embody
ing that in the annual report. 

Q. Is your politics confined only to the Council Chamber? 
A. Yes, that is exactly our case; we have no outside politics. 

Questioned by Mr. H. d. Twynam.-Q. Most of your members are 
from the mufassal? · 

A. Yes, nearly 75 per cent. 
Q. How many general meetings were held during last year? 
A. Three, but special gene~al meetings are held quarterly. 
Q. How many .Executive Committee ~Ieetings did you have? 
A. Tw.enty. 

Memorandum by the Indian Mining Federation. 

I ntro<luctory-Foundation and early career.-The Indian )linin;: 
:Federation came into being in Ma~ch 1913, as an organisation of 
Indian owners of coal mines of the Raniganj and Jharia coalfield:>. 
From the very beginning, the body was intended to represent entirely 
Indian capital in the coal mining industry. Towards the end of the 
last century as ahlo during the first few years of the current one, enter
prising Jndians came to acquire a fairly ]arge interest in the coal 
1uining industry of ihis province. It might be said that with very 
limited exception, the bulk of the finest properties in the Jharia coal
fields were origina1ly developed and exploited by Indian industrialists. 
As, however, from the heginning of this century conditions in mining 
industry in this country began to change and problems of finance, 
marketing and transport snared the Indian s.ection of the· industry 
more and more in the face, undertakings which were originally under 
Indian ownership began to change hands. A struggling section of 
Indian coal mine-owners still pursued their industrial activity in the 
face of heavy odds and they by the year of the foundation of this body 
were impressed with the need for a well-laid organisation of their own 
in order to assert thPmselves on a collective basis in every sphere of 
their economic and commercial interest. The problem of the custom 
of Indian railways to the Indian section of the coal industrv was the 
particular sore p"oint. And it is this grievance of the Indian section 
of the coal trade which more than anything else served to bring- the 
Indian :Mining Federation into existence, as already stated, in )larch 
1913. From the very start, the Federation was an active body and 
received immediate recog-nition from the Government of India. As 
far back as 1916, the office-bearers of the Federation came in con
stant contact with the members and officials of the Railwav Board. 
and during the difficult years of the war, when various marhin.eries had 
to be set up for controlling distribution of railway wagons, f{>r 
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requisitioning supplies of coal, the official authorities worked in closest 
co-operation with the accredited representatives of this body. 

Later developments and present scope of work.-It must still, how
Her, be admitted that during the first five years of its existence, the 
seope of the activity of the Federation was restricted. During the 
uext five years, however, the colliery managements increasingly reaiis
e(l the value of a trade organisation and with the increasing funds at 
its disposal which increased enrolment of members ensured, it became 
possible for the body to develop its activity in Yarious directions. With 
the advent of constitutional Reforms, the new policy was adopted by 
the Government of associati,ng non-official elements in represent·ative 
institutions in various branche~ of administration. 'fhe following is 
a complete recital of the various spheres and public bodies in which 
the Mining Federation is at present represent!:'~:-

(i) Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council-! ·representative. 

(ii) Board of Industries, Bihar and Orissa-! representative. 

(iii) District Board of Manbhum-3 representatives. 

(iP) Asansol ~lines Board of Health-! representative. 

(v) Patna University-! representative. 

(ri) Mining Education Advisory Board-2 representatives. 

( rii) Governing Body of the School of Mines-] :.·epre.sen.tative. 

('!.'iii) ~fin in~ Board, B~ngal-1"' representative. 

(i.x) Mining Board, Bihar and Orissa-! represeittative. 

(.t) Indiran Coal Grading Doard--1 representative. 

(xi) East India·n Railway I1ocal Advisory Committee-! represen
tativ.e. 

(.rii) Dengal-N agpur Railway Local Advisory Committee (Bihar and 
Orissa.)-1 representative._ 

(.riii) Panel of the Board of Industrial Conciliation (Bengal)-2 repre-
sentatives. ' 

(.rir) Indian Soft Coke Cess Committ.ee-7 representatives. 

(.n·) Board of Examiners, ~fine Manager's Certificate-! repre
sentative. 

(.rri) Coal Export Sub-Committee--! representative. 

(.n·ii) Coal \Vagon Sub-Corumittee-2 representatives. 

lt will be observed how· varied are the directionii in which the Indian 
~lining Federation has developed its activity, centred though, as it is, 
roun•l its ehief interest, namely, the advancement of the economic 
welfare of the Indian coal industry. 

Efficiency of working.-'fhe Committee of the Federation mav be 
excused if they claim that the manifold activity of the Federation 

1 ~ -1 
O.t. 
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partly recited in the foregoing paragraph is conductecl with the maxi
mum efficiency. The Indian ~lining Federation ig only an organisa
tion of a particular trade and the tradition of work built up by the 
successive Committees is· that while the body chiefly concerns itself 
with subjects ha>ing a direct bearing on the coal trade·, it is ne>er 
slow to take cognisance of wider issues of economic interest which are 
either national in character or ha>e an indired bearing on the wel
fare of the Indian coal trade. .A.t the same time, the Committee of 
the Federation have never lost sight of the fact that it is only a res
tricted ground which they must cover as an organiSiation of a parti
cular industry. The. opinions and views expressed by the Committee 
of the Federation have been the. subject. of interesting comment and 
encomiums in the influential section of the Calcutta press even so far 
back as 1922. .As a measure of efficient working, it may be· further 
stated that in December 1922, the then Viceroy, the Earl of Reading, 
was pleased to accept an address of wekome from the Indian ~fining 
Federation-an honour which, as far as the Committee of the Fede
ration are aware, has hitherto been resened exclusively for a Chamber 
of Commerce rllther than :m Association of a particular trade to enjoy. 
In any event, the Committee do not wish to dilate further on the sub
ject beyond drawing the Franchise Committee's attention to this as
pect of the Federation's claim to representation on the l.,egislatme. 

Constitution and membership.-The :Federation was reg-istereJ 
under section 26 of the Indian Companies Act in August 192!3. prior 
to which it was registered under the Societies Registration Act. The 
~Iemorandum of Association, the .Articles of .Association including the 
Rules of· Procedure framed under the .Articles of Association will bf) 
found annexed to this :Memorandum (not printed). The constitution 
briefly is that the administration of the affairs of the }_,eueration is left 
to a Committee of 13 who are annually elected by ballot by the members 
in general and the Committee from among them~elves elect their own 
Chairman and Vice-Chairman for the year. The Executi.-e Com
mittee depend for the carrying out of their resolutions, besides the 
Chairman and the Vice_-Chairman, on a salaried Secretary whose 
appointment the com.titution pro.-ides. The Federation had in the 
beginning of the current year 192 members on the roll. 'The hulk 0£ 
these members are owners of collieries either in the Raniganj or in 
the Jharia coalfiel<ls. In some rases, different collieries. owned by the 
same firm or indi>idual proprietor are thrown in as separate mem
bers, whereas, in others a firm is a member in respect of one colliery 
only, though jt has other coWeriPs either under its _ownership or 
management not speeificall.v borne on the membership ef the Federa
tion. The obvious effect of such a position is that though the mt>m
bership of the J'ederation is for all practical purposes co-extensive 
with the entire body pf infli.-iclual firms and limited companies repre
senting Indian capital and owning or managing coal mines either in 
the Raniganj or the Jharia coalfields, the number of collieries speci
fieally represente•l hy members are less than the number of Indian
owned and Indian-managed collieries in the two coalfields. 1Iore
onr, the tendency among the mine-owners i~ to join the Federation 
in increasing numbers during the boom period and to fall awa~- from 
membership during lean times. The Committee would venture to 
point out h.ere that ~uch variation in the size of I).1embership or keep· 
ing aloof b~- some unit~ of the industry from the organised .\.s~oeia· 
tion is not peeuliar to this As~ociation or ewn to this co1~ntr~- alone. 



The follo'' in;4 e::dt·act is culled 1rom the British Committee on Trade 
anJ Indu~try~ (Balfour Comlllittee) which will indicate that conditions 
are identical even in !;0 industrially advanced a country as Great 
Britain:--

""\l" ell-equipped Associations are, we fear, onh· a minoritv and able 
tra<le representatiws who gave evidence before ·us would be the first 
to admit that the financial strength of such organisations and the 
~;upport they reeeive from their own members are often very nl'uch 
below what is needed for the efficient carrying out of their present 
duties. "\Ve feel that this weakness of trade organisation is a matter 
of such vital concern as to justify our laying particular stress upon it 
in our report. ).[any times during the course of our enquiry we have 
turned with something like envy to the vastly more complete 
machinery of the Chambers of Commerce of Germany and France, 
where to all intents and purposes memberships ·.and contribution are 
compulsory (ride Balfour Committee's Final Repqrt, pages 193-94)." 

Another noticeable· thing about the m.embershi:P of the Federation 
is that though the Articles of Association provide for the admission 
as members oi any individual, firm or joint-stock company who are 
interested in the coal trade or industry, actually the members borne 
on the list are all active businessmen, most being owners or managing 
ag-ents of coal mines and only a few being dealers in coal. The list 
of the members (not printed) of the Federation will also be found 
attached to_ this Memorandum. Further, a statement (not printed) 
showing the number of mines on the membership of the Federation as 
also the tonnage represented by them will be found attached to this 
:\Iemorandum. In it are further shown the total number of mines and 
the total tonnage of the two fields.-'of Raniganj and Jharia. · 

As the members of thi,; horly with ve::-y few exceptions ar,e privah• 
partnerships, no attempt has been made to compile the statistics of 
thPir capital outlay. On the whole, the total capital represented by 
tilE• FedEration is estimated to be 4 crores in Bengal and 6 crores in 
Bihar and Orissa. 

History of the Federation's case for representation.--The Com
mittee now procEed to stat~ the history of the Federation's case for 
representation in course of their protracted correspondence with the 
Gowrnment of Bengal. Complete copies of correspondence (not 
printed) will also be found annexed to this Memorandum, only a brief 
precis thereof may be given as follows: The Government of India 
notification No. 767-F., dated 27th July, 1920, provided only for a seat 
of the Indian Mining Federation in the Bihar and Orissa Legislative 
Council. This decision, particularly the omission of a seat for this 
hody in the Bengal Council, was probably determined by the view taken 
h~· the Government of Bengal, who in their letter No. 1162-A., dated 
the 19th February 1919, to the Secretary, Heforms (Southborough) 
Committee, stated that though the Indian Mining Federation was a 
flourishing body, it was not suitable for. an electorate of the Bengal 
Legislative Council. . 

In 1923, however, the matte]" first engaged the serious attention of 
the Federation and b.v a re·presentation No. 628/5-3, dated 8th March 
l!J:?3, ihe Committee of the J<'ederation moved. the Government of 
Bengal for the nece~sar;v amendment of electoral rules in order to 
(·onstitute Indian Mining federation ,as an electorate of the Bengal 
LPgislatiw CounciL In their considere~ reply, dat~d 31st March 1923, 
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the local Go,·ernment regretted that the question of allotment of a 
seat to the Federation could not be reopened at that stage, but the 
request for the nomir:ation of a representative of the Federation to 
the next Bengal Legislative Councll would,)t was assured, receive the 
consideration of His Excellency the Governor in due course. Further 
correspondence on the subject ~as pursued until in the month of June 
1923 the Committee of the Federation. asked for the opportunity for 
a deputation of the Committee to wait on His Excellency the Governor 
of Bengal to press this matter further. The proposed interview was 
granted to the deputation on 9th July 1923, and though Lord Lytton, 
the then Gove·rnor M Bengal, could not be persuaded to recommend 
to the Government of Incfia the suggested amendment of electoral 
rules, he promised to consider the nomination of a representative to the 
next Bengal Legislative CounciL Early in the month of December 
in the· same year, after the general elections to the next Legislative 
Council were over, His Excellency th,e Gowrnor of Bengal was 
approached to make good the promise of nominating a representative 
of the Federation to the new Council shortlv to be constituted. In 
1·esponse to an invitation of His Excellency, ·the names of two repre
sentatives were communicated to Lord Lytton who was good enough 
to nominate one of them to the new Council constituted in the early 
part of 1924. In 19:26, 'again, after the general elections were over, 
one name was allowed to be submitted to His Excellencv the Governor 
of Beng'dl for consideration for nomination to the next Legislative 
Council. Unfortunately, on this occasion the suggestion of the Com
mittee was not acted upon. Again in 1929 after another general dec
tion of the Bengal Legislative Council was over, His Excellency the 
Go>ernor was approached to allow the names of the representati>es of 
the Federation to be placed before him for consideration while making 
nominations to the next · Council. This representation, which was 
made at n belated stage, was duly forwarded to the Appointment 
Department of the Government ~f Bengal. 

Some results of non-representation.-The Committee of the F,ede
zation must not be 1mderstood to· complain mere hypothetically of the 
effect of their lack of direct representation in the Bengal LegislatiVE' 
Council. The results of the decision of 1920 have been unfortunate. 
Occasions have arisen during the last eleven years when matters ot 
>ital interest tot the coal mining industry in the province of Bengal 
have been before the Council but without a member in the House to 
represent the particular point o£ Tiew o£ the coal industry, or more 
accurately, that section of it whose interest only the Mining Federa
tion represents. The h1story of the Bengal (Rural) Primary Educa
tion Bill of 1929 affords interesting evidence in this connection. The 
Indian Mining }',ederation being not in a position to express its point 
of view through a representative of its own within the Council, carried 
on strenuous lobby work !o oppose one of its taxational provisions 
affecting the coal industry, but the· Indian Mining Association, even 
though represented in the Council, took little interest in the subject. 
qnly_ so r.ecently as ·May last year, the Committee had occasion of con
sHlermg an amendment of tl1e Beng-al Mining Settlement Act. On a 
particular point the· Committee had stron..,. opinions but owincr to tht> 
subject having drawn their attention at the ele>enth hour, th;'v found 
themselve;~ nelpless in making their >iews known _to the Council, and 
even a request for a deputation o£ t l1s Federation to wait on the 
Hon'ble 'Minister in charge of the Bill dill not secure the required 
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opportunity for an expressiOn of v1,ews. It would not be difficult 't(, 
multiply instances of this kind. But it is hardly necessary to do so. 

Ineffective representation through sister body.--It mav be made 
perfectly dear that the Indian Mining Federation and the · Indian 
.Mining Association even though two sister organisations representing; 
euperficially viewed, identical inte1·ests, the membership of these Asso
ciations are of a wholly exclusive charac~er and represent distinct 
r;conomic interests even though within the ambits of a single industry. 
The .Mining Federation represents Indian capital; its membership 
consists chiefly of small undertakings; the concerns represented by it 
are mostly proprietory, or wbat is so for all practical purposes. On 
the whole, both in point of financial standing as also in point of com
mercial character of the enterprise, the membership of the Indian 
.Mining Association and the Indian Mining Federation may be.regard
ed to be wholly distinct. Again, the Indi!an Mining Association does 
not represent pure producing interest in the coal. industry in the sense 
in which Indian ]!fining Federation may be regarded to do. The 
managing agents of the eoal companies represented by the Indian 
:Mining Association being the same as for the large manufacturing 
concerns who are consumers of industrial coal, the producing interest 
l'epresented by the Icdian ~Iining Association in the coal trade may 
be regarde.d as somewhat consumer-ridden. These dill.erences in 
character and interest have l>t>en pronounced acutely enough in the 
attitudes and opinions adopted by the two bodies on identical subjects 
in the past. Wher,e the !~ian Mining Association has been agree
able to a taxation, the Indian Mining Federation had occasion to demur; 
where the Indian :Mining :Federation favoured a particular legislation, 
the Indian ~fining Association hAve thought it fit to oppos,e. With
out :any intention of exaggerating the real difference of interests which 
separate . the_ Indian Mining Association and Federation, the Com
mittee of the Federation can have no hesitation in sta.ting that for 
purposes of representation in the Legislature or, to put it- in other 
words, for purpose·s of safeguarding respective interests in the highest 
Council of the State, it is essential that the two bodies should be 
represented separately and individually Gnd not" jointly or only one be 
represented at the exclusion of the other. 

Conclusion.--The Committee of the Indian ]!fining Federation 
have stated at length their case for representation before the Franchise 
Committee. They have shown that the present electoral rules under· 
which the Indian l!Iining Federation is not an electorate of the Bengar 
J,egi;;lative Council is attributable to an unfortunate under-assessment 
of the stake of the Indian Mining Federation in this province by the 
loc.al Government in 1920. ·Abundant facts and figures have been 
adduced to show that the presumption of the local Government in this
respect was wholly unfounded. The Committee have further indicated 
that for purpose of represen.tation the Indian Mining Association must 
he regarded as a, distinct c_ommercial and economic interest than the 
Indian ~ining Federation. In the next place·, the Indian section of 
!he coal trade has S';!ffer~d- in the P.ast for want of. d~rect representation 
1n the Bengal Lt>g1slah_ve_ Counc1l, and lastly, 1t 1s feared that· the· 
handicap for want of representation would be felt all the more keenl_v 
und.er a new constitution when, .. as it is envisaged, the provinces wili 
he more autonomous and probably be endowed with larger powers of· 
legislation in the industrial and economic field than what tliev 
possess at present. It need hardJ,y he stressed that in the whole field! 
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of industrial life of a community, the coal industry enjoys a key posi
tion and for this fact alone, apart from other reasons of weight set 
forth in the l\Iemorandum, to the Indian l\Iining Federation must be 
allotted direct representation; that is to say, the Federation should 
itself be made an electorate of the Bengal J,egislati>e Council precisely 
in the way Indian ~fining Association has been dealt with in the 
electoral scheme. 

Comparative statement showin.'l the number and tonnage represented 
by the Indian-owned coal mhws borne on the membership of the 
Federation 
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l\Iillion. :Million. 

Bengal .. 226 138 81 59 1·18 5·81 

Bihar and Orissa . 450 362 190 131 2·94 13·38 

NoTE.-1\Iine figures are as on 30th June, 1932, and tonnage figures are for the 
year 1931. 

Supplementary Memorandum by the Indian Mining Federation. 

'l'he Committee of the Indian Mining Federation ha>e thought 
it fit to submit this Supplementary l\Iemorandum in >iew of the report
ed enunciation by interested bodies of principles governing constitu
tion of the Commerce and Industry constituencies of the local Council. 
This principle, as far as the Committee ha>e been able to ascertain, 
is at variance with the one on which the Committee have urged the 
Federation's own claim to representation on the local Legislature. 
The Committee in the ordinary circumstances should have considered 
it no part of their business to enunciate or refute anv such principle; 
for, the working of the reformed constitution for the ·last ele>en years 
has made the principle of representation of commercial and industrial 
interests on the legislative bodies established enough, beyond all ques
tion or cavil. Nor is it seriously apprehended that either the Go>ern
ment or the Provincial Franchise Committee will be swerved from 
such a principle which has this tradition of long practice behind 
it. llut to place the matter beyond any chance of confusion or doubt, 
the following obsenations are offered for ('areful consideration of the 
Franchise Committee . 

. The principle- of a novel charader referred to in. the p1·evious 
paragraph and enunciated by interested organisation seems to be some
thing to t}le following effect: ·That in creating commerce and industry 
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electorates of the local Council, associations or bodiee representative 
of specific industrial interests should not be recognised as electorates 
of the Council. According to the Yiew expressed, all the seats of the 
Council available for allotment to commercial and industrial interests 
~;hould be offered only to such organisations as can claim to be repre
sentative of varied commercial, industrial and other economic interests 
of the province; such as agriculture, transport, :finance and banking'. 
'Ihe case against representation of specific industrial interest or ssction
al interests, as it has been described, seems to ha>e been argued in 
the following manner: Firstly, it is thought that the object under
lying the creation of commerce and industry electorates is not the 
representation of particular interest on the Legislature, but only a 
method of admitting to the Councils technical and economic experts .. 
Secondly, if a principle of representation of sectional industrial inter
esh were to be accepted, the position of composite general comip.ercial 
bodies, such as a Chamber of Commerce, will be very much 'reakened-
an eyentuality which, it is argued, should be guarj}ed against in every 
possible manner. · · 

The Committee of the Federation ha>e a whole series of arguments 
to bring forward against these contentions. Turning :first to the plea 
that commerce and industry electorates are not intended to serve any 
representative purpose, the Committee of the Federation wonder if 
there is any single observation of weight in any official document 
which lends eountenance to such a view. The Southborough Commit-· 
tee which investigated the problem of Indian franchise in 1920 definite
ly stated that tlie purpose underlying the constitution of comruerce 
and industry electorates was to represent:-apart from general commerce 
-industry, mining and planting .-'interests. That even the. Lothian 
Committe'e have not taken any other view of the matter is abundantly 
dear from the fact that almost with regard to all the Provincial Coun
cils thev have endorsed the gens·ral composition of the Council original
)~· fran;ed by the Southborough Committee on clear recognition of the 
faet that the specifie industrial, mining and planting interests are to 
be represented in the local Council wherever such large interest exists 
and sperially where they are organised. Indeed, it is amazing that 
in the eonstitution of Legislature under a system of. representative 
goYermnent, anv principle of the constitultion of legislati>e bodies 
should he enun~iated except on the principle of representation of one 
or other interests. There is no authority, so far as the Committee are 
aware, for such a ·view in political thoug-ht or in constitutional practice. 
The Committee do not wish to develop this argument on academic 
lines. K'en, howeyer, if the Committee are to assume for argument's 
c:ake that an a>enue should be found for association of certain economic 
experts with the Council, the Oemmittee venture to feel that the con
stitution of anv commercial body, whether general or sectional, as an 
eleebrate does' not necessarily ensure the admission of such experts. 
A member of a Chamber of Commerce or of a trade organisation as 
such does not represent expert knowledge in the sense in which it is 
f>rdinarih· understood. He represents practical experience; he repre-· 
f:ents or.;.anisin"' abilitv; he mav have an intimate and first-hand 
kno"·ledge of o~e or th'e other aspects of the specialised econoipic life, 
whirh mav on oecasions prove Yaluable to the business of the Legisla-· 
ture. But such knowledge or such talent is by no means a monopoly 
of a member of a composite trade organis(ltion such as Chamber of 
Commeree, a~ ilistinguished from a speci£c frade organisation. Indeed, 
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between the experience and personal equipment of a member of a 
Chamber of Commerce and of a member of a specific trade organisation, 
there can be no difference at all. A member of a Chamber of Com
merce must belong to a particular trade and might have belonged to a 
particular trade association as· well. The 'fact that the former is for 
the moment a member of the composite body does not indicate a 
higher measure of expert knowledge in him than in the member of 
a specific trade organisation or that the former possesses some know
ledge which the latter cannot claim to enjoy. 

The fact that members of a Chamber of Commerce cannot be 
necessarily depended on as experts on the floor of the Council is 
conclusively proved by the proposal which is still pending before 
the Government of India for organisation of Economic Advisory 
Council outside the orbit of legislative bodies. In this connection 
a reference to the report of Sir Arthur Salter who reported to the 
Governmel)t of India on Economic Advisory Organisation would 
be instructive. In page 13 of his report he lays down the principle 
that in. such advisory bodies there should be available nQt only expert 
opinion but representative opinion as well--opinion "which is repre
sentative of every main sphere of the organised economic life of the 
country." It is in th,e latter category that Sir Arthur brings in a 
Chamber of Commerce and specific trade organisations and not under 
the category of source of expert opinion. It is still more instructive 
to note that in the scheme of Economic Advisory Organisation which 
Sir Arthur outlines on. page 20 of his report, he gives an equal and 
colateral importance to industrial and commercial interests. The point 
needs hardly be laboured at any greater length. It is in the opinion 
of the Committee of the Federation somewhat puerile to attempt to 
point out that an organisation of specific industrial interests is of lesser 
importance either in its contribution to public opinion or as a souree 
of practical experience in comparison with a composite institution like 
a Chamber of Commerce. 

The second contention put forward against what has been called 
sectional industrial interests, namely, the acceptance of such a princi
ple would weaken an organisation of general <>ommerce, does not call 
for much comment at the hands of the Committee of the Federation. 
They are certainly of opinion that these composite institutions ha>e a 
useful role to play in the general public life of the country. But the 
Committee take the emphatic view that the strength of a commercial 
organisation should not depend on how widely it is privileged to be 
represented on the Council but on the intrinsic service which it renders 
to its constituency. The claim for representation should be based on 
the case which a body is able to make out as to how it would suffer for 
absence of representation and not on the adventitious ground that it 
would lose a vantage position. 

Some clouding of issue is likely to result from the enunciation 
of the principle of electoral organisation referred to above and which 
the Committee have proved to be so unsound in course of the foregoing 
paragraphs. There has been a tacit presumption underlying the for
mulation of this unsound principle from interested quarters, namely, 
that a C'hamber of Commerce is a superior body to an organisation 
representing specific interest. The suggestion seems unfortunate and 
not a little misleading. The relation of "affiliation" which a specific 
trade organisation bears to a Chamber of Commerce may unhappily 
be misconstrued by those less informed about the working of these 
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bodies to lend countenance to such a view. Nothing could be more 
mistaken than this. "Affiliation" does not affect in the least the com
plete independence of the affiliated body which stands exactly in the 
same zelation to a Chamber of Commerce as the latter does to a 
Federal Chamber of Commerce. But just as the latter does not rob 
the former of its independent existence and character, so a Chamber 
of Commerce does not deprive the complete integrity of a specific trade 
org-anisation which may happen to be affiliated to it. That the Cont
mittee ar.e absolute~y correct in their view is proved by the fact that 
the Lothian Committee recommended both the Federation of Indian 
Chambers as well as the ind_ividual Chambers of Commerce to be made 
electorates of the Legislative Assembly. Should, however, a different 
interpretation be placed on "affiliation'' of one body to another, the 
Indian :llining Federation would be prepared to take such steps as may 
be necessary to establish its complete integrity in the official judgment, 
rather than see its daim for representation on .the local Council pre-
judieed even in the slightest manner. · 

Indian Mining Federation. 

ORAL EVIDE:SCE. 

Representatives. 

lbi A. C. Banerjee Bahadur, c.I.E., and 
)Ir. K. )I. Purkayastha. 

The Chairman called upon H~\ A. C. Banerjee Bahadur to state 
the case of his Federation for separate representation. 

)Ir. K. )I. Purkayastha, Secretary of the Federation, then stated 
his case as follows :-

He began by saying that the Southborougl'i Committe,e in 1920 had 
dearly recognised the need for representation of the mining and plant
ing interests in the local Legislature. Acting on that recommenda
tion, the local Governn'lent in Bihar provided for the representation of 
this body in the Provincial Council, but in Bengal the local Govern-

. ment to(Jk the view that the Indian Mining Federation, although a 
flourishing body, was not a suitable electorate for the Bengal Legis
lative Council. He maintained that the interests served by his Fede
ration were large and vital enoug-h to be take~t cognisance of by the 
Provincial Legislature and the IJrovincial Administration. It might 
be argued that the Indian Mining Association -which represented the 
mining interest in the Council ought to suffice for the purpo~e of safe
guarding the Federation's interests there also. But he pointed out 
by reference to page 9 of their Memorandum that the total number of 
minE's represented by the Federation was much larger than that of the 
.\ssociation. lie further contended that the Federation represented 
the real producing interest in the coal industry; but unfortunately . 
for the Indian capitalist, the Federation was in the unfavourable 
position of having to work mostly second class mines. The economic 
character of the enterprises of the Indian :Mining Association was 
lJetter, antl being- closely linked up with consumers these mines found a 
reatly market, which coal mine-owners under the Federation, otherwise 
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similarly situated, could not unfortunately command. 
in the :Memorandum, the Federation represented the 
·<.Iucino> in\erest in the coal trade, whereas the Association's 
the i;dustry may be described as consumer-ridden. 

.As stated 
real pro

interest in 

In point of number also the Federation represented more mines 
than the Association. He stated that out of 226 coal mines that were 
on the list of the Chief Inspector of :Mines, 138 were Indian-owned and 
81 were actually working, a large number of others ha>ing had to be 
closed for trade depression. He admitted that the resources of the 
Association were greater, but he maintained that numerically the 
l?ederation was superior. 

He complained that their interests had suffered in the ·past for non
representation in the Council and he instanced the case of the Primary 
Education Bill, where a cess of 3 pice per rupee of profit made by a 
coal mine was le>ied on the mines. In this case the Federation was 
not able to place its case before the Legislature and present their side 
of the case. He also mentioned the case of the Bengal :Mining Settle
ment Act (Act II of 1932), under which the coal mines were subject 
to a cess; but an amendment was recently made to it, making the cess 
a liability not on the mine-owners but on the properties themselves. 
The Federation set its face strongly against both the proposals, but 
got no opportunity of putting forward their case. So, in these cases, 
the Federation had !mffered very seriously for want of representation, 
and they now claimed that they should ha>e the advantage of putting 
up their case themselves. 

In the future constitution of the country when the Central Govern
ment would be of a federal character and the provinces autonomous 
and the administration was likely to cowr a larger sphere, there 
would be incipient antagonism or economic friction between one 
provinc,e and another. He envisaged a future in which the coal 
industry would play the most important part in the inter-provincial 
trade movement, more important than the jute and the tea industries, 
which dealt chiefly with foreign markets. He stressed the point that 
the value of coal in. the inter-provincial trade movement was many 
times over that of tea in the inter-provi11cial commodity movement. 

In the future constitution the labour seats would be distributed 
among a number of industries and he understood that probably two 
seats would be allotted to the mining labour in which case two seats 
should also go to mine-owners, the Indian :Mining Federation sharing 
them with the l\Iining Association. In his opinion, of all the Indian 
commercial bodies in this city, probably the Indian l\Iining Federation 
was the only one whieh could claim to have rendered the most >alu
able ·and continuous services to its members throughout its career. 

Questioned by Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan.-Q. Is your Federa-
tion an all-India organisation as the name indicates? 

1\Ir. Purkayastha: It represents only capital engaged in the coal 
industry in-Bengal and Bihar. Rut we have also got one or two mern. 
hers from the Central Pro\'inces. 

Q. What proportion of your capital belongs to Bengal? 
A. I am afraid I cannot say that offhancl. 
Q. IIa,·e you got any representati>e in the Bihar Council? 
.1. T es. One member. 
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0. Did your Federation ask for representation in the Legislative
Cou~cil in the past? 

Rai A. C. Bannerji Bahadur: Yes. One was actually nomi
nated a member by His Excellency JJOrd Lytton in 1924, but for the 
last two Councils we were going unrepresented. 

Questioned by Mr •. N. K. Basu.-Q. Is there any bar to the Indian 
owners of coal mines joining the Indian Mining Association? 

)lr. Purkayastha: There is none. 
0. How manv Indian members are there in tlie Indian Mining 

Asso"cia tion? • 
.-L X ot more than half-a-dozen. 
Q. You cannot exercise any control onr the election of the Mining 

Association? 
.-1. X ot in,. the least. 

Q. "\\hen was your Federation started? 
.-L Our Federation was started in i913: Not even a man like the 

late )Ir. X. C. Sarkar who was regarded as the King of Coal, even he 
with his vast interests, had not the honour of being elected to the 
Council. 

Q. Is there any conflic:t of interest between the Mining Associa-
tion and the Mining Federation? 

.-1. Yes, plenty of it. • 
Q. Please indicat.e one or tw~. 
cl. Take the c-lassic case of wagon distribution, when immediately 

after the 'Yar, owing to the shortage of transport, service wagons were 
Joled out to the coal industry. The small coal mine-owners were asked 
to produce evidence that the coal was sold to a certain party, and it 
took the Federation 7 or 8 years to knock this practice off. And the 
result was that while small coal-owners had to starve, the big owners 
had a plethora of wagon-supply. 

SimilarlY, in the case of the Bengal Rural Primary Education Bill 
when a cess· -was levied upon the coal industry, the big owners did not 
raise their little fingers even to object to this taxation which was of 
so extraordinarv a charact.er. There are obvious instances of a defi
nite conflict of interests. 

Q. "What proportion of your members are Bengalis? 
A. 'Ye do not keep such statistics; but I think about 60 per cent. 

are Bengalis. 

Q. Are these Bengali mine-owners interested in mines in Bihar 
also? 

.-1. Xot all, but some of them. 

(!. Do ~-ou think that the representation of your Federation in 
the Rihar Legis]ati,·e Council (or even in the Legislative Assembly) 
is insufficient, but that in order to safeguard your particular interests 
in Bengal, representation in the local Legislature is absolutelv 
necessary? • 

. -1. Yes, that is so. 
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· Q. But supposing that you are- represented m the Legislative 
A~"sembly? 

A.: Ev,en then, this province would reqmre representation m the 
local Council to safeguard its interest. 

- 1 .• ~ 

Questioned by the Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.--Q. Your Fede
ration is affiliated to the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce; is 
it -not?. · 

A. Yes, that is so. 

Q. Then why do you claim separate representation? You could 
come through that Chamber. 

A. I dispute that, Sir. There is really an incipient antagonism 
of inte·rest between the coal industry 1and other industries. In the case 
of the Primary :Education Bill, as I have already remarked, no other 
industry was subjected to the tax than the coal industry. Had there 
been no such conflict, the coal industry should ha>e been similarly 
exempted. 

Rai A. C. Banerjee Bahadur: Although we are affiliated to the 
Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, we haw not lost our inde
pendent existence. For the purpose of our specific trade we are an 
independent body, but for the purpose of acquiring common facilitie:~ 
and conveniences, w,e are affiliated to that body. 'Ve occupy the same 
building: we pay a part of the establishment charges; in short, in 
matters of common interest, we ad jointly. :llining interests however 
have been allowed to suffer by the National Chamber of Commerce. 

Q. Mr. W. C. Bannerjee who represented the Bengal :Xational 
Chamber of Commerce in the J-'egislati>e Council wa~ a member of 
your Federation. So should you not try to elec-t owners of coal mines 
on the Legislative Counc-il through the Chamber of Commerce? 

A. That is merely a matter of coincidenc-e and not the effec-t of 
the efforts of the coal mine-owners to have them represented. Suc-h 
coincidences are merely election ac-cidents. A great merc-hant or a 
great zemindar may be. elected. to the Legislative Council by a parti
(:Ular General constituency or a Commerc-ial constituency, but such 
accidents do not take away from the claim for representation which 
merchants. or zemindars as such -may ha>e put forward. 

Q. But your Federation can effectively influence the election of 
representatiws to the Chamber and subE\equently to the Council? 

A. No, that has already been tried and we haYe been defeated m 
many cases. 

Mr. Purkayastha: Developing the point further, I may say that 
there is a conflict between our interests and other commercia) interests. 
We are producers "of coal, while thev are consumers. The Bengal 
National Chamber of-Commerce has 'got members who are interested 
in the establishment of the jute industry, the oil industry and so on, 
and in eonnection with their business thev consume coal. Conse
quently, whenever there is a difficulty in the~ supply of wagons or lack 
of any other facility caused either by Government or by another body, 
we have found it from experience that those members of the Chamber 
who are consumers of coal, always stand against us. 
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Q. But why? 
A. In certain r~pects because consum.ers always take· advantage 

of the producers. They cannot do without that commodity, but yet 
they will combine against us. 

Q. But the w.ay ~n which you are argui.ng, your case ~ould apply 
to every commercial mterest, so that every mterest can cla1m -separate 
representation? · 

A. But unfortunately they are. not sufficiently orghnised. 
Further, if it is argued th~t way, then the whole caae. of 'Sepatate 
representation falls through, because one can alwavs contend 
that a capable man from a General constituency can as' well repr,esent.· 
the c-ase of a particular industry as any member .belonging to that' 
industry. · 

Questioned by K. C. Roy Chaudhury.-Q . The Indian Mining 
Association has two seats: Is it so? 

A. 
Q. 

also? 

One in Bengal. 
Therefore, you Indian owners of coal mines claim one seat 

A. Yes, for this among other reasons. 
Q. You de>elop only second class collieries, which have suffered 

under great economic disad>antages, and therefore you ask for repre
sentation to protect your business like the Association? 

A. Yes, quite so. 
.• 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur· Abdul Mumin.-Q. You are afraid 
that the Indian :llining Association will not look after the interests of 
the Indian ~lining Federation, composed of small coal mini-owners? 

A. Yes, that is our apprehension. 
Q. Is your Federation interested only in second class collieries? 
A. Yes, unfortunately that is so. 
Q. Ha>e you got any seat in the Bihar Legislative Council at 

present? 
A.. Yes, one seat. The Europeans also have one seat there. 
Q. In Bihar what is the percentage of Indian-own.ed mines to the 

European-owned mines? 
A. This information is given on page 9 of our memorandum, 

where it is stated that in Bihar ther.e are altogether 450 mines, of 
whirh 362 are owneJ by Indians. 

Q. On that pro-portion thev ha>e got· on,e seat there, and on that 
analogy ~\"OU want the same number in the case of Bengal also? 

A. Yes. 
Q. 1Vhat is the total membership of your Federation? 
A.. I am sorry, I cannot tell you offhand. 
Q. Supposing all of your members become members of the 

National Chamber of Commerce, then you may have a fair amount of 
influence on that body? 

Rai Bahadur A. C. Bannerjee: Unfortunately all the coal mine
owners in Bengal are not members of the Federation on account of 
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the trade depression, but even if .they joined the Federation, it is veq 
doubtful if. we could exert sufficient influence for our purpose. 

Q. How many seats do you want? 
;l\ft. Purkayastha: One only. 

Questioned by Mr.- C. P. Hogg.-Q. I understand that your pri
mary ,object in desiring this repre~ntation is to push your priv::.te 
intere~ts: Is it not? 

·A. .yes, just as everyone wants. 
Q. But what 1about the public interest? I take it the Legislature 

exists for the promotion of public interest and not of private interest: 
A. Therein I· join issue with you. "~e are talking of represen

tative Government and we can hardly 1aim at crowding the Council 
with •a company of Solomons. 

Questioned by Mr. Mukunda Behary Mullick.-Q. You say Rai 
Bahadur that you are producers o£ coal, and as such your activities 
are confined to the Asansol subdivision of Burdwan? . 

Rai A. C. Banerjee Bahadur: So far as Bengal is concerned, yes. 
Q. Under the new constitution the number of members for the 

local J,egislature is going to be increased. Supposing one seat was 
assigned to Asansol, don't you think that the interests of your Fede
ration could be sufficiently represented by that means? 

A. Not at all: There are many people in Asansol who do not 
know anything about the coal industry, and I do not know how the 
election of any such people can further the interests of this industry. 

Questioned by Mr. C. C. Cooper.--Q. So far as I have been able 
to understand, you base your claim for representation on two points, 
'l:iz., that you could not effectively voice your opinion in connection 
with_ the Rural Primary Education Bill and Bengal :llining Settle
ment Bill. Is it not so? 

Mr. Purkayastha: Those are the two cases in point. 
Q. Do you think that the Indian Yining Association would not 

look after your interests in the Council? 
A. Yes, our Federation thinks- so, and there are facts in support 

of our view. 

Note by Mr. Ananda Mohan Poddar, M.L.C., of the Bengal Mahajan 
Sabha. 

I was to have appeared before the Provincial Franchise Committee 
to give evidence on the question of delimitation of Trade and Commerce 
seats, but owing to the short notice that we got, I could not reach 
Calcutta before Saturday last. :Mr. A. K. Ghose requested you on 
Thursday last to postpone the hea1·ing for one day, but you informed 
him that it was quite impossible. Under the circumstances, he had 
therefore to go along with another Assistant Secretary to the Committee 
·for examination. Mr. Ghose has been our Assistant Secretary for some 
ten months and during this short period of his office he ·cannot l.e 
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expected to. know all the ~nus which are our members .. Naturally, he 
could not g1ve a fully satisfactory reply to one or two questions which 
require inti~ate knowledge about the business and stake of different 
individuals who are members of the different firms. It seems thaf one 
or two memb.ers are under some wrong impressions due probably to the 
aspersions ·cast upon our Sabha by some of our enemies. In this short 
additional statement, I beg to place a few facts before the Committee 
for kind consideration in answer to some questions which mig·ht require 
further elucidation:-

(1) The Indian Franchise Committee has rightly recognised the 
di>ersity of interests between trade and commerce (page 130 of their 
Report, Volume I). 'V e claim to be the only Association representing 
the interests of Bengali traders and indigenous bankers. The expres
sion Chalani merchants caused some confusion in the minds of one or 
two members. It means those who make their purchase in important · 
ports like Calcutta and Chittagong and distribut~ the goods amongst 
small dealers and actual consumers through their different selling 
depOts in the mufassal towns and trade centres. They are also called 
aratdars who carry on their business with their own capital. This 
interest of Bengali traders was recognised as a separate. interest for 
representation hy the Reforms of 1919 and since then the Simon Report 
ancl the Indian Franchise Committee have conceded that their franchise 
should be retained. 

(2) )fr. Ghose said in his examination that roughly twenty of our 
members were concerned in big industrial concerns. He gave one or 
two names then and there. I have since made a list and can mention 
from that the names of at least 2~ firms who have large interests in 
different industries. There are other firms also financially interested in 
other industrial concerns, but the details about them cannot be supplied 
without inquiring from the proprietors. 

(3) It is rather strange that :Mr. X. K. Basu has thought fit to make 
an allegation that the membership of this Association, nearly 300 
strong, is confined to half-a-dozen families of X arayanganj and Dacca. 
Nothing can be further from the truth. An examination of the 
members' list or electoral roll will show that different firms with different 
proprietors are members from different districts. X o amount of scrutiny 
will reveal any facts whieh can lend any colour to )fr. Basu's suspicion. 
I am ready to explain any point that may strike )fr. Basu as inequitable 
for his sa tis faction. 

(4) Some idea of the worth and business stake of the different firms 
mav he gathered from the following rough classification that we have 
ma~le from the very recent inquiry for this purpose:-

(a) Some 75 firms have got trading business-transactions of 25 
lakhs and over a year. 

(h) Some 100 firms have similar business-transactions of 10 lakhs 
and o>er a year. ' 

(c) Some 30 firms haYe similar transactions of 5 lal;:hs and over a· 
year . 

. Ahout the rest no data can be gathered within sueh a short time. 
In>eshnents in money-lending business and banking business have not 
been taken into consideration in this connection. 
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[24th .January 1933.] 

Bengal Mahajan Sabha. 

ORAL EVIDESCE. 

l]epresentative: · 

~~r. Ananda Moha; .Poddar, :M.L.c. 

Mr. Poddar commenced by referring to certain allegations said to 
have been made by Mr. N. K. Basu in respect of their Association. 
The word "allegation" was strongly repudiated by Mr. Basu, and 
:Mr. Poddar withdrew the word. Reference was then made to the list sub
mitted by the ltfahajan Sabha, giving the names of at least 25 firms 
wh.)c}, have interests in different industries. (The list was with 
~Ir. Poddar and it was kept for circula.tion to the members of the 
Committee.) 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur Abdul Mumin.-Q. Is there any 
special interest in your Chamber which is not represented in the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce? · 

A. 'V e represent all business interests in Bengal. 
Q. 'Vhat is the position as far as inland trade is concerned? 
A. They are our members exclusively, hut there are members in 

the Bengal K ational Chamber of Commerce who are members of our 
.Association also, e.g., Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker happens to be a member 
of our Association also. 

Q. Have you got any apprehension that representatives, if elected 
by the Bengal X ational Chamber of Commerce, will not look after vour 
interests? ~ 

A. Certainly, because we think that the big trading interests of 
Bengal, particularly that of rural Bengal, are not properly represented 
Ly the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. 

Q. 'Vhat was the necessity for your forming another Chamber? 
A. It is not a new creation. The Association was started in 190.). 
Q. Is it a fact that your Chamber consists almost entirely of Eastern 

Bengal merchants? 
A. No, Sir. Previous to 1900-probably in the year 18SG-the 

Association was started under the style of "Eastern Bengal :Merchants' 
.AssoCiation/' but afterwards the new designation, ·1:iz., "Bengal :llahajan 
Sabha," was given because there were many members who belonged to 
'Yestern Bengal and got themselves included in our Association. 

Q. ·what would be the proportion of 'V estern Bengal and Eastern 
Bengal members? . 

A. It is rather difficult to answ~r-about 46 Eastern Beng-al and 
30 Western Bengal, and the reason of the disparity is that in 'Vestern 
Bengal. districts the trading business is largely in the hands of non
Bengahs. 

Q. How would you distribute the five seats so far as the trading 
interests of Bengal are concerned? 

A. 'Y1thout knowing the other claims, we cannot say, but ours 
is t!.e only Association which represents the interests of trade in rural 
Bengal. So we think that representation must be given to our Asso
ciation. 

Q. Do you then claim all the seats? 
A.. Xo, Sir, we want two seats. 
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Questioned by Mrs. P. K. Bose.-Q. Do Mar~aris belong to your 
Association ? 

A. Only two or three firms now·. 

Questioned by Mr. C. C. Cooper.-Q. I suggest that the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce is chiefly associated -·with export trade, 
whereas your business is confined-exclusively to· import trade? 

A.. Yes, but there are some··m:embers in our Association who have 
got both export and impor~ business.·. 

Memorandum by Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker of the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce. 

A consideration of the allocation of seats m the future Bengal 
Legislative Council, as proposed in the Communal Award, leads in
evitably to the conclusion that the representation suggested for Inclian 
Commercial interests is inadequate and suffers greatly in comparison 
with that suggested for European interests. 'fhe business of the Legis
lative Council is of no less concern to the one than to the other, and 
there is a good case for an ampler number of seats for Indian concerns. 
If, therefore, the distribution of seats is not irrevocable, or if political 
considerations do not preclude a readjustment of the seats as between 
European and Indian Commercial interests, I would urge upon His 
Excellency the desirability of givin15 his earnest attention to the matter. 

2. So far as Indian Commerci"al representation itself is concerned, 
I maintain that it should be given exclusively to interests indigenous 
to the province; that is to say, only the children of the soil, whose main 
business is centred in Bengal, as opposed to those hailing from outside 
Bengal and whose main business may not be centred in Bengal or whose 
business is controlled by interests outside this province, should have no 
place in this representation. It is obvious that those who are native to 
the province are naturally identified with its economic welfare in a 
way that no outsiders can be, for the latter's allegiance is bound to be 
dh-itled and his ·outlook liable to be tinged accordingly, even if he be 
not definitely biassed in favour of the interests of his own province 
when happening to conflict with those of his temporary business domicile. 
The fact also remains that the people of Bengal are somewhat backward 
in matters commercial, in comparison with those· of the rest of India. 
The people of Bengal proper, therefore, require to be strengthened in 
their endeavour to establish themselves in the commercial world,· by 
being afforded larger opportunities in every sphere._ 

3. Subordinate only. to this principle, I consider that Indian com
merce should be represented as a whole and not sectionally, either on 
a communal basis or on the basis of separate trades or industries. 
"'hatever justification may be claimed in favour of communal represen
tation in the purely political sphere, it is in no way. warranted in the 
economic sphere. The separate representation of special trades or 
industries is equally undesirable. Both tend to introduce an undesirable 
element of warring sectional interests instead of strengthening common 
commercial interests, and there would be no end to claims by various 
communities and trades or industries for separate representation. It 
would not be possible, with a limited number of- seats, to satisfy all 
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such claims a~d, m consequence, a great deal of bitterness might be 
engendered. 

4. His Excellency, I am sure, is alive to these dangers and will not 
consent to any disintegration of the Indian commercial vote. The 
ecomonic backwardness of Bengal pleads eloquently for the consolida
tion of its commercial and industrial interests, and whereas the mere 
multiplication of unrelated commercial or industrial institutions would 
merely serve to _diffuse the economic energies of the province, their 
concentration .in. one large body would render them immensely more 
effective. For tliese reasons, therefore, with the limited representation 
to be aceorded' to Indian commerce under the Award, it would be far 
better that these various interests should find representation through 
one institution in which they are all gathered. 

5. In this view, there is required a commercial body that embraces 
all these interests and in which the indigenous commercial men of 
Bengal whose principal place of business is within the province are 
largely represented. Such body further should be one that is sufficiently 
well established and adequately representative. Such a· body is to be 
found in the Bengal :S ational Chamber of Commerce, of :which I happen 
to be the President. It is a matter of no little pride that my Chamber 
is the oldest Indian Chamber of Commerce in India, having been 
established in 1887. It has always wielded a wide influence and apart 
from being represented in the Bengal Legislath·e Council and the 
Legislative Assembly, it has representatives on many other public 
bodies, viz., the Calcutta Port Trust, the Calcutta ImproYement Trust, 
the Railways, :lledical College, Industrial Board, the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee and, .t number of others. Its members are to be 
found not only in Calcutta· but largely in the mufassal as well-in 
Dacca, l\Iymensingh, X arayanganj, Chittagong, Rangpur, J alpaiguri 
and elsewhere. Its membership is predominantly Bengali, but it also 
includes Bhatias, :Marwaris; and other non-Bengalis, whose principal 
place ·of 'business is in this province. Though the number of .Muham
madan members is at present few, they are always welcome to ·join. 
Its rules and regulations lay open its membership to all real business
men whose main business interests are centred in Bengal and Assam, 
irrespective of caste or creed, and the privileges of membership as well 
as opportunities for service and office, are open to all alike. Its rules 
provide also for the affiliation of other commercial or industrial institu
tions, and such affiliated bodies are generally accorded representation in 
the Executive Committee of the Chamber. Their representatives are 
likewise eligible for elec.:tion to any seat, either in the Legislature or 
other public body, given to the Chamber. Mufassal members pay a 
smaller rate _of subscription, though:' the privileges are exactly the same. 
There is nothing to preclude members joining from such a place as 
Chittagong or elsewhere in Bengal and places in the adjacent provinces 
of Assam. In short, there is no reason why all Indian commercial 
interests in Bengal should not be grouped in the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce, and through it find a Yoice in the pro-vincial 
legislature. . 

G. So far as 1Iuhammadan commen·ial representation is concerned, 
the number of 1Iuhammadan businessmen ~as distinguished from minor 
traders) in Bengal is comparatively small. Thus, there is hardly any 
possibility of a purely :lluhammadan Chamber of Commerce being 
established such as would haYe the strength, influence and capacity of .. 
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representing any but a relatively meagre part of the economic interests 
of Bengal. On the other hand, with a sufficient number of :Muham
madan members, it would be quite possible to establish a Coavention 
whereby the Chamber would allot a seat to a Muhammadan member on 
the Legislature and make suitable arrangeme.dts for the representation 
of this community on other public bodies as well. ·This attitude on the 
part of my Chamber makes it unnecessary for Muh.ammadan business
men to have a separate Chamber of Commerce of.their own, apart from 
the factlhat the establishment of such a Chamber giv.e them no added 
advantage. · • 

7. The claims of other. bodies to separate representation s-u.ch as 
the )!ahjan Sabha and the Marwari Association whi,ch n~w enjov 
representation in the Legislative Council, cannot be upheld in' view of 
the considerations I have put forward in the previous paragraphs, but I 
may note a few further points in regard to these. 

8. The Mahajan Sabha is composed largely. of small traders and 
retail shop-keepers, but there are a '"number of. influential members 
common to both the Sabha and my Chamber. There is thus no difficulty 
in the matter of representation of the Sabha through the Chamber. 

9. The Marwari Association is a close body of businessmen, whose 
principal centre of business is in Bengal, though they themselves hail 
from outside the province, and such of their members as are not small 
traders or retail shopkeepers, are individually eligible for membership 
of my Chamber. The Association, as a whole can, if they so desire, 
become affiliated to my Chamber or get a group of their members to 
Lecome members of my Chamber, and thus obtain representation of 
their interests through the Bengal National .Qhamber of Commerce .. 

10. The separate J;epresentatiq.n of the Ma;rwari business interests, 
as a section, is opposed to the principle advocated by me. But if it be 
('onsidered that in view of their having enjoyed the privilege so long 
they should not be deprived of it now, then such Marwaris, along with 
the entire non-Bengali business element, as have their ~eat of business 
in the province, and as are members of the Chamber, would continue to 
enjoy it, even after affiliation, by a similar Convention, as suggested in 
the case of the Muhammadans, a seat could be earmarked for them by 
the Chamber. · 

11. As to the Indian Chamber of Commerce and the Indian Mining 
Federation, the following remarks are pertinent: 'l'he Indian Chamber, 
which was established in 1926, by some influential businessmen who 
'lrere previously members of my Chamber, ,is being run on 'parallel lines 
with similar aims and objeds; the one distinguishing feature is that its 
members are mostly non-Bengalis. :l\fany of the Bengali members, 
however, are members of my Chamber also. As far as my information 
goes, a number of the members of the Indian Chamber have their 
principal place of business outside Bengal. Those having their main 
place of business in Bengal are eligible for membership of my Chamber.· 

Lastly, the Indian )tfining Federation is a body affiliated to the 
Bengal National Chamber and is strongly represented in jts Executive 
Council; thu~ it will be seen that this body is already identified with 
the Bengal Xational Chamber through which its views could and do 
find adequate expression in the Council. 

· Taking all points into consideration, and in view of the larger 
interests of the province, I am convinced and beg to be allowed to 
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repeat that the only wise course would be to ;11low the Indian commer
cial interests of the province to be represented as a whole, through one 
competent commercial institution, and I feel that I ha>e sufficiently 
established the claim of the Bengal X ational Chamber of Commerce as 
the only eligible institution for such ·representation. I would assure 
His Excellency that the Bengal National" Chamber would gi>e all its 
members, without let or hindrance, a full and complete voice in the 
exercise of its vote. To all its members it would give equal oppor
tunity and there is no fear of its being a close presene of particular 
individual or narrow sectional interests. · 

In. conclusion, I feel it would assist to a clearer understanding of 
my suggestions if I summarise them briefly. I suggest that, if possible, 
His Excellency should consider the allocation of more seats to Indian 
commerce as compared with the number of European seats. But apart 
from that feature, I strongly urge that the proposed five seats should 
be given solely to the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. To the 
latter suggestion I would add the qualification that if it is considered 
absolutely essential to divide these seats on a communal or industrial 
basis, that should be effected by means of a Con.ention, whereby the 
Chamber would undertake, for the first or second elections, to allocate 
out of the five seats given to it-

One to Muhammadan businessmen (if a su:fficieut number of them 
become members of. the Chamber). 

One to mufassal traders. 
One to non-Bengali me_!llbers of the Chamber. 

The second provision would do away with the necessity of according 
direct representation to the Mahajan Sabha, and the third with th~ 
necessity of direct representation of the Marwari Association. I can 
think of no better compromise, if compromise is thought to be essential. 
·with the development of common interests and ideas, I feel that after 
one or two elections, the Con>ention would be unnecessary, whereas the 
disintegration of the Indian commercial >ote would render the possi-
bility of fusion unlikely in the near future. · 

There is much to be done for the economic auxaneement of Bengal, 
and. in an v matter of economic interest I can assure His Excellencv of 
the help and co-operation of the Bengal National Chamber of Com
merce. For myself I shall be only too pleased to wait on His Excellency 
if at any time an expression of my views on such matters should l:e 
considered to. be in any way helpful. 

Second Memorandum by Mr. Nalini Ranjan Sarker of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce. 

In cuusideriug the question of Indian commercial repre:>entation 
in the future Bengal Legislative Council, it is of supreme importance 
at this juncture to· be careful in determining the principles on which 
such representation should be granted. Our minds must not be trammel
led by the rights and pri>ileges hitherto allowed, for if we are to 
start with a clean slate we shall have to consider the whole question 
afresh, unbiassed by the past. Standing, as we do, on the threshold 
of a new era, it is necessary to formulate guiding principles for the 
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future such as are unq_uestionably sound, for once granted they will 
be difficult indeed to alter. . 

What principle should we then accept as fundamental? Obviously, 
if the guiding principle of the new constitution is to be Provincial 
Autonomy, which needs must be concerned with_ "the rights of the 
people of the province first,'' then the same spirit should animate Indian 
commercial representation in the Provincial Legislature .. ·· 

A. The first proposal, therefore, is- that representation should be 
given exclusively to institutions comprising members of indigenous 
commercial interests. This is based on the following considerations:-

(1) Non-indigenous business communities are not likely to ta.ke as 
much and as real interest as communities indigenous to the province 
in the economic welfare of Bengal, as distinct from that of other pro
vinces, especially so when there is a conflict of interests. Support by 
outsiders of the salt import duty, ·despite the opposition of the people 
of the province, is a. case in point. Again, such communities cannot 
have the requisite experience and knowledge of loeal conditions to make 
their assistance valuable._ . · 

(2) The claim that because a non-indigenous body holds considerable 
commercial interests in the province, it has a right to representation, is 
untenable on the principle laid down by the Indian Franchise Com
mittee. This Committee has indicated very clearly that "the object 
of the special representation of commerce is essentially to make expert 
knowledge available in the Legislatures and not to give any particular 
voting strength to individual interests" (vide paragraph 321 o£ the 
Ueport of the Franchise Committee). This expert knowledge would 
only be valuable when forthcoming from quarters identified with the 
true interests of Bengal. Any cl(iim based merely on the magnitude 
of tommercial interests is obviou"sly not sufficient by itself, since on 
that basis the considerable commercial interests of such people as the 
Japanese, Germans and Americans in Bengal would have a ground for 
special representation. · 

(3) To grant representation to non-indigenous interests would be to 
increase their political and business influence and their hold on the 
political and economic life of the province. It is, of course, not pro
posed to restrict the business activities of non-indigenous people, but 
the question of their representation in the Council stands apart. 'Vhy.
should they participate in the control of our own internal affairs? All 
that they may legitimately claim is that it should be open to such of 
them as are domiciled in this province to join indigenous commercial 
or industrial organisations, through which their· views could thereupon 
be represented. No necessity can be made out for their separate 
representation. 

( 4) The analogy of British commercial representation does not hold 
good. It is the exception that proves the rule, and is one that has been 
imposed on us by Parliament. • 

(5) In other provinces, such as Bombay and :Madras, there are 
large business interests of men belonging to other provinces;-but they 
have no separate representation, although they ha"e their own 
organisations. · _ 

D. The next proposal is that the Indian commercial seats should 
not be split up either on a sectional or on a communal basis, but 
allocated en bloc through a suitable organisation comprehending all 
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sections and classes of Indian commerce and industry indigenous to 
Bengal. ·The following are the reasons :-

(1) Such splitting of Indian C'ommercial votes would tend to create 
conflict between the various sections and Classes represented, whereas 
what is required is the correlation of all" sections and classes into a 
strong and homogeneous body. · · 

(2) The small number of seats allotted to Indian commerce does not 
admit of the separate allocation between all commercial institutions, 
not even to the most important ones representing organisation of some 
particular branches of industry or trade.· But if the allocation be made 
on that line, the result would necessarily be, having regard to the limited 
number of seats, to definitely .and practically irrevocably earmark seats 
even for a few only from among the limited number of some particular 
trades or industries alone, to the exclusion of others. Evidently the 
scope for representation of commerce according to such a scheme is 
extremely narrow,. being confined to some particular trades or industries. 
Problems of importance and urgency of other excluded trades and indus
tries will fail to find :a voice, nor will the Legislature obtain expert 
assistance in the circumstances. Against such a scheme the allocation 
of all the seats to a strong organisation like a Chamber of Commerce 
would undoubtedly provide facilities for a wider and more effective 
representation of all the commercial interests and in such event an equal 
chance of representation' :would b_e thrown open to all the sectional 
groups brought within the Chamber. 

(3) If separate allocation of seats be made, it would be an inducement 
to each section of trade and industry, even of minor importance, to form 
organisations solely for the purpose of pressing for representation and 
we may be overwhelmed by the multiplication of such organisations of n;) 

corresponding usefulness to the province. This tendency is indeed 
visible already. 

(4) Again, as is quite possible, if new and important industrial 
interests arise or develop later on, in such a way as to deserve repre
sentatioJ)., it will he difficult, if not impossible to find room for them. 

(5-) On the other hand, the purpose of commercial representation 
will be quite as effectively, if not better, served by allotting the Indian 
commercial seats en bloc to a single large and all-comprehending indi
genous commercial organisation, embracing all the important sections 

rand communities of the indigenous trades and industries of the province 
with every scope fot the inclusion of newcomers in sueh a way as to 
make it a really repre-sentative and authoritative body of these interests. 

(6) Such a body, gaining in influence and prestige by such concentra
tion of the right of representation, should be enormously more useful 
than a number of small organisations, in serving the economic interests 
of the people of the province and in increasing their opportunities for 
extending their knowledge and for the pursuit of commercial and indus
trial enterprises. 

(7) From the point of view of Government also, it would be much 
more useful and satisfactory. From such a representative and authori
tative body alone wo-uld the Government and the Legislature be justified 
in expecting the expert assistance contemplated by the Franchise Com-
mittee. · 

(8) The fact that a body or branch of industry already has represen
tation does not vitiate any of these arguments, nor constitute an argu
ment for the continuance of its representation in the same way in future. 
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Th~ several points urged gather further weight ·!rom the fact that 
the people of Bengal have much leeway to make up in trade commerce 
and industry in order to make up for their less advanced p~sition and 
stand their ground in the face of growing competition, not only with 
reference to other PfOVInces but also to other .. countries. Under a 
federal system of more or less autonomous provinces, BengaL will have 
to rely on herself for her economic development and work out her owil. 
salvation. Thl)re is another very important _consideration that should 
weigh with us in this connection. In the future Central Legislature, 
where the broader problems of trade and industry will be discussed and 
decided, there will arise not a few occasions when the interests of Bengal 
may come into conflict with those ·of other provinces. ·~The effective pre
sentation of experienced and authoritative views· and suggestions on 
behalf of Bengal, in that Legislature, can only be accomplished by a 
strong and well-organised body and. not by small· an !I minor interests 
with limited scope and function. In these ci:tcums.tan.ces, it is necessary 
to ensure, in the first place, that those who represe11t its trade, commerce 
and industry in her Councils should place the true interests of this· 
province above all others; and, in the second place, that nothing is to 
be done to diffuse or weaken, but everything should be done to consolidate 
and strengthen, those in·terests .•. Only by such means can Bengal's 
economic condition be best advanced and protected. . -

1'he claims of different Chamber~ and As.wc·iation., analysed. 

Indian Chamber of. Commerce.-The claims of this Chamber are 
not tenable according to the conditions mentioned in the first principle. 
Its membership is composed largely of the branch offices of concerns of 
which the head offices are situated outside Bengal. . The few Bengali 
members that are to be found on its roll are also members of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce, with rare exceptions. Such of its 
members as are domiciled in Bengal or have their principal centre ·of 
business within . the province are welcome to join the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce and exercise the right of representation through 
this Chamber. As a matter of. fact, many of them. were members . of 
the Bengal National Chamber prior ~o. the establishme.nt of the lnd.ian 
Chamber in 1926. Even now the President of the Indian C.hamber IS a 
member of the Bengal National. Chamber of Commerce. The Indian 
Chamber is dominated by Bombay businessmen. Businessmen from 
outside Bengal having their activities elsewhere are eligible to become 
members. The list of "capital" interests of its members is mislead
ing, since the capital values of many companies, etc., having their head 
offices elsewhere, have been mentioned to show an inflated position. 
The Railways, Banks, many Insurance Companies, Mills, Manufachuers, 
etc., are all outsiders, having their branches only in Bengal. The nature 
of business of the Indian Chamber is the same as that of the Bengal 
National Chamber. It will be seen from the 1931 Report of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce that it has done much more work in 
regard to problems that are of vital importance to Bengal trade and 
industry. The past records of the Indian Chamber give no indication 
of its activities in regard to Bengal's. problems. . . 

Mahajan Sabha.-The Association supports its claim hy contending 
that it represents commercial interests of rural Bengal. It will be 
noted, however, that a g~d !!umber of its members, .including some of 
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the most prominent ones, have little or no commercial interests in Bengal 
and some are also members of the Bengal National Chamber of Com· 
merce. For instance, Mr. Ananda Mohan Poddar, who is the representa. 
tive of the :Mahajan Sabha in the Bengal Legislative Council, is a mem· 
ber of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, while :Maharaja Sris 
Chandra Nundy of Cossimbazar, "Who is the President of the Sabha, 
represents the Bengal National Chamber in the Bengal Legislative 
Council. 

Besides, it is not a fact that the 1Iahajan Sabha has any special 
claim of its o"Wn as representing the commercial interests of mufassal 
Bengal. As a matter of fact, the Bengal X ational Chamber of Com· 
merce has a large number of mufassal members drawn from almost all 
important district towns and centres of business in the mufassal, though 
it does not admit petty retail tra"ders. As, however, the trade interests 
of the latter cannot present any special problems or at least such problems 
as camiot be efficiently tackled by the Bengal X ational Cham her, the 
speciality of the claims of the :Mahajan Sabha become untenable. It 
should rather appear more reasonable that such members of the Sabha as 
have the necessary qualifications should join the membership of the 
Chamber to avail themselves of the privilege of representation. 

Mining Federation.-The claims ~f the· Indian )lining Federation, 
based on the ground that it represents an important industry, cannot be 
accepted without granting similar privileges to some other major indus
tries and trade such as Tea and Jute, for instance, which are certainly 
more important, at least so far as Bengal is concerned. Having regard 
to the limited number of seats available, and keeping in view the point 
that in future even apart from the existing one, ~orne other equally 

·important branches of trade or industry may develop with the ad>ance 
of time, it should be deemed futile to make any effort towards satisfying 
the claims of the v_arious sectional groups. As any partial satisfaction 
should involve inequity to others, the best solution in the c-ircumstances 
would be to allocate all seats to a central representative organisation like 
the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce in "Which the interests con
nected with various trades and industries are represented. For, in such 
an event the representation of the Chamber may be influenced in such a 
way as to be primarily determined in the interests of particular trades 
or industries from time to time as the occasion may 'demand. The re
presentation of the Chamber, though limited, may thus be taken ao
vautage of by the various trades and industries "Whom it would otherwise · 
be iinpossible to satisfy by granting separate representation "With the 
very small number of seats available. 

Apart from such difficulties involved on the score of principles in the 
.acceptance of the claims of the Indian Mining Federation, there are 
som~ practical considerations which lend support to their rejection 
without giving any cause for disappointment to the Federation. The 
Federation, which is affiliated to the Chamber, has already been en
joying singular advantages among all other affiliated bodies repre
senting various trades and industries in the matter of influencing 
representations of the Chamber in the legislative and other public 
bodies. There is a fairly large number of its representatives on the 
:Executive Committee of the Chamber. It is significant in this con
JO.ection to note that in the last decade during the two chances "Which 
come to the Chamber to elect a representative to the Indian I. .. egisla
tive Assembly in exercise of the right by rotation "With the 1Iahajan 
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Sabha, the. mem~e.rs actually . elected were accredited representatives 
of the Ind1an Mmmg Federahon, the first member bein"' the late Mr. 
X. C. Sircar, elected in 1923, and the second, Mr. S. C. Sen elected in 
1929, who is still sitting in Assembly as the representative of the 
Chamber. Two other representatives of the Federation, viz., Rai A. 
C. Banerjee Bahadur and Mr. Susil Ch. Ghose, who are also members 
of the Committee of the Chamber, have been acting as representatives 
of the Chamber on the Provincial Cotton Committee, Benooal and the 
Calcutta Port Trust, respectively. The latter, who is al~o the Joint 
Honorary Secretary of the Chamber, Jepresents' the Chamber on the 
Coal Grading Board. It should thus appear that the Mining Federa
tion is already enjoying ample facilities for representation through the 
Chamber and there is no necessity of having a seat earmarked exclu
sively for the one industry which it represents. The argument that a 
seat has already been allowed to the Indian Mining Association repre
senting the organisation of the European int~rests does not prove the 
absolute necessity of granting similar privileges to the Indian :Mining 
Federation, as in the case of the former the allocation of a seat to the . 
industry has been specially facilitated by the large number of seats 
reserved for European commerce. That it has been so is amply proved 
by the fact that among the European commercial electorates, seats have 
been allocated not only to the organisation of the coal industry but also 
to organisations connected with Jute and Tea. It should be noted that 
in the Council of Bihar and Orissa, in which province the members- of 
the Indian ]!,fining Federation have their principal· and large interests, 
there is a seat provided for them, because, in that province, there is no 
other scope for their representation. · 

Marwari Association.-Regard being had to the principles enunciated 
above, the case of the Marwari Association should pre§ent no difficulty 
in dismissing their claim. Tl1e Association l).as revealed its non
indigenous character by making the admission in the Memorandum that 
"Most of the members of the Association have their firms in different 
centres of trade in India and the Association may, therefore, be called 
an all-India representative institution of the Marwari community." If 
the cogency of the principle enunciated agai:J?.strepresentation of non
indigenous commercial community be unreservedly recognised, as in 
fact it should be, the fact that the Association has been enjoying the 
right of representation since the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms should. 
not be allowed to weigh with the Franchise Committee as the continu
ance of such representation would amount to submitting to a. precedent, 
merely because it is so, although its implications are on principle re
cognised to be seriously detrimental to the economic interests of, the 
province. It has been suggested in some quarters that the withdrawal 
of a seat from the :M:arwari Association will mean the disenfranchising 
of the community. Such is not the case, since all the members of the 
Association have the franchise in the general electorate. The objection 
is that they should not get any seat in a special electorate on the com
munal basis. 

Muslim Chamber.-The- claim of this Chamber is bnsed on no other 
grounds but those of communal inte11ests, which is u:q.t~nable in thl" 
matter of trade and industry, where interests are not, and cannot be, 
divided on such a line. Acceptance of their claim can very well lead 
to the putting forward of such a communal claim ?Y other co~munities, 
the Armenians and Jews for example. The Mushm commumty had no 
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such organisation before, nor did it urge its claim in this direction 
before the Lothian Committee. It is only after the Prime Minister's 
Award that it has established the Chamber and put forward its claim. 
This is obviously for the purpose of securing additional seat in the 
Council and not primarily for the purpose of carrying On the business 
of a Chamber of Commerce: Their claim is also against the intentions of 
the Prime Minister's Award. The Award has given the Muslims a suffi
cient number of seats on separate .electorate basis. It was evidently 
not in the contemplation of the Prime Minister to give them further 
seats on the communal basis in the special electorates, the purpose 
of which is quite distinct from that of the general electorates, wherein 
they are to have large representation. Then, too, the Chamber, as con
stituted at present, is dominated by Bombay and Delhi Muslims. Ben
gal Muslim members are quite insignificant in number. Therefore, 
under the principles enunciated, there is no advantage to the Bengal 
Muslim businessmen in joining the Chamber for obtaining franchise. 
Indeed, their interests were turned down when the Muslim Chamber 
supported the salt duty, probably their first corporate act. There is 
also no precedent or analogy for accepting the claim of the Muslim 
Chamber for separate commercial representation. In no other province 
is such franchise existing or claimed. A Chamber like this, even if it 
can be composed of indigenous Muslim members only, of two and a 
half months' existence, has yet to go a long way in actual working 
before it can establish its claim for such representation. But indigen-
0\ls Bengal Muslims need not necessarily be excluded from the privi
lege. They are welcome to become members of the Bengal N a tiona] 
Chamber of Commerce and exercise their voting power in that body. 

Memorandum by the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. 

. In response to the invitation extended to the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce, the Committee of the Chamber have pleasure 
in submitting their views on the subject of commercial representation 
in the Bengal Legislative Council for the consideration of the Gover:n
ment of Bengal and the Provincial Franchise Committee. 

2. At the outset, the Committee would refer to the Communal 
Decision announced by the Prime Minister allotting 19 seats for the 
representation of Commerce, Indian and European. 'While the total 
number of commercial seats has been fixed, the Committee find ·that 
no final decision has been made, either as regards the distribution c.f 
seats between the different interests or the "composition of the bodies" 
through which election to those seats will be conducted. The Com
mittee also note that while these matters will not be statutorily fixed, 
a suggestion in a foot-note in the Decision indicates that initially the 
proportioll8 for Bengal will be 14 Europeans and 5 Indians. The Com
mittee of the Chamber feel strongly that the number of seats thus 
proposed for Indian commerce is disproportionately small, and that 
in arriving at 'these numbers adequate consideration has not been given 
to thA importance of Indian commerce. The widespread dissatisfac
tion prevailing in Indian commercial circles at this meagre representa
tion offered to Indian commerce as compared with that offered to 
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E':lropean commerce im-pels the Committee to bri.ng this question pro
mmently before the Government and the Franchise Committee in the 
hope that on due attention being given thereto an equitable ailotment 
of seats as between these two commercial interests -will be effected. 
As no distribution of the seats has . been made in the Communal 
Decision, the Committee conclude that this matter has been left to the 
Government of Bengal and the Franchise Committee to decide and 
they earnestly hope that the just claims of Indian commerce in this 
connection will also I"eceive the consideration it deserves at their hands. 

3. The Committee think it necessary to set forth briefly some- of 
the main considerations showing why the number of seats allocated to 
Indian commerce is inequitable and disproportionate to those allocated· 
to European commerce. 

(a)" The object of separate representation for commerce and industry 
in the Legislature is, in the opinion of the Committee, to secure the 
presence therein of men qualified to speak with knowledge and author
ity on the economic questions coming up before·. the House as well as 
on subjects connected with trade, commerce, . industry and finance 
which call not only for expert knowledge but also for an intimate 
acquaintance with the economic conditions and popular sentiments of 
the province. Such intimate local knowledge can only be expected 
from businessmen indigenous to the province, and their •opinions, 
therefore, are generally bound to be more valuable than those of other 
commercial representatives, however large the interests of those others 
may be. Moreover, the business experience of such men, coupled with 
their intimate knowledge of the province, would be of great practica~ 
assi~tance to the Legislature in all matters of general interest to the 
province. Yet again, it will be admitted that their intimate and per
manent connection with the weal and woe of the province of their birth 
cannot but lead such representati}'es to take a more vital and active 
interest in all that appertains to its true progress. 

(b) The Committee note that the Indian Franchise Committee 
I"ecommends in paragraph 421 of their report that the allocation of 
commercial seats in the Assembly should be in the proportion of half 
and half as between European and Indian. If the Indian Franchise 
Committee considered this proportion to be adequate for European 
commerce in the Assembly which is concerned with most of the econo
mic problems of special interest to the European commercial com
munity, it is difficult to understand why in the Provincial Legislature 
of Bengal which deals with provincial problems, the proportion of 
European commercial I'epresentation should be so much greater than 
that of Indian commerce. At the same time, if it is thought necessary 
to give the European community in the province additional representa
tion in the Bengal Council, the Committee submit that it should he 
given throuO'h the General constituencies and not by means of a mani
festly unjust distribution in the commercial representation proper. 

4 Now in reO'ard to the number of seats proposed for Indian 
com1~1erce five se:ts, bes:des beinO' disproportionate, would be quite 
inadequat~ for the needs of Indfan comm.ercial representatio.n, and 
though the Committee proceed to base their further observations on 
the assumption of five seats for Indian commerce, it mu~t not be taken• 
that they consider this number at all ad~quate or sahs.factory. T~e 
question of the allocation of these seats Is of extreme Importance If 
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the best results are to be ensured, in which connection the Committee 
would emphasise the following considerations:-

(i) The Committee maintain that representation of Indian commer
cial interests should, in pursuance of the object of the representation 
of such special interests, as explained in paragraph 3 (a) above, l1e 
given exclusively to interests indigenous to the province, compr:~ing 
persons belonging to the province whose main business is in Bengal. 
Organisations of business interests under extra-provincial control fJr 
under that of non-indigenous businessmen or firms have not the same 
natural claim to representation, for they cannot be completelv identi
fied with the economic welfare of the province, and their allegiance 
is bound to be divided in the event of conflict between the interests of 
their own province and those of Bengal. The attention of the Fran
ch:se Committee may, in this connection, be drawn to the fact that in 
the provinces of Bombay and :Madras the right of commercial repre
sentation is enjoyed only by associations indigenous. to these provinces, 
although there are in both provinces many businessmen, who hail from 
other provinces but who have a~quired and maintain substantial busi
ness interests in these provinces, and in the case of Bombay especially 
also have their own. business organisations there. Apart from this, 
in the present stage of their commercial and industrial development, 

· the people of this province -(Bengal) call for special care and attention 
in regard, to their trade and industrial activities in order that they 
may be strengthened in their endeavour to establish themselves in the 
commercial world. 

Lest they should be misunderstood, the Committee think "it neces
sary to state that by this it is not meant that there should be any 
restriction in regard to the business activities or opportunities of out
siders, nor, again, that they should have no commercial organisation 
of their own, if they decide to have any, nor that they should be 
deprived- of representation as citizens in the ordinary constituencies, 
but only that in a special constituency, such as this, should the 
privilege of representation be held exclusively by those indigenous to 
the province. 

(ii) In the view of the Committee, it would be undesirable to dis
tribute the seats among particular branches of trade or industry; nor 
is it the object of this representation in the words of the Indian Fran
chise Committee "to give any particular voting strength to individual 
interests," but "essentially to make expert knowledge available in the 
legislatures" (paragraph 321). Separate representation of this descrip
tion does not encourage co-ordination or broad views. 'J.'he Association 
or organisation representing a particular branch of trade is usually 
confined to that branch of trade and tends therefore to be much narrower 
in its outlook than an Association or Chamber that embraces several 
branches of trade. As can well be imagined, the latter must be on a 
broader basis and be the means of giving valuable opportunities for 
mutual discussions between different sections of the commercial com
munity, thereby making for a comprehensive grasp of commercial 
problems and express:on of authoritative views. 

It should also be remembered that the small number of seats 
available to Indian commerce makes it impracticable to distribute 
these seats among the several principal branches of Indian trade and 
industry. Seats could not be founrl for all, unless gTeatly multiplied, 
and those left out would be hurt, if not actually wronged. 
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(iii) The utility of a large and resourceful organisation 1s, of 
course, far greater than can be expected from a number of unrelated 
organisations representing merely particular branches of trade or 
industry.. 'Vith a limited. outlook, the latter is n.ot likely to do justice 
to the wider problems facmg the country from time to time nor with 
the limit~d resources and main. experience confined to th~ir special 
branch of trade can they be considered adequate to the demands likely 
to be made. upon them for the protection and furtherance of trade, 
commerce, mdustry and fina~ce as a whole, or for propaganda, public 
support and governmental aid. On the other hand a lar"'e body in 
":hich s~veral indust~ial interests. are groupe~, mak'es .for '"'comprehen
sive pohcy and practice and provides a standmg orgamsation of much 
greater value to the public and Government. 

(ir) In the present eco~wmie condition of the country, with the 
growing outlook of Indian commercial interests, the representation of 
such interests through one large body would be a great help in 
strengthening and widening its scope. A commercial body exists not 
only for the purpose of representing its views in. the Legislature, but 
also for dealing with the economic and commercia.l problems that arise 
from time to time, and informing and educating the public and help
ing the Government by advice and criticism in regard to such matters. 
Far from conducing to these ends, the recognition of sectional or 
communal commercial interests would engender incoherent economic 
activities and multiply differences. Hence, it is of great importance 
that the growth of a strong, central commercial organization should 
be encouraged in order to encourage in turn the growth of the com
men·ial sense and activity of the people of the province. Larger 
numbers of the people of Bengal require to be attracted to business 
activities, more industries require to be brought into existence, and 
more capital needs to be brought out for investment. Active propaganda 
will have to be carried on for these- purposes and all business interests 
watched carefully. Such work can only be undertaken effectively l1y 
a strong and broad-based organisation. Similar advantages could not· 
be expected from sectional or communal organisations limited in scope, 
outlook and resources. 

( 1") The Committee of the Chamber do not desire to give the impres
sion that they overlook the obligation to care for the interests of parti
cular branches of trade or industry, but they submit that, so far as 
the protection of their interests is concerned, it can be achieved in an 
indirect but more effective manner. As a component of a larger 
organisation the representativeij of any important section of trade 
or industrv 'would certainly be able to influence the representation in 
the Council in a way conducive to their interests and have their views 
refleeted accordingly. The more important the trade or industry, the 
more influence would it wield, and perhaps also have its own men 
among ihe representatives elected to the Council. It should require 
no urging upon any branch of industry to show the' advantages of 
comhination for even from its own point of view, it could not hope 
to gain as n~uch in isolation as it could in combination within a larger 
organisation. 

5. For similar though even more cogent reasons, the Committee 
deprecate anv suggestion of communal allocation of Indian commercial 
seats in the Council. Whatever may be the justification for communal 
distribution in the General constituencies, iD this special constituency 
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it is totally unjustifiable. If disintegration of the Indian commercial. 
vote on the basis of particular trade or industrial interests is to be 
avoided, still more is it necessary -to avoid disintegration upon a com
munal basis, introducing communal rivalry in a sphere in which 
common business factors plead strongly for co-ordinat:on and combi
nation-in which direction the development of Indian commerce lies. 
Moreover, if the recognition of certain communal interests in com
merce is inevitable and allowable in very special circumstances, these 
interests may find due expression within the scheme oi"" representation 
through a single association. It should also be noted that the oppor
tunities for knowledge, experience and activity are much wider and 
greater in the case of a large and widely representative organisation, 
and communal interests stand to gain thereby by inclusion in the 
larger organisation. :For instance, Muhammadan businessmen of 
Bengal would find it far more advantageous to associate themselves 
with an old established and large commercial organisation and benefit 
by the experience and resources of such an organisation than to plough 
a lonely furrow. . 

· · 6. These considerations, the Committee trust, will be sufficiently 
convincing as to the undesirability of dividing the Indian Commercial 
seats in any way and of the desirability of consolidating the represen
tation through a single organisation embracing the several Indian 
trade interests. The Committee beg respectfully to submit that such 
an organisation is to be found in the Bengal National Chamber of 
Commerce, whose claims to this position the Committee now propose 
to set forth. 

7. These claims rest on the grounds of service, status, constitution 
and representative character. Since 1887, the Bengal N ati<mal 
Chamber of Commerce has functioned to the advantage of trading 
community of this province and the general economic advantage of 
its people. The exact services it has rendered may be gathered from 
past reports, which all go to show that during the period of its exist
ence it has established its pre-eminence in the Indian commercial 
world and in the official and public eye. Its constitution, no less than 
its activities, shows that it is impelled by high and broad ideals. It 
embrace,s several branches of trade and industry and is in no way 
dominated by sectional or communal interests, even while it keeps the 
interests of the people of Bengal in the forefront. Its views are the 
results of careful study and are therefore authoritative, commanding 
general respect. It is therefore entitled to offer itself as an existing, 
1·eputable, long-established and experienced body, competent to take 
on immediatel.v the responsibilities of Indian commercial repre;;ent.t
tion in the Council, -and if entrusted therewith, to accord fair and 
£•quitable treatment to all interests which are likely to come witl1iu 
its embrace and at the same time to render the best services in con
nection with such representation and in other matters expected of 
such an institution. So far it stands unrivalled in its claim. In 
order, however, to place its claims beyond doubt, some further eluci
dation of the sewral features of the Chamber may be permissible. 

8. The members of the Chamber represent different sections c f 
trade and industry not only of the city of Calcutta but also of the 
various important districts in Bengal. There are amongst its mem
bers prominent businessmen from all parts of the province, 'l·i::., 
Chi ttagong, Dacca, N arayanganj, Rangpur, J al paiguri, Mymensingh 
and other centres of business. The rules and regulations of the 
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Chamber lay open the membership to all real businessmen of sufficient 
standing whose main business interests are centred in Ben"'al includ
iRg .A.ss~m, and the privileges o_f membership, as well as oppo~tunities. 
for service and office . are open to all alike. It makes no distinction 
whatsoeve~ in re~pect of caste or cr~ed in regard to eligibility for 
membership. Qmte naturally there IS a preponderance of BenO'alis 
among its members but it also includes Bhatias, Marwaris and ;ther 
non-Bengalis, whose principal place of business is in this province. 
Though the number of Muhammadan members is at present few they 
are always welcome to join. For the greater co-ordination of b-dsiness 
interests in Bengal, it is proposed in the new constitution of the 
Chamber to allow any persons, non-indigenous to the province Indian 
or For~i~n, to associate th~msel~es with the C~amber and e;._j?y the· 
full pnvileges of membership, with the reservation that they will not 
be eligible to hold office or represent the Chamber in public bodies. 

9. In this connection, it may be added that, representative as the 
Chamber is at present, efforts are being made to bring within its fold 
many other important sections of trade and communities of business
men in order to increase its representative cha:racter and for mutual 
strength and benefit. To this end, also, the · constitution of the 
Chamber is being revised so as to make affiliation of other similar 
Associations more attractive and effective. The constitution of the
Chamber already provides for the affiliation of other commercial cr· 
industrial .Associations and such affiliated Bodies are generally accorded 
representation in the Executive Committee of the Cha·mber. Their 
representatives are likewise eligible for election to any seat in the
Legislature or other pY.blic body, accorded to the Chamber. In ord~r 
that the representation of such affiliated bodies may be more effective
it is proposed to make further provision in the revised constitution 
entitling these bodies to nominate as ordinary members of the Chamber 
a certain number of their own .. •members, commensurate with their 
relative strength and importance. 

10. A brief reference to the status of the Chamber may be per
mitted. Established in 1887 it is the oldest commercial organisation 
of its kind not only in Bengal but in the whole of India. Its activities 
and influence have grown progressively. .Apart from being represented 
in the Bengal Legislative Council and in the Legislative .Assembly,. 
the Chamber has representatives on various other important public
bodies, such as Calcutta Port Trust, the Calcutta Improvement Trustr 
the Uailways, Medical College Hospital Visiting Committee, Board of 
Industries and the Indian Central and Provincial Cotton Committees. 
The Chamber is quick in acquiring and disseminating commercial 
information, a service much appreciated by members and the public. 
Important economic and business questions relating to public financer 
transport, rates, postal facilities, etc., are continually before the· 
Chamber for attention. In the preparation of well-reasoned statements
when occasion offers to criticise actions conflicting with the interests 
of its members or of the -trade, commerce, industry and agriculturer 
etc., and also in taking steps to present its views in the proper q~~~ers, 
it sen·es a still more useful purpose. Indeed, the cogent cnbCisms 
and constructive suggestions of the Chamber have been found valuable 
in several directions. 

11. As stated above the constitution of the Chamber is under 
revision at present in 'pursuance of a resolution passed at the 
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Annual Gene:ral Yeeting held in ,January 1932. Sueh renswn has 
been necessitated by the fact that the organisation has developed far 
beyond its original constitution, and several changes have become long 
.overdue. The reYised constitution has already bren approved in draft 
form by the Executive Committee and is awaiting confirmation at the 
General !Ieeting, which will be held before the c-ompletion of the 
labours of the Franchise Committee. A copy of the draft is, however, 
being forwarded to the Franchise Committee in advance, to be followed 
by a final printed copy at the earliest opportunity. The Committee 
invite particular attention to the fact that the revision will not mark 
any radical departure in principle from the underlying spirit of the · 
original constitution, which so fully reflects the democratic outlook 
:and traditions of the Chamber during the long period of its existence. 

12. The scope of the activities of the Chamber is indicated in the 
Statement of Objects in the Statutes of the Chamber. The special 
attention of the GoYernment and the Franchise Commitee is invited 
to the fact that on seYeral occasions. the Bengal X ational Chamber 
of Commerce has had to take the initiative in organising joint con
ferences of various commercial bodies in Calcutta to discuss matters 
of great economic importance to the province, some of these confer
ences being attended by representatives of the Government. The 
latest of these ~ere a series of jute conferences held in 1930 and also 
this year, specially convened to devise a scheme of restriction such as 
might raise the price of the fibre and save the economic strueture of 
the whole province from a menacing disaster. The conferences, joined 
by representatives of various commercial organisations, both European 
and Indian, bore excellent results in the way of placing !lll faets con
nected with the problem before the Government, who were persuaded 
later to embark on a restriction propaganda. In short, it will be seen 
1th~t the Chamber is a servant, custodian and promoter of trade, com
merce and industry, not of any partieular section but of the provin•?e 
:as a whole. · 

13. Again, in the present condition of the Bengalis in the com
merc:al sphere, the Chamber has recognised the special importance of 
-disseminating commereial intelligence and has taken upon itself the 
responsibility of publishing a journal for the purpose. 'Vith the same 
'Object in view, it has been organising special lectures on subjects of 
practical importance to industrial and commercial investors. It has 
-also been decided to set up an Arbitration Tribunal during the coming 
year. . 

14. Although the attention of the Chamber is duly attracted to 
.commercial matters of local :importance, the Chamber has not been 
exclusively occupied with these interests. It has all along regarded 
itself as vitally interested in the economic progress of the province 
:and the eountry as a whole. And though the matters relating to 
Bengal's trade and commerce have naturally had a prior claim to its 
·attention, its activities have on that account not been narrow but have 
ilmbraced a wide field, as the latest Annual Report of the Cham h~>r 
-will show (not printed). 

15. The following_ features in the membership of the Chamber 
-cleserve particular mention. In the first place, all the principal 
branchei' of trade in Bengal have their accredited representatives among 
the members of the Chamber. The rice trade is represented by certain 
leading merchants of Chetla, whieh is regarded as the pivot of the· 



Calcutta ri~e ~nark~~ drawing its supplies from the outlying districts. 
The trade m JUte Is represented not only by individual members but 
also by four associations affiliated to the Chamber, while the interests 
concerned with the coal· trade are represented throu()'h the Indian 
~fi~i~g Federation affiliated to. the Chamber and also through certain 
md1ndual firms of good standmg who are members of the Chamber. 
The ~racle in t_ea,. as distinguished from the industry, is through a 
pecuhar orgamsatwn of the trade concentrated in the hands of a 
limited number of non-Indian firms, but the movement that has 
recently been set on foot to devolop an internal trade in the commo
dity under Indian enterprise has its spokesmen in certain members of 
the Chamber interested in tea. The trade in all the principal commo
ditie:> of import such as piece-goods, drugs and chemicals, machinery 
and tools, paper and paste-board, and printing materials are represen
ted by certain firms of very high standing, some of which are of un
equalled importance in India. The interests relating to iron and steel, 
galmnised sheets and hardware are represented in their various aspects 
not only by individual importing firms and cqntractors but also by 
such organisations as the Association of Engineers, Bengal, and the 
Calcutta Iron Merchants' Association, which ·are affiliated to the 
Chamber. • · 

16. Then, in regard to the industries of Bengal, the representa
tive character of the Chamber will be found to be even more pro
nounced. Among- the organised industries, all the large cotton mills 
now working in Bengal (with the exception of one under non-Bengali 
management) are members of this Chamber. · Tea and coal are both 
adequately represented, the former through a number of companies 
owning- gardens in Bengal and Assam, the latter through both indivi
dual firms as well as through the Indian Mining Federation. The 
manufacture of chemicals and drugs is represented by such eminent 
firms as may indeed be 1·egarded ~ representative Indian institutions. 
There are also members represen~ing or intimately connected wijh 
substantial interests relating to various forms of transport such as 
light railways, inland navigation and motor services. Lastly, the 
membership list includes a number of characteristic middle-sized 
industries of Ben·gal, such as rice mills, oil mills, hosiery, etc., while 
sundrv industries like glass works, printing presses, pottery works, 
manufacture of paints and varnish are also represented by individual 
firms and companies. 

17. In regard to financial institutions the representative character 
of the Chamber will be found in both the number and kind of such 
institutions on its membership roll, which it will be seen includes 
many indigenous reputable bankers and insurance'companies in Bengal 
and some of the leading loan offices. These last, it is worthwhile to 
note, are the characteristic financial institutions of mufassal Bengal 
under Bengali management, meeting the credit requirements of agri
culture and internal trade in the province. The Chamber has further 
amongst its members eminent exchange brokers, jute brokers and share 
hrokers. 

18. The Chamber has also eight trade and industrial associations 
affiliated to it, representing interests connected with coal, jute, insur
ance, iron and hardware. 

19. The composite character of the membership will be readily 
seen from the list in which will he found both joint stock companies 
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and, more generally, firms or individual businessmen. The preponder
ance of the latter is attributable largely to the peculiar industrial and 
commercial traditions of the province of Tiengal, namely, the associa
tion or development of certain branches of trade or industry with some 
families of large resources. Incidentally, it may be pointed out that 
such traditions have been fostered indirecily, but nevertheless in 
marked manner, by the permanent land settlement which, as is well 
known, has been followed by a steady appreciation of land values, and 
consequent investment of the surplus resources of the bulk of the 
people in land-much to the discouragement of investments in indus
trial securities on account of the larger risks involved. The move
ment in favour of the development of business on a corporate basis 
requires to make much greater headway before any great change in 
this tradition can be expected and a substantial ownership of industrial 
and commercial interests by individual proprietary concerns, often 
transformed into family partnerships with the death of the single 
proprietor, must still be regarded as a special feature of a good portion 
of the commercial interests under the control of Bengalis. The names 
of such distinguished firms as Butto Kristo Paul and Co., Bholanath 
Dutt and Sons, Prankissen Law and Co., Prasad Das Boral and Bros., 
etc., may be taken as fairly illustrative . of the observations made 
above. These circumstances together with the fact that the pro
prietary concerns treat their business investments with almost religious 
secrecy make it impossible for the Committee to furnish any depend
able information regarding the capital investments of the members. 
The Committee, however, believe that the knowledge of local condi
tions which in the course of their duties the Franchise Committee will 
obtain· from authoritative sources will not fail to convince them that 
the business stake of the members of the Chamber is very considerable 
and fully justifies its claim to function as the most representative body 
in the province. 

· 20. A few authoritative expressions of opinion regarding its 
activities and influence may be mentioned for the information of the 
Franchise Committee. Even so early as 1888 the Chamber received 
recognition from the Marquess of Lansdowne, then Viceroy of India, 
as "the 'accredited exponents of the views of the native mercantile 
classes of Bengal." Its representative character was once more 
acknowledged about two decades later by Lord Hardinge who also 
euJogised the activities of the Chamber as giving "useful and· valuable 
advice ......... on questions affecting not only the commercial com-
munity but also the general welfare of the people." Again on the 
eve of the introduction of the :Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, the 
Government of Bengal recommended the Chamber to the Southborough 
Committee as "undoubtedly the foremost Indian commercial body in 
the Presidency," observing that the "list of its members includes all 
the more important Indian businessmen, and they have interests 
throughout Bengal." Recently, the traditional distinction of the 
Chamber as being the most representative organisation of Indian com
mercial interests in Bengal received recognition at the hands of the 
Indian Franchise Committee, wl10 recommended the conferring of tht> 
right of representation in the Indian Legislative· Assembly solely on 
the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce among all the Indian 
commercial bodies in the province. Only a year ago the Hon'.bl~ the 
Finance Member of the Government of Ind1a referred appreciatively 
to the constructive suggestions of the Chamber in his Budget speech. 
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In writing to the Vice-President he said: "Your Chamber-if I may 
say so-has always shown a desire to be m?re than merely critical, 
and I wanted you to know that I valued th1s." In referrina- to the 
Memorandum of the Chamber on the subject of Tobacco M~nopoly 
the IIon'ble the Finance Member said: "As regards tobacco I may 
take this opportunity of expressing my appreciation of a very ;.aluable 
Memorandum which I have received from the Chairman of the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce containing a study of the operation 
of a tobacco monopoly in other countries and suggesting the introduc
ing of such a system in India. This is a matter which has often been 
considered, but never, I think, pursued to the end, and we are now 
consulti_y.g Provincial Governments, as to setting up a Special 
Committee to study the question this year." 

21. To recapitulate, the constitution of the Chamber ad~its to its 
membersh!p all Indians whose principal trade activity is centred in 
Bengal. No communal distinctions are made. It allows also for the 
affiliation of sister bodies, who under the revised constitution will be 
represented in the Chamber by a group of me'mbers in proportion to 
the total number of their members or importance. Alternatively, 
these bodies are offered me'mbership themselves~ Again, non-indige
nous persons, Indian or Foreign, will be taken into membership under 
the revised constitution and enjoy all privileges except those of office 
and representation. The latter features are important in that they 
indicate the elasticity of the organisation which makes it possible for 
the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce to form a nucleus to which 
other bodies may attach themselves for the purpose of repre&entation 
at least in the Provincial Legislative Council. All those who so 
attach themselves are assured of a full and complete voice by the 
exercise of votes, and equally of opportunity without being embarras
sed by fear of close preserves or domination by narrow sectiQnal or 
individual interests. For all th'ese reasons, the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce, stands out as the one competent organisation 
in Bengal on which should deservedly devolve the responsibility of 
Indian commercial representation in the Legislature. 

22. In conclusion, the Committee beg to summarise their v1ews 
as follows :-

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

<5) 

The number and proportion of the Indian commercial repre
'sentation as compared with the proposed European repre
sentation should be larger. 

Only interests indigenous to .the province and having their 
main business activity in the province should have the 
privilege of representing Indian commercial interests in the 
Provincial Legislature. · 

It is undesirable as being detrimental to the wider interests 
of the province to divide the number of seats given to 
Indian commerce-

(a) as between various industries or trades, 
(b) as between various associations, groups or sections, 
(c) as between various communities. 

Indian commercial representation should be centralised 
through one association. 

The Bengal National Chamber of Commerce stands unrivalled 
in its claims to this responsibility. 
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23. 'fhe Committee of the Chamber, believing that, for reason$ 
stated above, the proposal for "centralisation" of the Indian commer
cial vote is vital to the preservation, consolidation and de>elopment of 
the genuine economic interests of the pro>ince, strongly urge upon the 
Go>ernment and the Franchise Committee the necessity of gi>in(l" the 
scheme a fair and unbiassed trial. "' 

Second Memorandum by the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce.· 

In considering the question of Indian commercial representation in 
the future Bengal Legislative Council, it is of supreme importance at 
.this juncture to be careful in determining the principles on which such 
representation should be granted. Our minds must not be trammelled 
by the rights and privileges hitherto allowed, for if we are to start with 
a clean slate we shall have to consider the whole question afresh, 
unbiassed by the past. Standing, as we do, on the threshold of a new 
era, it is necessary to formulate guiding principles for the future such 
as are unquestionably sound, for once granted they will be diffic1l].t 
indeed to alter. 

'Vhat principle should we then ·accept as fundamental? Ob>iously, 
if the guiding principle of the new constitution is to be Pro>incial 
Autonomy, which needs must be concerned with "the rights of the 
people of the province first," then the same 8pirit should animate 
Indian commercial representation in the Provincial Legislature. 

A. The first proposal, therefore, is that representation should be 
given exclusively to. institutions comprising members of indigenous 
commercial interests. This is based on the following considerations:-

(1) Non-indigenous business communities do not, and they cannot 
under ordinary circumstanc-es, possess the accurate, extensi>e and 
intimate knowledge of conditions in Bengal, which alone eould enable 
them to correctly help or guide the Government in matters agricultural, 
industrial and commercial, pertaining to the province. 

(2) They cannot, naturally, be expected to take the same acti>e 
interest in the economic development or affairs of Bengal, as the people 
of the province. 

(3)" In cases of conflict between this province and other'3, which is to 
be viewed as ine>itable under a federal 8cheme of go>ernment in the 
preniling condition of disparity in the commercial de>elopment of the 
>arious pro>inces, the non-indigenous interests are likely to be against 
this province. The support gi>en by outsiders to the salt import duty, 
despite the opposition of the people of the province, pro>ides an example 
confirming such a presumption. _. · · 

(4) The claim that because a non-indigenous body holds considerable 
commercial interests in the pro>ince, it has a right to representation, 
is untenable on the principle laid down by the Indian :Franchise Com
mittee. This Committee has indicated wry clearly that "the object of 
the special representation of commerce is essentially to make expert 
knowledge a>ailable in the Legislatures and not to gi>e any particular 
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-voting strength to indi-vidual interests~~ (tide pa:raO'raph 321 of the 
Report of the Franchise Committee). This expert "'knowledO'e would 
only he .aluable when forthcoming from quarters identified 

0
with the 

true interests of Bengal. Any claim based merely on the maO'nitude of 
commercial interests is ob-viously no.t sufficient by itself sin~e on that 
basis the considerable commercial interests of such 'people as the 
Japanese, Germans and Americans in Bengal would ha-ve a O'round fo;r 
special representation. o 

(5) To grant representation to non-indigenous interests would be to• 
increase their political and business infiuenee and their hold on the· 
political and economic life of the province. 

X on-indigenous interests are already . too strongly established in 
Bengal. Political recognition to their e<:onomic activities in this pro
vinre will have the effect of expanding them further, thus limitinO' the· 
field of activities of the people of the province. It is not sugg~stecl 
that non-indigenous people should be hampered any way in conducting 
their business acti-vities, but it is not necessary that for advancing their 
business interests they should have the right o.f participating in the 
control of the internal affairs of the province. Tllose among them who 
are domiciled in the province may, of course, daim the right of com
mercial .franchise by joining such indigenous commercial organisations 
as are in possession of the right of representation in the Legislature·. 
But no necessity can be made out for their separate representation. 

(6) The analogy of B,ritish commercial representation does not h0ld: ·· 
good. It is the exception that proves the rule, and is one that has been 
imposed on us by Parliament. 

(i) In other provinces, such as Bombay and Madras, there are large
business interests of men belonging to other provinces, but· they have
"o separate representation, although they have their own organisations-.. 

B. The next proposal is that the Indian commercial seats sh@ll!lld 
not be split up on a sectional basis, blllt alloeated en bloc through a 
suitable organisation comprehending all sections and classes of Indian 
commerce and industry indigenous to BeongaL The f(!)llowing are the
reasons:-

(I) In matters of economic development, oommerciial representation 
in order to be fruitful must be characterised by a width of outlook and 
ability to harmonise conflicting interests, industries or occupations. 
Sectional commercial organisations are not likely to satisfy these test& .. 

(2) The small number of seats allotted to Indian cominerce d'oes not 
admit of their separate allocation between all commercial institutions, 
not e>en to the most important ones representing organisatian of some 
particular branches of industry or trade. But if the allocation be made 
on that line, the 'result would necessarily be, having regard to the 
limited number of. seats to definitely and practically irrevocably ear
mark seats even" for a fe~ only from amo-ng the limited number of so~e 
particular trades or industries alone, to the exclusion of others. 
E>idently the scope for represen~ation of e(!)mmeTce· accordi.ng to such a 
scheme is extremely narrow, bemg confined to some particular. trades 
or industries. Problems of importance and urgency of other excluded 
trades and industries wiii fail to find a -voice, no·r will the Legislatu:ue 
obtain expert assistance in tne circumstances. Against such a scheme-

1G7 
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ihe allocation of all the seats to a strong organisation like a Chamber of · 
.Commerce would undoubtedly provide facilities for a wider and more 
.effective representation of all the commercial interests and in such event 
.an equal chance of representation would be thrown open to all the 
<Sectional groups brought within the Chamber. It would be possible for 
ihe Chamber even to ask the sitting member representing some parti
.cular trade or industry to resign during the term of the Council in 
-favour of another representing a different trade or industry whose 
:Services might be considered to be more helpful in initiating or making 
d.ecisions upon particular legislative measures. This can be done at 
:Short notice as is done by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

(3) Besides, as is quite possible, when new and important industrial 
.or commercial interests arise or develop later on, in such a way as to 
.deserve representation, it will be di:ffiClilt, if not impossible to find room 
for them. 

(4) If separate allocation of seats be made, it would be an induce
ment to each section of trade and industry, even of minor importance, 
to form organisations solely for the purpose of pres8'ing for representa
tion, and we may be overwhelmed by the multiplication of such 
organisations with no corresponding usefulness to the province .. This 
tendency is indeed visible already. 

(5) On the other hand, the purpose of commercial representation 
will be quite as effectively, if not better, served by allotting the Indian 
commercial seats en bloc to a single large and all-comprehending 
indigenous commercial organisation, embracing all the important 
sections and communities of the indigenous trades and industries of 
the province, with every scope for the inclusion of newcomers in such a 
way as te make it a really representative and authoritative body of 
these interests. 

(6) Such a body, gaining in influence and prestige by such concen
-tration of the right of representation, should be enormously more useful 
than a number of small organisations, in serving the economic interests 
-of the p~ople of the province and in increasing their opportunities for 
-extending their knowledge and for the pursuit of commercial and 
industrial enterprises. 

(7) From the point of view of Government also it would be much more 
useful and satisfactory. From such a representative and authoritative 
body alone would the Government and the Legislature be justified in 
-expecting the expert assistance contemplated by the Franchise 
.Committee. 

(8) The fact that a body or branch of industry already has represen
-tation does not vitiate any of these arguments, nor constitute an 
:argument for the continuance of its representation in the same way in 
future. 

C. Lastly, the allocation should not be made on a communal basis, 
for reasons stated as under :-

(1) Alloc~tion ~f the seats on a communal basis will introduce a 
vicious principle into economic matters, and encourage com
munal grouping and communal exclusiveness in business, 
which will hinder economic progress. 
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In no other province in -India are communal commercial 
organisations giv~n representation in Legislature. In 
Bengal, however, 1t has been granted to the Marwari Asso
ciation. Bot~ princi:~.>le and circumstances justify the 
removal of th:a exceptional feature of commercial franchise 
in Bengal instead of inaking any further expansion of it. 

There _are eminen~ Muham~ad~n businessmen in: Bombay 
hanng substantial commercialmterest&; and there is a fairly 
large number of Marwari businessmen carryinoo on extensive 
business in Bombay. But neither of them e;:joy the rio·ht 
of representation on communal basis. o 

The Hides and Skins Association of Madras is predominantly · 
a Muhammadan organisation; to it also no right of represen
tation has been given. 

The several points urged gather further weight from the fact that 
the people of Bengal have much leeway to make u.p in trade, commerce 
and industry in order to make up for their less advance1l position and 
stand their ground in the face of growing competition, not only with 
reference to other provinces but also to other countries. Under a 
federal system of more or less autonomous provinces, Bengal will have 
to rely on herself for her economic development and work out her own 
salvation. There is another very important consideration that should 
weigh with us in this connection. In the future Central Legislature, 
where the broader problems of trade and industry will be discussed and 
decided, there will arise not a few occasions when the intJrests of Bengal 
may come into conflict with those of other provinces. The effective 
presentation of experienced and authoritative views and suggestions on 
behalf of Bengal, in that LegislatJ.tre, can only be accomplished by a 
strong and well-organised body and not by small and minor· interests 
with limited scope and function. In these circumstances it is necessary 
to ensure, in the first place, that those who represent its trade, commerce 
and industry in her Councils should place the true interests of this 
province above all others; and, in the second place, that nothing is to 
be done to diffuse or weaken, but everything should be done to con
solidate and strengthen, those interests. Only by such means can 
Bengal's economic condition be best advanced and protected. 

In setting forth above the grounds which make the claims of other 
Chambers and Associations for separate representation untenable, it is 
not the intention of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce to. 
underestimate the activities of such bodies. The Chamber recognises 
with appreciation the valuable work which these have been do-ing in 
their respective spheres. But its proposal to centralise the commercial 
vote has been prompted by its conviction regarding the potentialities 
of a stronO' comprehensive organisation of Indian businessmen, having 
their prin~ipal centre of business in this province, for the furtherance 
of the economic well-being of the province. The capacity of such an 
org·anisation in which the prestige, status, resources and expert ~n?w
ledg-e of all influential Indian businessmen belonging to or domu~1led 
in the province are pooled together, needs must be- of great and umque 
-value and the Chamber would 'like to emphasise that the prospect of 
reachinO' the "'Oal is bound to be seriously retarded by splitting up the 
commer~ial v~te between different organisations. 

5 
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Bengal National Chamber of Commerce. 

ORAL EVIDENCE. 

Representatives! 

Mr. N:alini Ranjal\ Sarker and Sir Hari Sankar Paul, KT. 

(:Mr. l''alini Ranjan Sarke.r answered all questions.) 

Questioned by Mr. B. C. Chatterji.-Q. Do you agree that trade and 
commerce in Bengal are mostly in the hands of Britishers first, next 
Marwaris and Bhatias? 

A. Generally speaking, it is so, as far as wholesale trade is concerned. 

Q . . Is it a fact that the Marwaris bring even the clerical staff and 
menials from their own country? 

A. Yes, in most cases. 

Q. To that extent they differ from the Britishers? 
A. Yes. 

Q. "Will you admit that the trade and commerce of Bengal ought 
to be looked after by the Government of Bengal in the interests of 
Bengalis first1 and foremost? 

A. Yes. 

Q. If that be so, is it not necessary for Bengal to have purely 
Bengali representatives of commerce and trade on the Bengal Legislative 
Council to help them with their advice and suggestions? 

A. Yes, I think so. 

Q. If a Marwari or a Sindhi holds one of the seats, he would 
necessarily advocate his interests even if such interests were in conflict 
with the interests of Bengal at large; is not that likely? 

A. Yes. If non-Bengalis are given a political status, it will give 
them an impetus to extend their trade in Bengal; it will attract more 
of their number for the purpose to this province and to that extent our 
field will be limited and opportunities curbed. 

Q. 'Vhat is the state of things in Bombay, e.g., do. non-Bombayites 
get a seat in the Bombay Council? 

A: No. 

Q. What is the position in Madras? Is not the Hides and Skin 
AsBociation in Madras mostly under the control of non-Madrasi ~Iuham
madans; do they get any representation? 

A. No,. they get it tb.rough the Southern India Chamber of 
Commerce. · 

Q.. What about the Punjab? Do non-Punjabis swamp the Council 
so far as trade and commerce are concerned? 

A. In the Punjab there is only one Chamber of Commerce which' 
is c9mposed of both the Punjabis and non-Punjabis. There is no 
separl),te Association. 



Q. Are there any non-British 'members in the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Are non-British members auowea to. tne .r..xecut1ve uounc11 of 

their Chamber? 
A. According to the existing constitution of the Chamber non

British Europeans, Americans, Japanese, etc., cannot become m~mbers 
of their Governing Body. neither can they represent the Chamber in any 
public body. · 

Q. Supposing you give one seat to coal, then for the lifetime of the 
Council that seat remains confined to coal interests, is not that so? 

A. Yes. 
Q. If that be so, how can one be sure of the representatiort' of the 

various business interests in Bengal through the instrumentality of 
these five seats only? . 

A. '\Ve have submitted in our Memorand.um that the number of 
seats being very limited, it will be extremely difficult to distribute the 
seats to different sections of trade and industry: It can be done only 
through an mstitution like our Chamber where all sections of trade and 
industry are represented. Under the proposed arrangement, if you· 
give (jfle seat to coal, we cannot allot a seat to tea or jute or insurance 
and so forth and so on. · 

Q.- S~ppose· Government is confronted with the question of sugar. 
industry and there is no representative of sugar industry on the Council, 
then how do you think a representative of the sugar industry could come 
to the Council for the time being? · 

A. It can only be done if the five seats are allotted to one central 
OJ ganisation; in that case ant emergency can be met by having 
one member resigned for the time being. Whereas if the seats are 
allotted to five different Associations, you will not. then have this 
mobility. . · 

Q. I suppose if all the five seats were given to the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce, then the different interests could be represented 
~~? . 

A. Yes. 

Q. During the lifetime of the same Uounc11, dltterent mterests 
could be represented if occasions arose for the representation of different 
interests? 

A.. Yes, that is possible in the ·same way as it happens m the 
Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

Q. Do you represent mining interests? 
A. Yes. The Mining Federation is affiliated to us and ·most of 

its influential members are members of our Chamber and, ·as a matter 
of fact, they often represent. the Chamber on many publi~ bodies w:here 
we haYe representation. Smce we got the representation ~nder t_he. 
Montao-u-Chelmsford Reforms scheme, it happens that an mfluenhal 
memb:'r of the Minin(J' Federation has been representing us. in the 
Assembly each time. On the first occasion~ the late .Mr. N. C. Sircar, 
former President of the Federation was returned and m the second term 
Mr. Satish Chandra Sen, an influ~ntial meml;>er of the Feder~tion anft 
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the sitting member .. In the Port Trust there is Mr. S. C. Ghosh, a 
prominent member of the Federation, who is also our Joint Honorary 
Secretary. There are and were others representing us in the Road Board, 
Bengal Cotton Com.mittee and other publicbodies. 

-Q. Regarding. the Bengal Mahajan Sabha, what relation does that 
Association bear to your Chamber? 

A. No relation, but their Secretary Mr. Ananda Mohan Poddar is 
a member of our Chamber and their President, Maharaja Srish Chandra 
Nandi, represents us in the Bengal Legislative Council. 

Q. How .is your Association related to the Marwari Chamber? 
A. 'Ve have got several Marwaris as our members, e.g., the firm 

of Sir Sarup Chand Hukum Chand, Sir Onkar Mull Jatia, Ram Dutt 
Ram Kissen Das, Rai Sett Sukhlal Karnani Bahadur, etc. 

Q. If these gentlemen seek election for one of the five seats through 
the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, would that be possible? 

A. I· uo not apprehend any difficulty. Rai Bahadur Karnani was 
our !'epresentative in the Coal Grading Board; Mr. Bagaria is a member 
of our Executive Committee . 

. Q. Then take the Muhammadan community. A 'Muhammadan 
Association has spr\mg up very lately after the Communal Award; what 
is the name please ? 

A. The Bengal Moslem Chamber of Commerce; it consists mostly . 
. of non-Bengali .-Muhammadan :merchants. 

.. ' ~ ~ . .. " 

. Q.. Do yoU: agree with me that these five seats have nothing to do 
with the communal question; you are aware that the Premier has given 
an award in which 119 seats have been allotted to Muhammadans and 80 
to non-'.Muhammadans. Do you agree with me that in view of this Com
munal ::Pecision, these ·five seats are absolutely non-communal? 

·A. Yes,·that.·is·:rnv view. 

Q., Have you any objection to taking Muhammadans as members 
of yo·ur Chamber? • 

. 4. Certainly n:ot; we would rather welcome them . . 
Q. 'And they ·could stand for election through your Chamber? 
A. Yes,'there' is. no bar. .As a matter of fact, Mr. s. Zaman has 

oeen~ .. 1ice elected our auditor since his return from England. ·. . . 

Q. D<1 you agree thai' the- interests of Bengali Muhammadans do 
not always coincide with the int~rests of non-Bengali Muhammadans? 

A. · Not. always; there is frequently a difference between province 
and province. ,· · · 

Q. Your point_ is that whoever is elected to one of these five seats 
should conie ·in for election through the choice of Bengalis? 

A .. "Throu.gh the choice of those whose principal trading interest 
is in Bengal-be he a Marwari, Punjabi, Bhatia, etc., or a Bengali. ::lly 
contention· is that the resources and influence of every business-man, 
whose 'main .centre of activity is in Bengal, must be pooled together 
through one i'l"titution, so that the same can become strong enough to 
dischuge the manifold duties devolved·on them. 
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· Q. You don't want the ~farwaris or any other community to remain 
in isolation and apart from the Bengalis? · 

A. Xo, why should they remain so? 
Questioned by Khan B~hadur Abdul Mornin.-:-Q: .The chief point, 

~lr. Sarker, you made out m your Memorandum 1s that you ·want r~mre
sentation to the Council only through the Bengalis? 

A. Only through the Bengal N atio~al Chamber of Commerce· 
that is the sum and substance of our Memorandum. - ' 

Q. According to the articles of your Association nobodv who is 
not a Bengali or domiciled in Bengal, can become y~ur member? · . 

A. According to our rules anyone desirous of ~nlisting himsel{ as 
a member of our Chamber must have his chief centre of activity in 
Bengal and Assam. ' · 

Q. But the domicile question is ~sse~tial? 
A. Not necessarily; the essential condition is that he must have his 

principal place of business in Bengal; therefore, whether. he talks 
Bengali or Urdu, does not matter. · 

Q. You have said that the_ Mining Federation· can be repres~~ted 
by the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce? · 

A.. No, I said through the Bengal National C~a~ber of C~mmerce. 
Q. Under present conditions? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. As regards the Mahajan Sabha _ _; .do y~u think that the Mab.ajan 

Sabha has got any interest which is not common to your Chambe» of 
Commerce? 

A. I do not think so. Their President· and Secretary are our 
members, so there cannot be any· conflict of interest. My contention 
is that as a separate body and assuming their interests tt) be different 
they have not done what they profess, e.g., they ~laim that they repre-· 
sent indigenous bankers, but they have taken-no steps.in this connection 
by submitting memoranda to or appearing before the Provincial and 
Central Banking Enquiry Committees. The Agricultural Co~miSBion 
considered rural problems, but they never appeared. ·before .:Qt.at 
Commission. 

Q. When was the Bengal-National Chambel" of Commerce :firsl; 
started. · · · 

A. This is the oldest Indian Chamber; J._t was started in 1881. 

Q. \Vhy was it necessary for the Indian Chatnber of. ·commerce tO 
haYe a separate Chamber of Commerce? 

A .. . The answer can be given more appropriately 'bj th~t Chamber. 
So far as I am aware at the time that Chamber· was started, four 
Indian seats were given to the Calcutta Port Trust and they'thought of 
starting a separate organisation of their own in~o.rder that they could 
claim at least two seats. Another object of stm-ting their Chamber was 
for the purpose of getting separate representation on .public bodies. 

Q. Or, in other words, they were afraid they would not get proper 
representation through the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce? 

A. No, I don't think so; .there was no reason for such fear. The 
idea was that thev wanted more than adequate repres~entation. 
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(t. As regards the Indian Chamber, are they more interested in all
India commerce than in any particular resources of Bengal? 

A. No, both Chambers viz., the Indian Chamber of Commerce and 
our Chamber are doing the same kind of work; only we attach special 
importance to many of the local problems. 

Q. Have you also·got Muhammadan members in your Chamber? 
A. Very few. 
Q. Do you think that if representation is actually given to you, 

Muhammadan traders and merchants would have any chance of being 
returned by your Chamber? 

A. Certainly there is. 
·Q. Is it a fact that no Muhammadan has ever been elected or 

nominated by your Chamber to any of the elective bodies? 
A. Not recently because the number of Muhammadan members is 

very small. 
Q. Is it not a fact that the Moslem merchants are backward so 

far as political aspirations are concerned? 
A. No, Sir.· 

. Q. Do you not think that because the Muhammadans 'are backward, 
it was necessary to start a separate .Chamber like the Bengal Moslem 
Chamber of Commerce? 

A. I don't think that they are backward and even if your premise 
be correct, I do not think that the remedy lies in a separate Chamber. 
In my view they could learn many things by remaining within our 
Chamber than by starting a different Chamber; they could then have 
opportunities of moving in a larger sphere, could gather wider experience 
and find themselves in greater numbers on public bodies. 

Q. ·would you agree that it is of the highest importance that repre
sentation should oe given to that branch of commerce which deals with 
indige~ous industries like grain, rice, hides? 

A. Our contention is that representation should not go to separate 
branches of trade and industries but to a central organisation which 
covers all industries. This is necessary for the purpose of developing 
the trade interests of Bengal as a province. 
,. Q. Do·you not think that that branch of commerce which deals with 

the indigenous products of Bengal should have larger representation? 
A. No. Indigenous products are as necessary as foreign products 

for trade and commerce. I consider that indigenous industries have 
got to be revived mi. an international basis. 

Q. I say th~ other Chambers have broken away and formed them
selves into separate interests, because your Chamber works in water
tight compartments? 

A. No. 
Q. I understand recently-within the last year or two-your 

Chamber has more or less liberalised their constitution so that everv 
shade of opinion and every description of trade may be represented oi':t 
an equal. pasis? 

A. ·Our constitution was the same as before, only we haw altered 
it to embrace mufassal Associations. 
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(In reply to )fr. Cooper's question, viz., whether the B~n"'al 
National Chamber of Commerce would be able to provide for adequ~te 
representation to the Bengal trade in which Bengalis, Muhammadans 
1\f~rwaris and others are all. engaged, Mr. Sarker said that they wer; 
gomg to make that convention from now and there would be no diffi
culty, just as they were doing in the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 
Again, in answer to a further question put by Mr. Cooper, viz., whether 
they would be strong enough to deal with all the different interests the 
reply was in the affirmative.) ' · 

Q. You like that all the five seats should go to the Ben"'al National 
Chamber of Commerce; in case your suggestion is accepted do you 
think it will be possible for you to reserve any seat for the 11foslems if 
certain Muhammadan mem~ers be enlisted in your Chamber? 

A. There will be no difficulty, provided there are an adequate num
ber of Muhammadan business-men. 

Q. It follows that you think that representation of ·Moslem 
merchants is necessary? 

A. Not by separate electorate or by separate ?rgan~ation. 

Q. Do you admit that hides and skins are very important tr~des? 
A. They are comparatively importal).t, "9ut not like jute and tea, 

for instance. · 

Q. Regarding export of tea, apart from Europeans, Is_ not this, 
trade entirely in the hands of Moslems? 

A. No. There are other bodies, also. 

Q. '\Vhat portion of this trade is carried on through British 
agencies? 

A. About 80 or 90 per cent.; there may be one or two Muha~madan 
firms. · ·· 

Q. As regards the export of rice from Bengal, this trade also (apart 
from European firms) is done through Muhammadan merchants? . 

A . No. There are firms in Chetla . and· also a lot of other Indian 
liOn-)foslems firms. As a matter of fact, there is the Calcutta Pro
ducers' Association which has got over 100 members, mostly Hindus. 

Q Do you admit that trade in rice is of the utmost importance 
so far as Bengal is concerned? 

A. X ot of the utmost importance. Jute is of the utmost import:. 
ance. 

Q. 'What is the position regarding jute? 
A.. There also, excepting very few Bengalis, the business is largely 

carried on by Marwaris, Europeans and Bengali Hindu middlemen. 
1 do not know a single Moslem firm trading in jute. 

Q. In answer to a question,. put by Mr. B. C. Chatterji, you said 
or at least the suggestion was that Marwaris, Bhatias and other up
countrymen who come to trade here, do not scruple to bring their own 
elass of people as assistants and menials; does not the same apply to 
Bengal? · 

d. Xo. I can give you instances in which.a capable Moslem hus 
l::een employed. 
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Questioned by Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan.-Q. There are two or 
three Muhammadan members in your Association; can you tell us what 
trade they represent? 

A. They are general merchants. 

Q. Can you tell me whether any hides or skins firm is a member of 
yo~u Chamber? 

A. So far as that trade is concerned, it is not represented in our 
Chamber. · 

Q. As your Chamber is constituted at present, you cannot say that 
your Chamber represents the commerce of Bengal as a whole? 

A. I say most of the trade or commerce that is done by Bengalis; 
we represent them. 

Q. You cannot say the same thing as regards the total commerce 
of Bengal? 

A. Britishers have the upper hand. 

Q. How many Marwari members have you got as members? 
A. Seven or eight. 

Q~ You aannot say that the Marwaris are adequately represented 
m your Chamber? 

A. My point is that in the case of domiciled Marwaris, having 
their principal centre of business in Bengal, there is no bar to their 
becoming members or taking part in our deliberations and they will 
enjoy all the privileges including representation. 

Q. As at present constituted, if representation is given to com
merce ancl tnade only through your Chamber, the total indigenous 
trade of Bengal would not be represented as a whole? . 

A. Not as a whole but most of them will be represented. No Chamber 
of Commerce or Association for sectional trade and industry repre
sents the whole of them in respect of any area in any country. 

Q. You have said in your Memorandum that so far as Bombay 
and Madras are concerned, there the hid~ merchants have not got 
special representation, do you know how ·are they represented in 
Madras? 

A. Through the Southern India Chamber of Commerce. 

Questioned by Mr. N. K. Basu.-Q. 'Vill it be giving a correct 
interpretation of your views if I venture to say that according to you, 
if representation be given to A~sociations which have not their founda
tions laid only in Bengal, real interests of Bengal will be apt to suffer? 

A. Yes, that is my conviction. 

Q. Do you know what views the Indian Chamber. of Commerce 
gave in connection with the salt duty question; did they support the 
Bengal case or the Bombay case? 

A. They supported the Borubay case because Bombay interests 
were more cared for: Their Chamber is mostly representative of mer
chants who are Bombay or Delhi men. I should also mention that 
the ·recently started Moslem Chamber of Commerce also supported the 
Bombay case. 
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Q. How many Bengali merchants are there in the Bengal Moslem 
Chamber of Comme1·ce? 

A. Very few-nC\t more than fi>e or six, or at the most ten. 
Q. You said in answer to a question by one of the questioners that 

you claim. to represent the major portion of the tro.de done bv the 
Bengalis; may I ask you whether bv "Bengalis" you mean Bengali 
Hindus or Bengali lluhammadans a)so? 

A.. In the term "Bengali," -both Hindus and Muhammadans are 
included. 

Q. 'Vhat is the proportion of trade done in Bengal between 
Bengalis l!lnd the up-country men? 

.J. It is difficult to say, in the absence of statistics. 
Q. Is it your view that so far as commercial representation is con

cerned, it should not be done on a communal basis? 
A. Yes, no communal consideration shoul~ be gi~en. 
Q. Is there any antagonism .between Bengali Hindu commercial 

interests a.nd Bengali Moslem com,m.ercial interes.ts? 
~4. I say no. Recently we started an organisation of tea interests 

in which N awab Mushara:ff Hossain of J alpaiguri was our President. 
q. Is it not a fact that a very large proportion of the trade and 

eommerce of llengal is in the hands of non-Bengalis, e.g., Marwaris, 
Parsis, etc. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Is it necessary for each of them to have representation m the 
Council? 

.4.. I don't think so. 
Questioned by the Hon'ble M~l B. P. Singh Roy.-Q. Do you 

think that comn•ercial interests in Bengal as between Hindus and 
3-Iuhammadans, would he properly safeguarded through the Bengal 
National Chamber of Commerce? 

.cl. Yes. 
Q. You think that repre!"entation should not be on racial or 

religious basis but purely. on comm,ercial basis P 
A. Certainly yes. . 
Q. Do you think that as the Bengal Chamber of Commerce repre

sent European interests, if seftts ar,e allotted to your Chamber, com
mercial interests of Bengnl fts a. whole will be safeguarded? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that if representation he given to three different 

institutions. e.g., Indian Chamber of Commerce, Muhammadan 
Chamber of- Commerce and your Chamber, the pooling of resources 
will not be possible- and it will have a disintegrating influence on com
men·ial representation and commercial interests? 

A. Yes, I think so. 
Questioned by Mrs. P. K. Bose.-Q. Do the Europeans keep a seat 

reserved for the representation of the Mining Association? 
A. Yes, it is possible there, because they have got numerous, even 

superfluous seats. The case of European commerce does not bear any 
analog;, to that of Indian commerce. 
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Q. Is it not neces~ary that the mining intert>sts should get separate 
representation? 

A. It is not nece~sary, because onc.e you allot all the seats to · 
a central organisation, it can take care of all interests by sending 
representatives in turn. We are starting under a new era. 
Mome.ntous changes in the constitution are coming, and we ought to 
start afresh and with a clean slate. 

Q. 'Vill you earmark a seat for the Mahajan Sabha? 

A. Earmarking will not be necessary, because we have men like 
Mr. Satyendra Kumar Das, Mr. Ananda Mohan Poddar and others as 
()Ur members, and they can come to the Council through our franchise. 

Questioned by the Chairrnan.--Q. Can non-British firms, e.g., 
Indian, Japanese or American, become associated members of the 
European Chamber Qf Commerce? 

A. Yes. They can have such relations with them, but would not 
be allowed to be members of the governing body, because European and 
non-European interests differ. Nor can they represent the Chamber on 
any public body or Legislature. 

Q. You haYe suggested that your Chamber should ha~e all the 
five seats? 

A. Yes and the reasons we have given at length J.n our 1Iemo
ra.ndum and other notes submitted to the Reforms Officer. 

Q. Do you agree that the Bengalis are backward in commerce? 
A. Yes, comparatively speaking as far as export and import trade 

is concerned. 

Q. You are pe·rhaps aware that one of the primary considerations 
of the Lothian Committee. in giving Indian commerce as many as five 
seats, is that they should be aple to help Government with expert advice 
regarding all interests? 

A. Yes. 

Q. If Government asks the opinion of your Chamber on sugar, 
te.a, etc.,' ~Tou will have to consult the people who are doing that parti
cular trade? 

A. There will be no difficulty because in most cases they are our 
meml}ers. 

Q. 
in tea, 

A. 

Have· you got a sufficient number of exporters and importers 
rice, linseed oil, lac? 
Yes, we have; some of the produce merchants are our members. 

(J. Jlengal is mainly an agricultural eountry and export is most 
important. Do you admit that the export of agrieultural produce is 
a very e~sential thing so far ns trade and eommeree of Bengal are 
concerned? 

~4. Yes, it is. 

Q. Therefore, is it uo.t vt>ry neeessnry that niu should have an 
ad,equate representation of agrieultural produce? 

A. Yes, and we have a number of members who are traders in 
~gricultural produce. If you mean the producers of agricultural com
modities, they are not organise.d. There is no bar to anyone becoming 
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llur member, provided his principal centre of business is in Bengal.· 
'As a matter of fact, our Chamber can become an ideal Chamber by re
vresenting all shades of commercial interests. 

Q. That is a possibility, l~ut the question at the present time is, 
haYe you got these facilities? 

A. Comparativelj· speaking, we ha':e these facilities. 
Q. Don't you think that the Indian Chamber of Commerce should 

have separate representation? 
A. The Indian Chamber of Commerce is mostly representative 

of non-Bengalis. We do not agree that non-Bengalis should have 
representation here. By giving them separate representation you give 
them political status on a separate communal basis and attract more 
of their number to come and carry on business in Bengal. 

Q. ·what you want is that industries which have interest and 
headquarters in this province should have representation? 

A. X ot separately but through the main bo9y. This is my prin-
cipal contention. · 

Q. Your idea is that you will have no objection to giving seats to 
non-Bengalis if they are members of your Chamber and domiciled 
here? 

A. ~ ot on any communal or separate Chamber basis. ~Iy '!hole 
point is that these seats have been given by the Lothian Committee 
m order to give opportunities to our people. If it was merely on the 
strength of export and import trade done in Bengal, then the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce would be SJifficient. 'Ve are starting now on 
the basis of Provincial Autonomy, so the interests between one province 
and another may have differences in future. The economic condition 
of the country is becoming more (lnd more acute. There was a time 
when the people of this Province·"thought that zemindari would give 
them better status, but now owing to desperate economic straits they 
are coming to industries, trade. and commerce. Britishers are there 
cccupying the most frontal position, next to them are the up-country 
communities. So if whatever opportunity is offered to us be captured 
i:y the non-Bengalis, where will our sons and brothers go for oppor
tunities and employment? 

Q. Do you know that the business in connection with the tonnage 
and freight brokerage is mainly done by the Muhammadans? · 

A. X o. I presume your information is not quite correct. 
Q. Regarding !'Oastal trade, is not most of it in the hands of 

~Ioslems as far as Indian trade is concerned? 
A. There are lots of non-~Ioslems who are also concerned in this 

trade. 
Questioned by the Secretary.-Q. Do you think that rural trad

ing interests of Bengal could be adequately represented by the Bengal 
N' ational Chamber of Commerce? 

A. Yes, why not. ·we have firms like Messrs. B. K. Paul and Co. 
as our members' who have extensive dealings with the mufassal. We 
have as our members a number of big middlemen and traders having 
extensi>e connections throughout the proYince who ar~ interest~d in 
produce and other commodities, and we. have got prommen~ busmess
men as members in Rajshahi, Chittagong, Dacca, ~Iymerismgh. 
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Questioned by Mr. C. P. Hogg.-Q. The objects of your Chamber 
are mainly trade, comm,erce and manufacture; do you consider your
selves as a politioal body? 

.4. "\Ve are not a political body. In connection with the sterling
rupee controversy, we supported the Central Government. We take 
no inter,est in any poHtical subject which .is not directly or even 
remotely connected \vith trade, commerce, industries or fina.nce. 

· Q. Have you ever passed resolutions on subjects which could not 
be said to hav.e been connectecl with trade or commerce? 

.cl. "\V e passed resolutions on constitutional questions, and that 
also with r~gard to such matters as affect our trad!ng interests. _ 

Q. Your Chamber does not, as a Chamber, pass resolutions or deal 
with subjects not connected with trade, commerce or industry? 

A. Not that I remember. 
Q. In selecting candidate~ to your membership, I notice that the 

Executive Committee has p(>wer to give final decision as to the eligibi
lity or otherwise of any l'fandidate for admission? 

A. Yes. 

Q. In considering the admission of candidates h• your Chamber, 
do you take account of th.eir political viPws? 

.4. The question does not arise, as men ]ike Raja Reshee Case 
I .. aw and myself are there at the same time. 

Q. Suppose a large number of firms of comparatively small size, 
to whose status you could not object, attempted to swamp your mem
bership in order to gain control of your Chamber, what would your 
Committee do to prevent that? 

A. In such a case we shall doubt their bona fide· and not allow 
them to our membe1·ship. Up till this our Chamber has been com
posed practically of every party, but nobody has ever been able to 
capture the Charnbel', and business-men generally do not like to meddle 
in politics. 

Q. I have an idea. that the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce 
has, at times, passed resolutions bearing on matters which could not. 
be said to have been connected with trade? 

A. On onEl! occasion His Excellency. asked me personally about 
this point when the first .Press Ordinance was pas~ed. I don't I'emem
ber that we passed any such resolution. 

Questioned by Mr. K. C. Roy Chaudhuri.-Q. I will put only one 
question: You are awar,e of the fact that the Bombay business-men 
because of their predominant position in trade and industry play a 
great part in Delhi and your claim, I suppose, is that in Bengal where 
the Europeans are leading in industry and commerce, next best are 
the l.Iar"-aris and you are the third, by having all the five seats 
allotted to your Chamber, you would be able to acquire that importance 
which will help you to protect the industries, particularly rural 
industries, of Bengal, e.g., cottage industries . 

• 4. Your question is rather involved. There can be no doubt that 
by having all the five seats allotted to our Chamber, we can increase 
our influence not only in the province but also at Delhi. Indeed, such 
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lln orportunity will work in pooling together the resources and iniluence 
of all big business-men of Bengal in one institution, as in Bombay. 
Thus, our Chamber will be able to put forward tile claims of Bengal 
industry, trade and commerce more potently. For cottage industries, 
we need not go to Delhi. Even now our reputation and influence at 
Delhi is not less than those of any other Chamber; and our activities 
have been appreciati-vely mentioned by the Finance l\Iember. 

Questioned by Mr. Mukunda Behari Mullick.-Q. How many 
ruufassal members have you got in .your Chamber? 

A. I think 40 to 50. 

Q. Is there any distinction between company and individual mem-
bers so far as your Chamber is concerned? · 

A. No, ·ih,ere is no distinction. 

Q. Do you think 'that solicitors are eligible for membership. of 
Chamber? 'Vhat is the custom in other countries, e.g., England? 

.A. In London the British Chamber of Commerce take solicitors as 
members' here also we have got solicitors as our members who are them
selves actively engaged in trade, commerce or industry. 

Q. 'Vhat do you mean by the "affiliationof Associations" to your 
Chamber? 

A. In business centres, business-men can combine to form an Asso
c:iahon for carrying on their own business-their Association can be 
affiliated with us-e.g., the Indian l\fining Federation. 

Q. ·Are these affiliated members entitled- to the full status of your 
.Association? · . 

A. Yes. 

Q. You have gi-ven p. list o{ affiliated members in which four have 
reference to jute, 1·iz., Eastern Bengal Jute Association, Belgachia 
Jute Arathdars' Association, Bengal Jute-growers'. Association and East 
Indian Jute Association, would you be good enough to tell us if any of 
these Associations have been able to stand as a member .of .the Bengal 
Legislative Council? _ 

A. They were affiliated only within .. the last two years and to en
brge their repres.entation we have made a. new provision in our rules. 

Q. Shall I be correct if I 4'!ay you have got nothing to do with the 
agricultural produce as such, tea, paddy, etc.; you have no direct 
interest in that trade? · 

A.. 'Ve have got many tea· companies. 

Q. Since 1921 you have been getting representation in the Bengal 
Legislative Council where you have got two l)eats; may I just enquire 
what interest have your representatives taken in the agricultmal pro
duce, e.g., paddy, jute. 

A. I cannot answer this question without reference to the Council 
Proceedings. 

Q. In 1928 when the Bengal Tenancy Act was amended, may I 
just enquire who was then your represe_ntative? 

A. Mr. Satish Chandra Sen and 'l\Ir. Sadhan C. Roy. 
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. Q. What part did they play in that connection? You have given 
promises about the future, but I would only take into consideration 

·what you did in the past. 

·A. "\Y e never promised that in connection with the amendment of 
the Bengal Tenancy Act we would side with the tenants or with any 
party. • 

Q. You have saiC:. in reply to a question by ~Ir. If. C. Chatterji 
that just as the Bengal Chamber of. Commerce, you are thinking of 
arrnnging your business in such a way as will enable all interests to 
be repres.ented, will you be able to arrange that one member should 
resign in order to make room for another, should such a contingency 
arise for the representation (•f any particular interest? . . 

A. No such question came oefore the Council during t_he last 6 or 
· 7 years. Under Provincial Autonomy it may come, and we hope to 

be able to make suitable arrangements when the occasion arises. 

Q. I think the annual g,eneral meeting of your Chamber iil an 
important. function; how many members took an active part at the 
last meetmg? 

A. I do not remember the number, but the proceedings circulated 
to members will give you the figure. 

Q. Have all members paid their subscriptions up to date? 

A.. I cannot say without reference to the Accounts, but my impres
sion is that not more than two years' subscriptions are due and their 
num her is only a few. 

Memorandum by the. Marwari Association. 

The Indian commercial community of Bengal is a. large community 
composed not of the indigenous trading communities of Bengal alone 
but very largely of non-Bengalis also. The interests of all these com
munities, Bengalis and non-Bengalis, are not identical but differ 
fundamentally because people of different castes and creeds are interested 

.·in different branches of trade and commerce, although there are some 
branches in which all are more or less interested. Then, while some 
are interested both in the inland and seaborne trade as well as in indus
tries, there are ·others who confine their activities to internal and inter
provincial trade alone. Thus, the Indian commercial community of 
Bengal is a community of diverse interests requiring representation. 

Unfortunately', however, the Indian commercial community "has 
never had adequate representation in the Bengal Legislative Council. 
Formerly, it was said that the difficulty of forming constituencies for 
the election of representatives stood in the way of securing the proper 
representation of Indian trade and commerce. That difficulty was 
partly solved in 1919 when three public bodies representing Indian 
trade, commerce and industry, namely, the Bengal National Chamber 
of Commerce, the Bengal Mahajan Sabha and this Association, were 
recognised as suitable constituencies to elect representatives to the 
Bengal Legislative Council. It was undoubtedly the best step that 
could be taken to secure the presence in the Council of men who could 
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speak with knowledge and authority on the economic issues and on 
other subjects connected with trade, commerce and industry· but only 
four seats were allotted to the three Associations. "Probably the 
numerical strength, then fixed for the Legislative Council did not 
permit of a larger number of seats being given to Indian tr~de com
merce and indus~ry but, whatever the reason might have bee~, the 
number was too madequate to secure the proper representation of the 
diverse interests of the Indian commercial community. 
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The Marwari Association considers it a mat.ter of regret that only 
five seats have been allotted for the representation of the Indian com
mercial community· in the Legislative Council to be constituted under 
the next· constitution. It shows that the claims of interests of the 
Indian commercial· community hav& not been given the consideration 
they deserve. These interests are certainly large and important enough 
to deserve more than five seats in a House of 250 members. Besides, 
it should be remembered that to develop the trade, commerce and 
industries of the province is one of the principal functions which the 
Legislative Council is expected to perform and that among its members 
it should therefore have persons who, by their knowledge and 
experience, are in a position not only to place before it the needs and 
requirements of the province but also to speak with authority on matters 
of a technical nature in connection therewith. It is sometimes argued 
that among the members returned by General constituencies, there must 
necessarily be men possessing considerable knowledge of commercial 
and industrial matters and Special Commerce and Industry constituen
cies are unnecessary. The Marwari Association has never been able to 
accept this view and is glad to find that Lord Lothian's Committee also 
have rejected this view, and have recommended in paragraph 324 of 
their report that "the method, <>.of representation through Associations 
has worked fairly satisfactorily in .the past and we recommend that it 
should be continued in the future" on the ground, as stated in 
paragraph 320 of their report, that "functional representation is 
assuming increasing importance under modern conditions and the argu
ments in favour of making special provision for the presence in 
legislative bodies of business and economic experts ~s in our judgment 
a strong one." · 

The Association feels that the injustice done to the Indian commer
cial community of Bengal under the Reforms Act of 1919 will not be 
removed but rather accentuated by the Prime Minister's Communal 
Decision which, while increasing the number of seats for European. 
commercial interests from 11 to 14, wants the vast ~Indian commercial 
community to be content with five seats only. The Association does. 
not grudo-e the increased representation that has been given to European 
commercial interests. It is well aware of the contribution which the 
European commercial community has made to the economic well-being
of Beno-al. But the fact should not be ignored that the contribution 
of the r"'ndian commercial community has not been smal~ and that, given 
equal facilities and opportunities, it can serv.e t~e prov:mce equally w~II 
with the European community: The Association desi!es to emphas1~e 
the fact that Indian commercial· interests are not less Important and 1t 
is therefore only just and rea_sonable that. a larger ~umber of seats
should be set apart for the Indian commercial commu~Ity to secur~ the 
representation of its diverse interests and to enable It to make Itself 
increasingly responsible for the economic well-being of the country. 
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1t will not be out of place to point out here that as a result of the 
increasing attention which the Indian people are devoting to trade, 
commerce and industry, remarkable changes have taken place in the 
country and numerou~ commercial and industrial concerns have come 
into being with Indian capital and under Indian management. X ew 
.associations have also come into existence with the object of protecting 
,and promoting the various interests of the· country. If it is not too 
1ate now to consider this question, the Association would u"rge upon the 
.attention of the Provincial Franchise Committee the necessity of allow
ing larger. representation to the Indian <:ommercial community. 

As regards the allocation of seats, -the :1\iarwari- Associati~n naturally 
desires to confine its remarks to the needs· of the· Marwari community 
whose interests it has the honour to represent. The ~Ian.-ari community 
is one of the principal commercial communities of ln·dia, having a large 
share in the export and import trade of the country as well as in its 
manufacturing and other industries. So far as Bengal i~ concerned, 
it is well known that a very large portion of its export and import trade 
.and almost the whole of its distributive trade is in the l1ands of the 
:Marwari community. Besides, the Marwari community has invested 
its capital largely in industries in the province and there are several 
<!otton mills, jute mills, jute presses, oil mills, flour mills, etc., owned . 
.and managed by Marwaris. A large proportion of the shares and 
.debentures of the industrial concerns under European management are 
.also held by the Marwari community and it is therefore no exaggeration 
to say that Bengal owes her economic prosperity to a very great extent 
-to the commercial and industrial activities of the ~Iarwari community. 
The position occupied by the Marwari community among the com
munities which constitute the Indian commercial community of Bengal 
can thus be said, without fear of contradiction, to be inferior to none 
but superior to many. 

·The Marwari Association re}lresents this important commercial com
_munity and is the oldest and premier representative institution of the 
..community. It is composed of many highly respectable and well-known 
_Marwari firms and individuals interested in various branches of trade, 
.commerce and industry. In fact, there are very few among the 
-prominent Marwari merchants who are not members of the Association. 
·There is no other institution which is so fully representative of the 
interests of the Marwari ·community as this Association. As the Rules 
and Regulations of the Association show, it was established with the 
object of promoting the "intellectual, commercial, social and other 
.advancement of the Marwari community" and it has been working 
steadily but unostentatiously for the attainment of that object. The 
Marwaris are essentially a commercial people and not politically minded. 
Politics therefore occupy a place of secondary importance in the wide 
scope of the Association's work and that too because politics have 
become so inter-connected with trade, commerce and industry that it is 
impossible to eschew it altogether. The Association therefore interests 
itself in political questions only to the extent necessary tor the protec
tion and promotion of the interests of trade, commerce and industry 
and considers them ·mainly from the standpoint of economic interests of 
the country in general and the Man~·ari community in particular. But 
even apart from politics, the scope of work of the Association is very 
large embracing, as it does, a wide field of activities, namely, the moral 

.and material well-being and progress of the Marwari community. Its 



membe!ship is not ~arge, and this is because of the nry stringent rules 
governmg the elechon of members. 

)fost of the members of the Association have their firms in different 
centres of trade in India and the Association mav therefore be called 
an all-India representative institution of the ·:Marwari c~mmunity. 
But apart from that, they are very closely connected with the interior 
o~ Ben_gal, having shops! a:ats, jute presses, etc., almost at every centre 
of bnsmess. The Assoc1ahon thus fully represents the interests of the 
~Iarwari community of both Calcutta and the mufassal. , 

The: choic~ o! t~e. Government,_ therefore, fell rightly upon the 
~Iarwan Assoc1ahon lll 1919Jor elechng a representative of the Marwari 
community to the Bengal Legislative Council. A more suitable elective 
constituency could tiot have been found and cannot be found even now. 
The Association is, therefore, glad to find that the }'ranchise Com
Iliittee, in paragraph 328 of their report, have recommended the 
retention of the exi~ting list of constituencies which includes the name 
of this Association also. But only one seat which this Association has 
now to fill in the Council is not commensurate wilh the position of the 
~arwari community in the trade, commerce and industry of the pro
¥ince, nor is it enough to provide for the representation of the various 
interests of the ~arwari community. Xow that the number of seats 
for the representation of the Indian commercial community has been 
raised from four to fit"e, the Association urges that one more seat be 
allotted to it and hopes that having regard to the importance of the 
interests of the ~arwari community,. this suggestion will be favourably 
eonsidered by the Provincial Franchise Committee. · 

The practice of registering firms is not in vogue amongst Marwari 
merchants and even if this were so, registered firms are not required to 
cl~dare their capital. 

Supplementary Memorandum by the Marwari Association. 

In continuation of the previous Memorandum, the llarwari 
Association desires to submit the following supplementary memorandum. 

In that original Memorandum, the Association described the position 
occupied by the Marwari community in the trade, commerce and 
industries of the country and, with a view to secure a better representa
tion of the various interests of the communi tv, asked for one more seat 
to be allotted to it as the oldest ( establ~shed 1898) and premier 
representative institution of the COJ?llllunity. To substantiat~ t~at 
statement, a list of names of the promment m~mbers of _the Assoc1ahon 
is appended herewith (not printed), showmg the lines of !rad~, 
eommerce and industrv in which thev are interested, from whtch 1t 
will he evident that th.e claim. of the Association as the principal bo_dy 
representative of all the dinrse interests of the Marwari co~um_ty 
is based on uncontestable facts and that, with a few e;xcepbons, It~ 
membership consists of e¥erybod;v: who is anybody in the Marwar1 
community. · 

Thi3 ~emorandum, the Association fears, would be an un~ec.essaril~ 
lengthy one if the names of all the ~ember~ of the Assoc1ahon and 
their business activities were included m the hst. It may, however, be 
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mentioned that their commercial and industrial interests are varied and 
extensi>e and they contribute largely to the re>enues of the Go>ern
ment in the shape of income-tax, super-tax, customs duties, etc. 

The Association regrets its inability to quote figures to make this 
Memorandum more complete in e>ery respect as accurate figures are 
not available. 

The Association is aware, as stated in the previous Memorandum, 
that with the growth and development of the trade, commerce and 
industries of the province, new Associations have come into existence 
to protect and promote the various interests of the country. But there 
is no other institution in the country which represents the large and 
important interests of the Marwari community even half as fully as 
does this Association. The interests of the Marwari community being 
not identical in all respects with those of any other section of the 
Indian commercial community, they cannot be understood, much less 
represented, by non-Marwaris and this makes it essential that to secure 

· and to ensure the representation of the interests of that most important 
section of the Indian commercial community of Bengal, this A1=sociation 
should continue to be one of the Special Commerce and Industry 
r:onstituencies as it has been since the inauguration of the Reforms of 
1Hl9. 

Marwari Association. 

0JtAL EVIDESCE. 

Representatives: 

Rai Bahadur Ramdev Chokany, President, and 

Rai Bahadur Badridas Goenka. 

Th~ Chairman asked Rai Badridas Goenka Bahadur whether he 
wished to emphasise any particular point in his Memorandum, other
wise the Committee would start asking them questions at once. 

The Rai Bahadur replied that ·he had no particular point to 
emphasise. 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur M. A. Mom in.-Your Association 
consists- of Marwaris only? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Yes. 
Q. There are members of no other community in your Chamber? 
A. No. 
Q. Most of you have your domicile outside Bengal? 
A. \V e came orig-inally from Rajputana, but most of us have now 

got our domicile partly here and partly outside the pro>ince. 
Q. \Vhat particular branches of commerce does your Chamber 

deal in? 
.4. They are mentioned in our Memorandum. The> are cotton 

piece-goods, jute, jute presses, sugar, woollen and silk materials, :flour 
mills, oil mills, jute mills, cotton mills, etc. 
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(j. Are you interest,ed In tea? 
A. Yes, to some extent. 
Q. Do you export or ship rice? 
A. Yes, we do. 
Q. Do you export or import sugar? 
A. lVe import. 
Q. Do you carry on coastal traffic? 
A. Yes, we bring out goods from Bombay, but we have no share 

m coastal shippings. 

Q: :llay I take it that you are chiefly interested in jute· and piece-
goods, so far -as Bengal is concerned? . 

A. No, certainlv not. Ther.e are several other lines of trade in 
which w-e are equally interested, as I have already explained.· · 

Q. ::llany of your firms are also members of the Bengal National 
Chamber of Commerce? 

A. Very few; not many. 

Q. If all of you became members of that Chamber and if proper 
representation were given to it, do you think that your interest would 
suffer? 

.4. Yes, certainly. 

Q. Supposing that seats were given to the Chambers of Commerce 
<·ombined, would yon still insist on having a seat reserved for your 
Chamber? 

A . . It is a difficult question to answer unless I know the details of 
the proposed constituency. But • il'ttpposing such a constituency were 
formed, we 'vould insist on having a seat reserved for our Association 
for otherwise it mig-ht be that no one representing our peculiar interests 
might get elected to the Council. 

. . . 
Q. Do you think that your interests in -commerce are different 

from those of the Bengali traders? 
A.. Ye,;, they are different. 

(j. On this analogy of difference in interest, would you also recom· 
men<l, or consider it desirable that a seat should be reserved for the 
Muslim Chamber of Commerce? 

A. I am afraid I cannot answer this question without knowing 
detaih of the membership of the Muslim Chamber of Commerce and 
the range of its interests. If, however, it contains a goodly proportion 
of members and its trade interests are sufficiently varied and of pro• · 
'incial importance, then I should say-Yes. 

Questioned ·by Maul vi Tamizuddin Khan.-Your Association is not 
a purEly commercial Association? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: May I answer this question with 
nnother question. Is there any purely commercial Association in 
£>xist!'nce? 

'Yl1en pressed for a definite answer, he said: Originally it was a 
pureh· commerc-ial body but later on, through force of circumstances, .. . .. ' 
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it was forced to. deal with political, social and economic affairs, in 
short, with everything concerning- the Marwari community in Bengal. 

Questioned by Mr. N. K. Basu.-Tou said in reply to a question 
of Khan Bahadur M. A. Momin that the interests of Bengali traders 
and the interests of your Chamber are not the same but are antagoni~
tic ; will you please explain? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: In certain respects only they are not 
identical. 

Q. May I :ask what view you took on the q~estion of the salt duty? 

A. We were at one with the National Chamber of Commerce on 
that question. 

Q. You· did not take the Bombay view of the matter? 

A. Certainly not. 

Q. In certain matters of piece-goods and other articles, do vou sav 
that your interests have some affinity to the interests of the Bomba)· 
mill-<>wners? 

A. Not always, because we are interested in the import trade also. 

Q. So far' as piece-goods are concerned, may I take it that the ::llar
wari Association has a very large say? 

A. Yes, it has. 

(l. Do you think that in this case the interests of the Marwari 
Chamber and those of the Bengali traders in piece-goods are the same; 
or do they clash? 

A. Y,es':- In some cases they do clash .. So far as the import trade 
is concerned, I do not think our interests :are the same as those of the 
llEmgali" traders. ,, 

Questioned ·by Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy.-Tou say that your interests 
are different from those of the Bengalis. Is it because you are people 
of a. different caste and creed? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goeu_ka: This is a question which concerns 
Indian commerce and we all claim separate representation because our 
interests are not just the same, but different. · 

. Q. Yes, I understand that. But is this difference in interest due 
.to .the fact th.:at you are people of a different caste? You say in your 
Memorandum: "The interests of all these communities, Bengalis and 
nbn:Bengalis, are not identical but differ fundamentally because people 
of different castes and creeds are interested in different branches of 
trade and f'ommerce, although there are som,e branches in which all 
nre more or less interested." I find that is the only thing in your 
Memorandum put_forward in support of your claim for separate repre
sentation. 

A. I think the idea therein was merely to emphasise the difference 
(If trade and commerce, and not exactly to accentuate· any dissimilarity 
of interests with those of the Bengalis. 
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Q. Have you got an extensive membership? 
A. 6-\.bout 175 or 200 members. 
Q. :Most of you are also members of the Indian 

Commerce? 

A. Very few. 

Chamber of 

Q. Sir 8awrup Chand has got extensive cotton interests; Is he a 
member of·the Indian ChamLer of Commerce? 

A.. ~lay be, he is. 

Questioned by Mr. S. M. Bose.-Is there another Association of 
Marn-aris in Calcutta, for· we have received a representation from 
another :M1arwari · Association in this connection? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: That is the Marwari Trades Asso
ciation. They are an Association purely of traders and shop-keepers. 

Q. The·y, too, have asked for a seat; on wha:t basis can they do so?· 

.4. I do not Eke to cry down a sister organization, but as I have 
already explained, it consists purely of retail traders and shop
keepers. 

Questioned by the Hon'ble Mr. B. P. Singh Roy~-liost of your 
members ar.e domiciled outside Bengal; so can you take the Bengal 
view of the commercial enterprises in which you are e·ngaged? 

llai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: We take a purely commercial view. 
of all quest_ions that eome. b-efore us. 

Q. Not an all-India view? 
! ·' 

A. Certainly we do so. when' necessary. 

Q. In course of your business, don't you look to the interests 9( 
Bengal? 

A. Certainly w,e do. 

Q. You are interested m the -consumers, o£ Bengal, not in the 
producers? 

A. Yes, we are interested m the consumers. 

Q. Do yon empl~y Bengalis in your :firms? 

A. Yes, severaL . My :firm had till recently a very mgn1y paHJ . 
Bengali as our representative in London. 

Mrs. P. K. Bose: Is that Bengali, a Hindu or a Mussalimtnfl. 

Rai Bahadur D. D. Goenka: A Hindu. · 

Khan Bahadur :M. A. :Momin: Have you any Muhammadan 
employees in your :firm? ; 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Yes, several. In our jute presses 
there are any number of them. 

Questioned b'y Mr. C. P. Hogg.-You say that your interests are 
different from those o£ the Bengali traders; do you mean to say that 
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y<,u trade in a differE-nt type of g·oods, or engage m differ€Ilt line.'! of 
trarle from those adopted by the latter? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Take for instance the trade in the 
import of piece-goods. In that case most people are inclined to take 
the view of the Bombay mill-owners. 'Vhen the protecti>e tariff was 
first put on, there was some talk of looking• to the interests of the con
lmmers; but when the tariff was raised last )!arch, there was not even 
a word said on behalf of the consumers. • 

Q. On the question of import of piece-goods in Calcutta, would 
J'OU take the same view as the Bengali traders? 

A. That is a hypothetical question and I am afraid I cannot 
t>,nswer that question . 

. Q. If a Bengali firm d~alt in the piece-g-oods trade, would your 
interest be the same as the mterest of ~hat firm? 

.4. Yes, certainly. 

Q. The attitude of the money-lending sel:ti_on in yoi.l~ com~unity, 
for instance would be presumably the same m connection w1th the 
~Ioney-lende~s' Bill now before the r~gislatiYe Council· as that of the 

'Bengali money-lenders? 

A. Yes, certainly. 

Q. But supposing ~vou WE're borrowN·, naturally your interest 
would be di:ffer,ent. Is that what you mean by "difference in interest"? 

A. Yes, exactly. 

. Questioned by Mr. Mukunda Behary f.4allik.-How many Associa-
tions are there of .Marwaris, who look after your trade and commerce 
her.e? 

Rai, Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Three: (1) the .Marwari Chamber 
of Commerce, which deals with imported piece-goods only, (2) the 
}farwari 'l.'rades Association, which is a body purely of traders and 
shop-keepers, and (:1) the ~Iarwari Association, which deals with all 
varieties of goods. 

Q. From the faet that in some cases your interests clash with 
those of the l~engali traders. cannot the conclusion· be legitimately 
drawn thoat the interests of Bengal suffer at any rate to that extent? 

A. 'Vhy should they? I cannot follow you. 

Q. My point is that: Supposing it be conceded that the import o£ 
piece-goods is against the interest of Bengal, then might not one s:ay 
that so far as the. import business is conrerned, it would clash with 

-your interest? 

A. I do not e:xactly follow ;\ uu. 

Q. If the interests of a section o£ Bengali traders clash with those 
of your ('Ommunity, would it not follow that the interest.s of Bengal 
suffer, at least to thE extent? Or, in other words, if a Bengali trader 
deals in piere or any other g·ood;; whirh is beneficial to the country, 
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might it not be considet·ed that that particular firm was working m 
the interest of the provinc·e? 

J. No, I do not. admit that. 

'Questioned by Mr. B. C. Chatterjee.-,Vhat is the strength ol your 
1em bership? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: In the region of about 200; 175 to 200 
that is. 

(j. Have you got any seat in the Legislature now? If so, since 
\\hen? 

A. 'y e. ha v~ got one since the Reforms were inaugurated. 
Q. If you contested a seat in the General constituency don't you 

think that one of your members could get elected? ' 
A. I do not think, in that case we should have the ghost of a 

< b'ance and that is wh.v we are pressing for separate representation. 
. . 

Questioned by Mr. t~. K. Basu.-In the 200 firms comprised w1thin 
your Chamber, are there any Bengali apprentices.in any one of them? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Yes, there are hundreds of Benga}is 
there. 

Q. I don't mean regular employees, but appr-€ntices, who are 
tt·ained in them. 

A. Practically none; but this is so, in view of the fact that the · 
practice of training apprentices is not in vogu.e with our firms. 

Questioned by Mr. R. N. Cilchrist.-"Which Association is the most 
representative of your community?. 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: ."The :Marwari Association certainly. 
·The :llarwari Chamber of Commerce was originally started as a branch 
of the ~Iarwari Association under the name of "Piece-goods Sub-Com
mittee," but after 2 or 3 years, when it got going as an Association of 
Importers, it resolved itself into a di~tinct organization, and called itself 
the Marwari Chamber of Commerce. 

Hon'ble Mr. Khwaja Nazimuddin: What about the Indian Chamber 
of Commerce? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka': That is a body, the majority of whose 
members are non-~Iarwnri business-men; it is the Bombay school of 
thought that has the upperhand in the Indian Chamber of CommercA. 

l\Ir. R. N. Gilchrist: Is it your opinion that the Indian Chamber 
of Commerce does not adequately represent the Marwari community in 
Calcutta? 

Rai Bahadur B. D. Goenka: Certainly it does ·not. 
Q. Is it correct to say that the Marwari Chamber is a Piece-goods 

Association? 
A. YPs, the Uarw:ui Chamber of Commerce may be snid to be 

practically an As~(){'iation which deals mainly in piece-goods. · 
Q. Are your interests in any way diffPrent from \hose of the Mar. 

wari Chamber? 
A.. Yes, their interests are limited in extent and scope. Our 

interests are wider. 
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Memorandum by the Muslim Chamber of Commerce. 

I am directed by the Committee of the :Muslim Chamber of Com
merce, Calcutta, to hereby offer- you their most grateful thanks for 
giving them -the opportunity to express their views on the subject of 
the representation of the Indian commercial community in the Bengal 
Legislative Council under the reformed con"Stitution. -

The Committee have carefully .considered the Communal Decision, 
announced by the Prime 1\Iinister on the 4th August last, specially the 
portion relating to the allotment of seats to the commercial communitv 
of Bengal, and find themselves unable to agree with the observations ~f 
His Majesty's Government on the foot-note to the Table of the Com
munal Decision. 

In view of the fad that the Indian commercial community will 
decidedly have wider and more vital interests in the trade, industry, 
mining and planting, etc., of their own country, the proposal of allo
l'!ating 14 seats to Europeans and only five to Indians is entirely against 
the canons of fair play and equity. Statutorily as well as on their own 
merits the Indian interests richly deserve major share in the allotment. 
However, if presently the vested interests are to be favourably treated 

, the Committee suggest that out of 19 seats at least ten should be allotted 
to the Indians, whereof four seats be reserved for the Jtfuslim com
munity. 

The Committee strongly believe that a closer study of the circum
stances, wherein :Muslims have to conduct their business operations 
and industrial enterprises, will convince the Government of the need of 
allowing the 1\Iuslim commercial community bigger opportunities and 
better facilities to safeguard and promote their interests. Though they 
are larger in number in the province, 1\Iuslims are too weak to stand 
shoulder to shoulder with other communities in making any united effort 
to add to the national wealth. First they have to stand on their own 
legs, but, having started late and being naturally ignorant of the ways, 
they find it almost a Herculian task.to do so in face of intense competi
tion and blocked up passages. Even in those trades, like raw jute and 
hides and skins, in which accidentally they have a sort of monopoly, 
special provision in the Legislature to protect and promote their interests, 
as enjoyed by others in similar cases, are denied -l:o them. 

It is, therefore, evident that for the 1\Iuslim commercial community 
in Bengal the question of representation in tne Council is the question 
of life and death to their economical existence. And just as it is vital 
that :Muslims must have representation in the Council, it is also para
mountly essential that the representation should be adequate enough to 
give them full opportunjties to safeguard and promote their interests 
generally in commerce and industry and specially in their staple trades 
of raw jute and hides and skins. 

I am directed by the Committee to enclose a copy of the Chamber's 
Memorandum and Articles of Association (not printed) which will 
explain to you in full detail the constitut~on and scope of work of the 
Chamber, while from the enclosed list oi members (not printed) you 
will learn that almost all the leading Muslim merchants of Calcutta 
and elsewhere in Bengal and those of various sects and groups of the 
community, carrying varied and diwrse trades, ha>e already joined 
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the Chamber. Amongst the members there are eight registered firms 
whose capital respectively is as follows:- ,. 

Adamjee Jute Mills, Ltd. 

Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Co., Ltd. 

Dost Mohammad and Co., Ltd. 

Himalaya Insurance Co., Ltd. 

liuslim Press and Publications, Ltd. 

Nauman Jafferey, Ltd. 

Ishaq Chandna, Ltd. 

Wise Brothers, Ltd. 

Total ... 

Rs. 
41,70,000 

35,00,000 

7,50,000 

5,00,000 

1,50,000 

1,50,000 

1,00,000 

1,00,000 

14,20,000 

As regards the capital of other firms, nothing can be said definitely, 
as they are private concerns, but their aggregate capital is estimated at 
more than 15 crores of rupees. 

The total freight used by the members of the Chamber in a year is 
estimated at over 1 million t£-ns, which is mostly booked with the British 
shi_Eping companies in Bengal, and it is noteworthy that about 75 per 
cent. of India's coastal trade and over one-third of Bengal's salt trade 
is controlled by the members of the Chamber. 

Further the Chamber's memben have in Bengal, not only the major 
interests in raw jute and predominant in hides and skins, but very ap
preciable in rice, wheat and wheat flour, oil-seeds, cereals, rosin, tea, 
tobacco, shellac, jute and jute manufactures and timber, and oils, vege
table produce, f'oaps, provision, hosiery, chemicals and drugs, apparels, 
toys, piece and fancy-goods, yarn, paper, printing requisites, watches 
and general imports. 

Many of the Chamber's members have been taking very keen and con
spicuous part in several industries. They have secured eminently 
valuable shares in jute, tanning, shoes (leather and rubber), sugar, soaps, 
scents, cigarettes, matches, carpets, films and button manufacturing. 
Some are interested in smaller indigenous industries. Others have taken 
to suitable cottage industries. The new awakening and stress of cir
cumstances have given them the correct impetus, and it is certain, if 
better and surer opportunities for guidance and encouragement are ex
tended to them, the Muslim commercial community should soon progress 
in every direction and even give lead to others at least in the industrial 
field. 

"\Vhereas such vital and large interests are at stake and handsome 
results in sight, benefiting the people, province and Government, the 
Committee have every hope that the Government will be pleased to allot 
four seats, in case ten seats are allocated to the Indians, otherwise at 
least two seats to the Muslim Chamber of Commerce, which is the only 
bona fide and competent body to look after the Muslim commercial 
community's interests in Bengal. 

i9;J 



[25th January 1933.] 

The Muslim Chamber of Commerce. 

ORAL EvmEscE. 

Repre.1entatius: 

(1) ::\Ir. ~I. A. H. Ispahani. 

(2) ~Ir. )1. Rafique 

'rhe Chairman asked the representatives if they had anything 
further to state, besides what they had mentioned in their ::\Iemorau
dum. They could do so as briefly as possible. 

1\lr. Rafique said that when the Chamber was started it had 80 
members, but now the number had gone up to 104, and the total capital 
of the members now was over Rs. 18 crores. 

As regards exports, Mr. Ispahani gave the following figures : He 
said that among Indian exporters the members of the Chamher had 
exported during the last 11 months (,January to X ovem~er)-

(1) Jute fabrics--4 crores, 16 lakh yards by members o£ the 
Muslim Chamber and 2 crores, 28 lakh yards by non
Muhammadans. 

(2) Hessian-11 crores, 24 lakh yards by members of the Muslim 
Chamber and 10,51 lakhs, by non--~Iuhammadans. 

(.3) Lac, shellac and other produce-Members of the Chamber 
70,000 bags, and by the non-l\1 uhammadans 2.3,000 bags. 

\4) Rice-Out of 1,05,000 tons, 74,000 tons have been shipped by 
Muslims and 21,600 tons by non-l\luslims. 

(5) Sugar (from Jaituary to December 19.32)-The members of 
the Chamber have imported 762,000 cwt., against 605,71~ 

· by non-Muslims. 

:Mr. Ispahani said that those figures, as he had already stated, were 
for 1932. He gave the following figures (from 1926 to 1931) which 
(!arne to the share of Muslim merchants-

(!) Jute-Out of a total average export of Rs. 42 crores, the 
Muslims exported Rs. 6 crores, 22 lakhs. 

(2) Rice-Out of Rs. 2 erores, 35 lakhs; Rs. 140 lakhs. 
(3) Grain and pulses-Rs. 60 lakhs. _ 
( 4) Tea-Out of Rs. 2:3 crores; Rs. 3 crores, 32 lakhs. 
(5) J.. .. ac and shellac-Out of Rs. 4i crores, Rs. 1 erore. 
(6) Hides and skins-Out of Rs. 5 crores, Rs. 3 crores, 20 lakhs. 

Looking to the import trade of Bengal for the period 1926-31, he 
showed the followip.g figures :-

(1) Sugar-70 per cent. 
(2) Salt-3:3 per cent. 
(3) Vegetable products-90 per cent. 



(4) White oils-SO per cent. 
(5) Glasswares-45 per cent. 
(6) Hosiery-GO per cent. 
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(7) Chemical drugs-40 per cent. 
(8) I>rovisions-45 per cent. , 
(9) Fancy goods-35 per cent. 

(10) \Voollen materials-42 per cent.. 
(11) Fruits-95 per cent. 

(On enquiry by Mr. 1Iogg, he &aid that all these formed part of !!lea-
borne trade.) · 

:Mr. Ispahani said that these figures had heen compiled from the 
figures received from the Collector of Customs und the Director of 
Commercial Intelligence. 

Regarding coastal trade, Mr. Ispahani stated that nearly 75 per 
cent. of the coastal trade in Bengal was controlled by the :Mussalman 
members of the Chamber. 

)Jr. llogg: In what way? Are they importers or exporters? 
:Mr. Ispahani : They export and import and also distribute. 
Mr. Ispahani also mentioned that importance of any commercial 

community is judged by the shipments it affects. He sa!d "in coastal 
trade we command by far the larger share; we book 15 lakhs of tons of 
freight with British and other steamship companies. 'l'his should alone 
show to what a large extent we command tho trade of the province." 

lie stated "as regards enlistment of members, we have only taken 
those who are actually traders/that is to say, who are actually 
interested in trade and are bona fide commerdal·people. · 

Questioned by Mr. B. C. Chatterji.-Q. In what proportion does 
your Chamber consist of Bengali Muhammadans us against non-Bengali 
Muhammadans? 

.4. What is the definition of a Bengali :Muhammadan and that of 
a non-Bengali Muhammadan? Ruppose anyone's father is living here, 
has purchased property, etc., will he be a Bengali Muhammadan? 

Mr. Chatterji: I think, those who are natives of Bengal as we 
Hindu Bengalis are easily distinguishable. My idea is that those 
:Muhammadans who in their ordinary lives are more Bengali are 
Bengali Muhammadans. Do' you in your common talk use Bengali 
language or non-Bengali language? 

. Mr. Rafique replied that he could speak Bengali, but c~u~d n?t 
wnte it. \Ve have 54 out of 104 such members who are dom1c1led 1u 
Bengal, living here for about the last 40 years. 

There was a great deal of discussion about the definition of Bengali 
~[uhammadan and non-Bengali Muhammadan. 

)!r. Chatterji: In Bengal we know who ·are Bengali :hiuham
madans as a"'ainst our Muhammadan friends who came from up-countxy 
and settled "here. Take, for instance, the 1!Iarwaris, they cannot be 
called Ben"'ali Hindus thouo·h thev came here in l:ug·e numbers, made 

0 ' 0 "' .._. 
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their homes and have settled here for generations. There is appreciable 
distinction between them and the Bengali Hindus. 

:Mr. Rafique said, there were several members of the Chamber who 
had married here, settled here for their trade purposes and had pro
perties here, but they occasionally went to their native country. ·will 
not these gentlemen be called Muhammadans i" 

Mr. Chatterjee said that in his opinio~ those ~Iuhamadans whose 
mother tongue was Bengali should be called Bengali Muhammadans. 

Mr. Rafique replied: There are :Muhammadan families, living 
here for more than 100 years, but their' mother tongue is Hindustani, 
for instance, the Nawab Bahadur of JI.Iurshidabad, the :Sawab of Dacca 
and even our Chairman the Hon'ble Khwaja Nazimuddin; it is very 
difficult to distinguish between Muhammadans and Bengali :Muham
madans. 

Mr. Chatterji: How is it difficult? The l\larwaris, Parsis and 
others, who live in Bengal, for many years, are quite distinct from 
the Bengali Hindus. 

Mr. Gilchrist: I think that those who are born in Bengal can be 
said to be Bengali Muhammadans. How many such members a1e 
there in the l\l uslim Chamber of Commerce? 

:ur. Rafique: Fifty-four. 
JI.Ir. N. K. Basu enquired how many Bengali :Muslims are managing 

directors of their firms, and asked to name them. 
· JI.Ir. Rafique: It will be impossible now to do so. We can give 

the list later on if required. 
Mr. N. K. Basu enquired of Mr. Ispahani as to the place where 

he was born. 
Mr. Ispahani: In Madras. 
Mr. N. K. Basu: Do you know whether in Madra.s any seat is 

allocated for the Muhammadan commercial community? 
Mr. Ispahani: No. But this is, perhaps, due to the non-existence 

of a Chamber of Commerce there to ventilate this grievance. 

Mr. B. C. Chatterji resumed questioning.-Q. Your business is 
a very old standing business? 

A. A good many of our members have business here for genera
tions. 

Q. Your Chamber is formed for helping and . protecting . tle 
Muslim commercial community of Bengal? 

.A. Very much. 
Q. When did you form this Chamber? 
.A. 1st October 1932. 

Q. When the business interests of your -.arious concerns were 
neglected, you thought that you must start a Chamber of your own? 

.A. Yes. 

Q. I take it that the formation. of your Chamber has absolutely 
nothing to do with the Prime Minister's award? 

A. Nothing. The idea of starting a :lluslim Chamber of Commerte 
is more than five years old. 
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Q. Does a considerable portion of your earnings go out of Bengal? 

A. Very small. :Most of our members 1 i ve in Bengal. 

Q. It is desirable for any province that the men of that province 
should try and do as much of their business as possible in the mufassal. 
Do ~-ou do that? 

A.. Yes, we do that. 

Q. At the present moment you are doing a conside·rable part of 
your business in Bengal? 

A .. Yes.· 

Questioned by Khan Bahadur A. Mumin.-Q. Is not the mother 
tongue of the :Muslims the same a~ that of a very large number of 
Hindus also of Calcutta? 

A. Yes; the reason for this probably is that a very large number 
of the ancestors of these people migrated from tip-country and settled 
in Calcutta. 

Q. You want to call these residents nothing but Bengali? 
A. Yes. 
Q. A.s regards your Association, you said that 54 members are 

Bengali out of 104; this means that the other 50 are not born in 
Bengal? 

A. "'e have no information about that 
Q. Is not a considerable number of your Muslim trading com

munity domiciled? It does not matter whether they are born in 
Bengal or not. 

I •' 
A. Many of our members are here for generations; they married 

here and have their properties. They are domiciled. 
Q. 'Vhat is the percentage of such members? 
A. ,75 per cent. 
Q. A very large percentage of your members own laP.ded property 

also as other inhabitants of Dengal? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many members of your Chamber have actually trading 

head offices outside Bengal? 
A. Twenty per cent. i.e., 80 per cent. are in Bengal. 
Q. Mr. Ispa~ani h~s given a list of commoditie~ in. which you. are 

interested and from th1s we find that most of the md1genous articles 
of Bengal are in your hands? 

A. Y,es. 
Q. Then among, the Indians, will you say that the trade is entirely 

tn your hands? 
A.. Yes, except tea. 
Q. In the case of hides and _skins, you control them? 
.:1. Yes. 
Q. As regards rice? 
A.. We hold command m that trade. 
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(J. As regards commercial control, after the Europeans, your 
Chamber is the most important one? 

A. Yes, by far. 
Q. You said that your Chamber was established in 19:32; is it not 

a f3:ct that there was another Chamber five years ago? 
A. Yes, but that was not registered.· 
Q .. You have been contemplating to establish a Chamber of you:r 

own for more than five years? 
A. Yes. 
Q. :Many of you are members of the Indian Chamber of Com· 

merce? 
- A. Yes, about 20. 

Q. &lme of you are m the ""Bengal National Chamber of Com· 
merce? 

A. Yes2 about 1 or 2. 

Q. If a special seat is given only to the Indian and Bengal 
(National) Chambers of Commerce, can you l1ave fair expectation from 
them of looking after :Muslim interests? 

A. No. 

Q. You have your members in the Bengal National Chamber of 
Commerce and Indian Chamber of Commerce. · Have you entered 
into any other public b{')dy? 

A. No. 

(Here :Mr. Rafique mentioned that though they had some members 
in the Indian Chamber of Commerce, they practically had no voice. 
For instance, two years back when the question of export duty on hides 
and skins came up, we gave our opinion but it was n~t aceepted, though 
this particular business is our monopoly.) 

Q . . Your interest in other trades is identical with that of the Indian 
Chamber of Commerce, but there may be cases in which your interest 
might be different from that body? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Look at the list of commodities, please. "\Vill it not be correct 

to say that most of these are indigenous? 
A. Yes. 
Q . . You are interested not only in the earnings, but also indirectly 

interested in the development of Bengal produce? -
A. Certainly. 
Q. Is there any contemplation of starting any industries for the 

improvement of agriculture? 
.4. Yes. 

Questioned by- Mr. Narendra Kumar Basu.-Q. "\Vill you please 
look at the second sentence of paragraph 4 ()f your statement? In it 
you say that "Though they are larger in number in . the province, 
:Muslims are too weak to stan<l shoulder to shoulder w1th other com
munities in making any united effort to add to the national wealth." 
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'rill you please tell me how with your capital of about 18 crores of 
rupees do you say that_ you are too weak? 

A. In the beginning this requires some explanation. At first om· 
representatives in other bodies were ignorant of English and so. thev 
~ould !J.Ot J?Ut thei_r gri.e>ances properly and ":ere invariably defeated 
m. their obJect. Now by the spread. of education and propaganda;-we 
wish to stand shoulder to shoulder with others to look after our interest 
properly. 

Q. Therefore, your Association IS more political than trade pur
poses? 

A. No; I mean to say that we ha>e no effecti>e voice in trade 
matters. 

Q. Then you mean to say that you are weak in knowled"'e 'Of 
language and knowledge of rights? "' 

A. Not knowledge of rights. 'Ve are not a political body but 
a commercial organization. We have been too weak to look afte; our 
trade interests; we ha>e been neglected all along.' 

Q. Then what are you weak in? 
A. We are weak in a~serting our rights. 
Q. Then you think that if some provision is made for your body 

to come into the Legislature, you can get over that difficulty? 

A. Certainly. 
Q. In page 2 of your statement, it appears that the capital of your 

registered firms is Rs. 94 lakhs. Is that paid up capital or nominal 
capital? 

A. Practically all paid up. We shall let you know the details. 
Q. You say in your statement that the total capital of your members. 

is about Rs. IS crores. You estimated it by mere guess?' 

A. By information we have got. 

Q.-Please let me know, as briefly as possible, in what respect the 
interest of the Muslim Chamber of Commerce and the interest of other 
Chambers or .Associations of trade will oe affected? It seems there is 
no conflict in the commereial interests between the l\Iarwari, Indian 
and the Bengal (N' ational) Chambers of Commerce. So I am eager to
learn how and where your interest will conflict with that of others? 

.:1.-Suppose members of our Chamber do SO per cent. of trade, such 
as hide and skin, wgetable oil, ete., and the others do 20 per cent. In 
that case the other Chambers may not take so much interest as we
would and, consequently, there might be conflict; 

Q.-,Yill there be conflict if you and other Chambers do identical 
sort of busines~? 

A .. - Yes in most cases there is conflict, but in other cases 
co-operation. 

Q.-You said that one-third of the salt trade is controlled by your 
Chamber. Are not several of your members dealing with. this trade, 
people from Born bay side? I 'do not want the legal definition as to
whether they are Bengali "Muhammadans or Bombay :Muhammadans; 
please answer according to your interpretation, and I desire to know 
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whether this business is mostly confined to Bombay Muhammadans or 
not? 

A.-Yes. People from Bombay who ha>e settled here. 
Q.-Is it not a fact that the opinion you ga>e to th~ Collector of 

Customs regarding the enhancement of the duty on.salt' was conflictin(l' 
with that of the Legislati>e Col\.ncil? · "' 

A. Yes. 
Q. You said that the Muslims do most of the indigenous trade in 

Dential. You also said that they were indirectly interested in 'the 
imports of Bengal. Are you inter·ested directly or indirectly in the 
.expurt trade of Bengal? 

A. Yes. 
Q. IIow many of your 104 members ha>e paid subscriptions. 
~!. :Most of them; there might be a few left. 
Q .. The President and Vice-Presidents have got their head offices 

m Calcutta? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Has any other member of your Chamber become member of the 

Bengal (X ational) and Indian Chambers of Commerce excepting those 
whom you ha>e already mentioned? 

A. Ko. 

Questioned by Mr. H. S. Suhrawardy.-Q . . Calcutta is in Bengal, 
but so far as Calcutta Muslims are concerned are they all different 
-culturally, ethnologically and intellectually from Bengal ~Iuslims? 

A. No. 
Q. Is it not a fact that since your Chamber has been started, the 

Muslim traders and community are taking more interest in commerce 
:and trade? 

A. Yes, definitely. 
(!. Is it a fact that commercial Muslims also ha>e awakened to 

:safeguard their interest commercially since the establishment of your 
Chamber? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Do you consider that the Muslim Chamber of Commerce will 

.give impetus to Muslim trade? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. 'Vill your Chamber help :Muslim traders? 
A. Yes, already it has been helping. 
Q. Mostly non-Muslim Chambers r)f Commerce will not be in a 

·position to help Mussalman traders as much as you hope to do? 
A. That is our particular object in >iew of course. In fact, the 

;producers and exporters as "\vell as the importers and consumers are 
mostly Mussalmans while the rest of Indian traders are more or less 
mtermediaries. 'Ve, the Muslim Chamber, therefore, can do more 
towards the development of the commerce and industry of Bengal. 

Q. Do you know that small shop-keepers in the mufassal and Yarious 
.other places do not take goods from Marwari importers? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. Are you aware or not thal a small Muslim shop-k.e.eper is 
handicapped because so far as the terms which he geb from Marwaris 
are not so beneficial as the terms which a small Marwari shop-keeper 
~ets from ~is Marwari sellers? · .. 

A. 'V e have J>uclt complaints from traders- in .Japanese goods. 
Q. Can youl" Chamber help in giving facilities to Muslim traders? 
,1. We hope to ~Q so. . . -

. Q. ·Do you suggest that the Indian Chamber of Commerce or the 
Beng_al N atio~a( Chamber :of Ca~mercc will give_ such. facilities to 
llushm trad~rs·tQ set ~n example m the mufassal? 

.4. V ~Y doubtful. 
Q. If the duty on hides and skins, which has been imposed, had 

been taken ~way, would it mean an increase in the volume of export?· 
A. Yes. • 
Q. Have you been trying your level bes't to impress upon the 

authorities to _take away this restriction? 
A. Yes, but so far we have failed. 
Q. Do you hope if your Chamber is given seats in the L~gislature 

your protest will have more ventilation than others? · · 
A. Yes, certainly. 

Q. Previously there was no collective opinion of Muslim merchants 
upon this point? · 

A. No. 

Questioned by Mr. S. M. Bose.-Q. Is it not a fact that most of the 
mem hers in your list are Delhi wi).Uas and Bombaywallas? 

,1. No. 
Q. Is it not ; fact that 2 or 3 members in your list are Bengali 

Muhamma_dans? ' · 
.4. No. 
Q. Is it not a fact that this Chamber is to a large extent controlled 

lty ] )e lh i lwople often coming from Delhi? 
..:1. No. 
Q. Is it not a fact that in Bombay most of the trades are in the 

la:nuls of Muhammadans? 
A. I have no information. 
Q. In Bombay there are big Muhammadan traders? 
A. It may be. 
Q. Do you know that Muhammadans in Bombay have not ask:ed for 

any special representation in the Legislature? · · 
A. I cannot tell you, hut the position -in Bengal is different. 
Q. It appears from evidence that trade in the hands of Muham~ 

madans has been very large and very imp~rtant for _some years; !lt any 
rate from 1926? Then when the Franchise Committee came d1d you 
give evidt>nce, at least any of you in the inuividual capacity, and as!.ed 
tor representation for your interest in trade? 

A. 'V e were not aware of it. 
7 
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Q. Can you say if before the· Lothian Committee any Muhammadan 
asked· for special representation for industry and trade? 
. A . . I do not' know. 

Q. ·Is there any bar· tb any .Pi ember of you~.: Chamber to join the 
india:!! Chamber of ·Commerce? · 

A.. No. 

Q. If a large number of.~Iunammadans JOlll. the lndfan Chamber 
of C.ommerce, etc., will you'not be able to give your opinion effectively? 

A. No. 

Questioned by Mr; c. C. Cooper.-Q. You rep.resent bne of the 
biggest commercial Chambers in Calcutta-? 

A.. Yes. 
Q. In spite of your wide interest in different kinds of trade, such 

as gunnies, sugar and other produce, you have not felt any necessity 
to have protection of any Chamber of Commerc-e? 

·A. We have been members of the Indian Chamber of Commerce. 
Q. How long ha~e you been members there? 
A. . Five or six years; from the time when the Cha~ber started. 
Q. Not in Bengal National Chamber of Commerce? 
A. No. 
Q. Why? 
A. No answe: 

Q. The Bengal National Chamber of Commerce is the only oldest 
Indian Association, hut you did not think .it ne<>essary to become a 
member; why? 

A. I cannot answer that question. 
Q. You are members of the Indian Chamber of Commerce? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Fmm the evidence it appears that you control the bulk of the 
trades and you have an established position~ yet you felt you could 
·nllt get your interest properly represented by th~t Chamber? 

A. No. 

Q. Why? 

.4. We did not get proper opportunity; we were in a ptinority. 

Q. In spite of your standing? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You now feel you ought to start a Chamber of Commerce to 
protect your interest? 

A. Yes. 
:Mr. Coop4'r said that he <>ould not follow the :figures given in the 

statement. He pointed out the mistahs and said probably in calcu
lating nine months' :figures they have included those of 11 months. 
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Mr. Uafique, after some c~nsultatio'll: said that the erro:t has been 
made in the totalling of the het>sian exports during the 11 months. in· 
1U:J2. lie then submitted the amended figures as follows;....: · 

. , ·. . . . ·-~ .. 
.Members of thl! Chamber-10 crores and. 35 lakh' yards 
X on-Muslima:-9 crores and~ ~~ lakh 'yards .. . . 

Questi~ned by· the ·Hon'Jlle Mr. B. P. Singh Roy.-_;.Q.- From the 
eYidence 1t ar.pears that. members of yout Glj_amber are not natives of 
Bengal; they are dol)liciled in Bengal, i.e., peopl~ who have come 
to Caleutta for traQe, haye married· here and· hav& l:onnections here. 
Stippose a conflict' arises in commercial interests between Bengal ·and 
any ·other provin~e· under the new eonstitution, what yiew will .the 
majority: of :vom;: Assoeiation take? Will they take all-India view or 
llengal view P · 

A. Bengal view: 

(J. I find some 23 members of your.. Chamber are members of the 
Indian Chamber of Commerce and on a question the members o1 the 
Indian Chamber' of Commerce told us that they ·took all-India. view of 
things and not merely Bengal Provincial view of things. So I want 
to find whether your .4-ssociation 1~ likely to take all-India view or 
Bengal view of things? · 

A. Bengal ~iew of things. 

Q. It appears that some of your firms are big dealers in tea.. 
Suppose there is a question of imposing import duty on tea. coming 
from Java, will you support it or not? 

A. 'Ve will s~pport it .. 

Q. 
A. 

. ' 
You prefer. Bengal tea· tn tea from Java? 
Yes .. 

Questioned by Mrs. P. K. Booe.-Q. _Wili there be ~Y practical 
trade diffieulty if you have no representation m t.he Council? 

'A. · Yes we had. difficulties in the past. 
-"' ' 4lt ,. " • 

, Q. But .'you. n:ever ~ried through the Bengal National Chamber 
of Commerce to put )~our case? . 

A. We have not been g~ven any chance to put our case before. 
Q. But ·you have not tri.ed to put your case? 

· A. We tried the .Indian Chamber of Commerce. 

Q. In Nation~! Chamber of Commerce? 

A. No. 
Q. They Rend their own representatives m the Council. 

1-l. · Yes. 
Q. In future the interest of Muhammadans will ~e b_etter safe

g-uarded, as there will be a large number of representatives m the new 
Council. Will not that serve your purpose? 

A. Who knows that commercial people will go there. 
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Q. Then Muhammadan traders have no confidence in Muhamma-
dans? . 

·~4.. · We have the fullest confidence in Muslim members but people 
in busmess alone can understand the needs and difficulties of busines~:~
m!'Jn. 

Q. Have you no influence to send your, trading men through the 
general constituencies? 

A. No. 

Q. You want direct representation through the Muslim Chamber 
of Commerce? 

A. Yes. Because if we have representation from our .own Cham
ber, we can send persons who can take a personal interest in a parti

. cular matter. For instance, if any question arises 1·egarding hides and 
skins or tea in the Council, we shall have expert members. from our 
Chamber to look after our interests. 

q. Your Chamber is entirely for Muhammadans? 

A. Yes, particularly for Muhammadans, but our "rules do not debar 
11 non-Muslim from becoming a member.· 

Q. 'Vill it be communal? 

A.. No, there is no communalism m commercial matters. 

Q. Will it be encouraging communal growth m comm~nal busi
nes~? 

A. No. The Muslim Chamber of Commeree is and can ne the 
only National Chamber of Commerce in a province with a Muslim 
majority in the population. 

Quc~ioned by the Chalrman,-Q. You said previously that the 
Muslims did not know }~ng-lish and were, theTefore, reluctant and 
ehy of joining the other Chambers of Commeree. This also must be 
one of the reasons that the Muslim Chamber of Commerce could find 
104 -members recently, as owing to a shortage of number of members or 
if there were no member, it was possible that they might not have any 
representation in Council? 

L4. Decidedly. 

(J. Do you not think that because as far as Indian commercial import 
and export are concerned, Muslims having the largest control, it will 
be a loss to the Bengal Council itself if they are kept out of it? 

A. Certainly. 

Q. You have claimed representation of how many seats? 
A. Two seats, and taking into consideration that w~ hold an import

ant position in commerce in Bengal and our claim is very modest, we 
fully deserve to get ~t least two seats. 

Q. 'Vhether the Muslims who are members of your Chamber b~. 
long to Bengal .or out~ide as far a.s trade of Bengal is concerned? 

A.. They have got a. very big stake in business here. 
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Q. With regard to coastal trade, can you say who are the brokers 
of most of the firms a -

A. ln :Macki,nnon Mackenzie, there is a llindu gentleman"" who 
g-ets a certain percentage of freights booked; no Indian can book unless 
be fixes freights through this particular gentleman. So our position 
is, though we are important exporters and importers, we have no voice 
in freights. And this is one of the reasons why we ask for opportunities 
to represent our case and to safeguard our interests. 'Ve have about 23 
member& in the Indian Chamber of Commerce by accident, but we have 
no influence ~here. 

(j. llave any Muslim of trade importance been appointed .or elect
ed to any public boqy, e.g., Port Commissioners, Improvement 'l'rust, 
etc.? 

A. None at all, we have all along been neglected. 

(.J. Leading Muslim merchants of Calcutta refused to start a Com
mercial Chamber lest it become a political boqy? -

,1. Yes; when we started this Chamber we could not get co-opera
tion because people thought that we were a political body. 

Q. Is it a fact that these people said that before joining the Cham
ber they wanted to be assured that the Chamber was going to be on 
a permanent basis, with funds and not merely a got-up affair to attain 
a political or a partic~lar object? 

A.. .Yes. 'V e also told them that we were not a political hody. · 

Questioned by Mr. Cilchrist, Reforms Officter.-Q. You said that 
you have got nobody to represent you in the Port Commissioners or any 
other public body, because you were not an organised body; but why? 

A. Because there was suspMion that we would he a political body. 

(J. You say that you started an Association in 1925, but why did 
it not come to fruition? 

A. Education of our people took much time. 

(!. Row many meetings had ·you when you restarted? 
A. From 1st October 1932 we have had five or six sittings. 

Que;tioned by Mr .. G. P. Hogg.--Q. You mentioned that freight 
brokers attached to some bi"' shipping companies appointed a. particular 
gentleman and you find so

0

me grievances there. Is it your irlea t~at 
throu,.h the JJegislature you will be able to compel these compames 
to co;duct their business in a particular way which would suit you? 

A. No. 

Q. Then what led you to say so? 
.1. Just as an example. 

Q. Example o£ what? 
A. Want of Muslim organisation. 

Q. I thouO'ht that you were complaining against the shipping 
companies for their action in regard t{) freight booking? h that soP 
. ·A. No. 
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Q. Then do you want that all freights that are booked must not 
be booked by an Indian gentleman? 

. A. Yes. A fair Mhar~ should be Looked through a :Muslim broker. 
Q. Then you want to protest against . this adion not through 

Council, but through your Chamber? ' 
· A. Yes, that is ope of our objects. 

Q. 'With regard to this sort of conflict your fear is that if you 
join the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce you will not be able 
to take up the question in a way you like? 

A. Yes. 
Q. What is the reason that a certain community is more interested 

in some paiiicular line of business than others, and, therefore, each 
community should put foiih its own views regarding a particular trade? 

A. The nature of conflict will arise if the distribution of a paiii
cular trade is in the hands of a particular community, and this parti
cular community will naturally neglect others. 

Q. Am I correct that your difficulties are from this fact that if 
the trodes of different kinds are distributed unequally amongst differ-
ent communities conflicts will arise? · 

A Yes. Our main grievance has been and is that we have been 
left out of everything all along. 

Memorandum by the Indian Merchants' Association, Chittagong. 

This Association~ was established in the vear 1907 and affiliated 
with the Federation of Indian Chamber of 'Commerce and Industrv 
and Indian National Committee of International Chamber of Com
merce. 

2. The objects for which the Association was established are 
various, out primarily the following:-

(a) To promote friendly feelings amongst mercantile firms and 
individuals. 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

To discuss and promote commercial interest in general. 
To decide disputes between trading firms, companies and 

individuals. 
To fix customs and usages of trade for· the guidance of the 

merchants. 
(e) To hold communications with public, quasi-public or private 

bodies, companies, corporations or persons and also with 
other associations to send out representatives wherever 
necessarv and to do all acts and frame rules for protecting 
the gen.eral mercantile interests of Chittagong and other 
places as .well as for promoting the general interests of the 
public of ·those places. · ' 

(/) To enter into any arrangement with any Government or 
authority supreme, railway, municipal, local or otherwise~ 
that may seem conducive to the Association's objects or any 
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of them, and t{) obtain from . any such Government or 
authority all rights, concessions, and privileges which the 
Association may think it desirable to obtain and to carry 
out, exercise and comply with any ·such arrangements, 
rights,. privileges and· concessions. · 

To take all steps which may be necessary for promotin(J" sup-. 
porting or opposing legislation or other action affecti~'(J" the 
aforesaid economic interests- and in general to take"' the .. 
initiative to secure the -\\·elfare of the business community 
in all respects. ' 

3. Membership.-Firms, companie~o, individ-iials carrying on busi
ness at Chittagong belonging to difl'er,ent provinces of India, e.g., 
Bengal, Central Provinces, Bombay, Madras, Punjab, · Marwar, 
Ceylon, etc., are the members of this Association who have invested 
se"V~ral crores. of rupees in business throughout Easte·rn Bengal and 
Assam and other pl~es. · 

A List of the members of the Association ·and its executives is en. 
closed herewith (not printed). 

Scope of work.--Since the last 25 years of the age of this Associa
tion, numerous acts and things in the interest of all merchants, traders 
and companies, both registered and unregistered firm!! of Chittagong 
and other places of Eastern Bengal, Assam and Burma, have heen done 
successfully by this Association. In fact, it has by its continuous 
support and activity throughout such a lengthy period of a quarter 
of a century rendered all services as to give rise to the higher aspira
tion in the ideas and methods of the mercantile community and other 
public. 

Future scope of work.-At the present acute stage of the country 
evolving trade depression, economic distress, unemployment of the 
youtl1s, the scope of the work of this Association has particularly been 
diverted to industrial developments by the utilisation of the row 
materials and the resources of the country, and this Association..fer
vently hope that by strenuous efforts of the members of this Associa
tion the objects outlined above will materialise; consequently, the 
Port of Chittagong will also grow to an industrial ·and commercial 
city for Eastern Bengal and Assam, befitting her rank of major port 
to which she has been raised. 

Local representation.-In the year 1928, ·when the Chittagong port 
was raised to a major port by the Government of India, three seats 
out of seven elected members of the Port Commissioners were allotted 
to this Association in consideration of its strength and utility. In 
tl1e Advisory Committee of the Assam-Bengal Railway Co., too, this 
Association 'has been given a ~eat for repre~entation. 

Representation in the. Bengal Legislative Council.-In the year 
1919, under the scheme of Indian Constitutional Reforms, the question 
of representation of the Indian commercia:! community arose. Three 
seats for three mercantile bodies located. in Calcutta were thought 
insufficient and this Association represented the matter to the Chief 
Secretary to the Gov.ernment of Bengal (m'de letter, dated 28th 
January' 1919) "for ·allotment of one more seat to accommodate this 
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Association, and it was allowed with the ~bject to arrive at a common 
agreement amongst the four public bodies of the Indian commercial 
community, i.e., (1) the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, 
Calcutta, (2) the Indian :Merchants' Association, Chittagong, (3) the 
llengal Mahajan Sabha., Oalcutta., and (4) the ~farwari Association, 
Calcutta. 

The other th1·ee Associations addressed this Association for a joint 
-c·.onference and discussion, advocating the spirit of non-partitionship, 
but it is a matter of much regret and great surprise that the)' takin(J' 
advantage of their location in Calcutta, arranged the allotment' of fou"; 
seats amongst themselv,es without giving due consideration to the 
interest of this Association. The seats were then allotted to them as 
follows:- -

Seats. 

(1) The Bengal (National) Chamber of Commerce ') ,., 

(2) The Bengal Mahajan Sabha 1 

(3) The Marwari Association 1 

Total ... 4 

It will not be out of place to mention here that while the interest 
of the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce can be protected by one 
representative only, it is unnecessary as well as unfair to occupy two 
seats, depriving this Association of its just and bona fide claim and 
interest. 

It is basic truth that the interest of this major port of Chittagong 
to which this Association is very closely attached is not identical with 
the same of the three Associations located in Calcutta. On the other 
hand, the welfare and dev~>lopment of this port and its consequent 
benefit towards the mercantile community of this Association is 
1·ather detrimental in the interest of Calcutta port and oth.er Associa
tions located there, as with the progress of the former the latter may 
loose a portion of her trade in Eastern Bengal and Assam. It is 
obvious that. the inte·rest of this Association will undoubtedly jeopar
dise, if this Association rema.ins unrepresented in the Provincial 
Council under the proposed new constitution. 

This Association, there.fore, claim bona fide that the total ::::.umber 
of five seats under the new Award should be increased to six and 
"divided equally among the mercantile bodies-located in the major 
ports of Bengal, i.e., Calcutta and Chittagong. If the increment of 
seats is not possible, two seats from five should be allotted to thilil 
Association, considering the following facts:-

(a) That this As~ociation has been deprived of its just and du.e 
c1laim of franchise from its inauguration. 

(b) That this Association hM a lot of work in view to be done to
wards the- development of the major port of Chittagong 
which she so badly needs. 

(c) ']'hat the Oalcutta port has alr;eacly read1ed her zenith toward;.; 
developm,ents of all kinds and nothing much remains to Le 
done towards this object. 
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(d) Three seats for the. representation' of three Indian mercantile 
communities of Calcutta should be considered sufficient as 
the general trade interest of Calcutta port will ·also be pro
tected by the European mercantile community who have 
adequate representation in the Council, whereas the Euro
pean community of CJ>\ttagong has only one seat for repre
sentation of the trade interest of Chittagong. 

The other ob~ects, cla~ms and. ot~er reasons in detail may be given 
by a representative of this- AssoCiatiOn who mav attend the Provincial 
Franchise Committee Meetings on receipt of previous intimation. 

~emqrandum by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. 

The position is that under the Communal. Decision announced by 
the Prime Minister, (a) 11 seats have been allotted for the represen
tation of European interests in ~he General co~s~ituencies, election to 
these seats to be by voters votmg in separate communal electorates 
covering the whole area of Bengal; and (b) out of 19 seats allotted 
for the representation of European and Indian commerce initially 14 
will be given to Europeans, the seats to be filled, as at present, by 
election through Chambers of Commerce and various Associations. 
The opinion of the Chamber is "invited, in the case of the General 
seats, as to the constituencies which can suitably be formed to provide 
for the 11 seats, and in the case of the Commercial constituencies, as 
to how the 14 seats should be allocated. · 
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2. Other bodies interested have been addressed on the. subject, 
and reference is made to. the .. •advisability of th~se various bodies 
coming, if possible, to a common agreement in the matter. In the 
circumstances, the Committee of the Chamber thought that the best · 
course to follow was to arrange for the whole subject to be considered 
by a Joint Committee upon which the following bodies were represen
ted, namely: the European Association, Calcutta; the Calcutta Trades 
Association; the Indian Jute Mills Association; th~ Indian Tea Asso
ciation; the Indian Mining Association; the N arayanganj 'Chamber of 
Commerce; and the Bengal Chamber of Commerce. Unfortunately, the 
shortness of time available did not allow of its being possible to obtain· 
the views of the Chitta gong Chamber of Commerce ... The Joint Com
mittee- have now completed their examination of the question, and I 
am instructed to communicate the result to you and to explain that 
their recommendations have been approved by the Committee of thjs. 
Chamber. It will be convenient, it is thought to deal with the two 
subjects-general representation and commercial representation-in 
one letter. 

3. . Before com~ng to the specific recoml?-endatio~s ~n regard to ~~e 
allocation of seats m the two types of constituency, it 1s perha~s de;•It• 
ahle to explain a general coi_Jsideration which has been kept m vieW 
with regard to the representation oJ Europeans in the .Dac.ca al!-d 
Chittagon(J" Divisions. The total number of Europeans 1s given, 1n 
the state~ent which you forward, .as 431 in the Dacca' Divi~ion and as 
398 in the Chitta(J"ong Division, out of a total of 20,895 m the pro
nnce. These bei~g contiguous divisions, it might, therefore be 

8 
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argued that on a population basis .they would be. proportionately pro
vided for if they returned one member between them. But it is 
agreed that this consideration should .not be strictly adhered to, and 
that on general grounds the 'two divisions should have separate repre
sentation. Accepting this conclusion, the next question considered 
was whether the representation t>hould be arranged through the two 
Chambers of Commerce, i.e., the Chittagong Chamber and the X arayan
gllnj Chamber, . or through the General constituencies. It is agreed 
that representation should be on the latter basis, i.e., through the 
General constituencies, because this arrangement has the advantage of 
giving representation to all 'Europeans in the divisions. . 

4'. I am now to deal with the allocation of the 14 seats which it 
is proposed should be made available for European commerce and to 
say that after a full consideration of the different points of view, it 
has been decided to make the recommendation noted in the following 
table:-

Bengal Chamber of Commerce 

Calcutta 'I'rades Association 

Indian Jute Mills Association 

Indian. ·Tea Association 

Indian Mining Association 

... 

Seats. 

7 

2 

2 

2 

1 

. 5; In the examiruation of the question of allocating the 11 General 
seats, careful consideration has been given to the relative populations 
oi the different divi;;;ions, and of the areas. within these divisions~ and 
it has beeii decided. that a division on the following basis would repre--

·sent a reasonable distribution:-

Da~a 
Chittagong 

East Bengal. 

. N or,th Bengal. 

Rajsha~r, otl1er than Darjeeling 

Darjeeling 

WeM Bengal 

Calcutta, Howrah and the 24-
Parganas . 

Seats. 

l 
1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

Population. 

431 

.398 

613 

1,089 

1,148 

17,216 

~~lthough this 1Estribuuon might appear to be inequitable from the 
point of view that it allows, on the population basis, numerically in
sufficient. rerreEcutation to Calcutta, Howrah and the 24-Parganas·, the 
ba1ance wil be restored in the Commercial constituencies, where 
Calcutta will provide most of th.e representatives. With regard to the 
6 seats suggested for Calcutta, Howrah. and the 24-Parganas, the 
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- . 
European Association has framed a scheme for the distribution of the 
seats among separate constituencies, and it is und,erstood that they a.re 
submitting this scheme direct to you. · 

6. Finally, I am directed to say that the Cha.rn.ber assumes that 
there will be sufficient opportunity, at a.later stage, to consider pro-. 
posed regulations governing the preparation of the electoral roll, the 
conduct of elections, and so forth. They particularly wish it to be 
arrang.ed that, as -at present, a person should bEJ eligible for election as 
a member of the Council to represent a General constituency (this 
term, under the existing Electoral Rules, including a E.uropean con
stitu.ency) if registered on ·the roll of the constituency or of any other 
constituency in the province. This provision is, the Committe~ ·coll
sider, essential so as to provide for possible difficulties, temporary· or 
otherwise, in obtaining mufassal residents as the representatives of 
General constituencies. The Chamber and the Chamber Associations 
also wish to press the point which they have frequ.ently urged, and 
which is of great importance, namely, that in the new arrangements 
there should be no question of an electoral 'roll having to- be framed 
with a single person nominated by each electv:t' as their representative 
on the rolL·· 

M~m~ranuum _by the Bengal Provincial Committee of th~ ~uropean 
Association. 

I have the hon9ur to submit herewith my Committee's recommenda
tions with regard k t.he allocation of the 14 Commercial European 
seats in the D.engal Leg~&lative Council, under the teformed constiLu
tion:-

Bengal Chamber of l!ommerce. 

Calcutta Trades Association 

Indian Tea As~ociation . . . .. . 
fndian Jute :llills' .-\ssoriation 

Indian Mining: .:\s:'lociation • 

eats. 

7 

·2 
2 

1 

In arri>ing at these figures, my Committee's representatives did S()' 
in consultation with the .other· interests. involved. 
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